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Welcome to the seventh issue of The Magnolia Review! We publish 
art, photography, poetry, comics, creative nonfiction, flash fiction, 
experimental work, and fiction. The Magnolia Review publishes 
previously unpublished work. We publish two issues a year, 
deadlines on November 15 and May 15. The issue will be available 
online on January 15 and July 15. 
 
While The Magnolia Review will not have physical copies at this 
time, the editors may compile a print version if funds become 
available. 
 
Upon publication, the copyrights of the published work(s) reverts to 
the author. 
 
For more information, please visit 
www.themagnoliareview.wordpress.com or email us at 
themagnoliareview@gmail.com. 
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Runaway 
 

The day we lost Oliver, my mother was holed up in the 
bathroom smelling her words.  All morning, she’d had on her writing 
face—this squinty-eyed, wrinkled-nose look, like she’d just gotten a 
whiff of Oliver’s diaper pail. The way I imagined it, she had to sift 
through several foul-smelling words before she could detect the 
pleasing aroma of the one she wanted. To me, the good words would 
smell damp, sharp, a bit earthwormy, the odor of my hands after I’d 
been playing in the dirt, but I never knew what they smelled like to 
her. What I did know was that when my mother had this look on her 
face, we weren’t to bother her.   

So instead we bothered each other. My older sister, Edie, was 
sprawled across the living room floor on her back humming “Who’s 
That Girl.” My brother, Oliver, sat in my lap, playing musical 
accompaniment on his See-N-Say. I plugged my ears. I launched a 
counterattack with lyrics from another Madonna song. But I was no 
match for the quack-quacking and moo-mooing, nor my sister’s off-
key droning—and she knew it. Edie rolled onto her stomach and 
poked me in the ribs. Again.  

“Fiiiiine…,” I groaned. “I’ll play your stupid game.”  
But my surrender was not unconditional. Monopoly for two 

is dreadfully dull so I insisted that we make up aliases.  Edie did not 
put much effort into this endeavor. Her “Debbie” was a half-assed 
conjured being, given nothing more than a name and an occupation 
(dentist). She was as stale and boring as the Cheerios in Oliver’s 
snack cup.  I, on the other hand, was Isadora Fountainswallow. 
Isadora was loosely based on a neighbor of ours who had perfect 
thief hands—long, tapered fingers, gentle enough to tuck you in at 
night yet nimble enough to crack a safe under pressure. Isadora’s 
hair was flame-red, she carried a silver cigarette holder, and she 
wore fuchsia lipstick. Isadora did not pocket gems or lift expensive 
artwork; she stole time—seconds, minutes, and hours, which she 
hoarded in one of those big tubs of margarine. Edie shrugged, 
unimpressed.  



 

Edie had always been a purposeful child, and my attempts to 
subvert her true nature were often the source of our disagreements. 
Games like Monopoly, Risk, and chess were fun because they made 
sense, because one played them to achieve a clear goal—to win. She 
often refused to play the games I made up:  Deep Space Zookeeper 
(pretty much what it sounds like) and Spy (which usually involved 
tailing our double-agent Bantam hens—I was on to them—around 
the yard and recording their suspicious activity).  

Imagination for imagination’s sake did not interest Edie, a 
trait that made her unwavering support of our mother’s writing time 
all the more curious. Edie was the only one who dared to call it 
“writing.” Mother would not name what it was she did with her 
notebook and pen in the bathroom. I knew it as “it.”  

Most days “it” would come on suddenly, like a stomach 
virus. Mother could be sitting on the living room couch folding 
laundry, in the middle of listening to how that fart-blossom Cassie 
McAllister had invited all the girls in class over for a sleepover 
birthday party except for you and the mutant who chewed her hair, 
when the towel in Mother’s hands would go limp, drop to the floor. 
There’d be a quiver about her lips and you could just tell she hadn’t 
heard a word you’d said. She’d go vacant, inanimate, the blink of her 
eyes and the quiet rasp of her breath the only thing differentiating 
her from the laundry basket. I’d see how far I could deviate from the 
topic at hand, informing her that aliens had just landed on the roof to 
abduct Oliver or zombie snails were rising out of the earth to eat our 
brains until her lips would draw into a knot and she’d say “Shhhh.”  

Edie took the pragmatic approach. She’d put her hand on the 
small of our mother’s back and usher her to the bathroom. “Go 
ahead, Mom. We’ll watch Oliver,” she’d say. And as soon as my 
mother acquiesced—it never took much cajoling— Edie’s shoulders 
would slacken; her eyes would glisten with what I dismissed as 
triumph at playing the good, thoughtful daughter. In truth, what I 
saw in my sister’s eyes unsettled me. I didn’t understand why 
someone who’d gotten what she wanted would still look so grim.  



 

Monopoly commenced. Money was distributed. Chance and 
Community Chest cards were meticulously shuffled. My little 
brother had taken a shine to the battleship—the game piece Edie 
always used, yet she chose not to pry it out of his hands, settling for 
the car instead. Curious to see how far Edie’s munificence could be 
pushed, Isadora opted to make her own game piece out of a fleck of 
sock lint, a piece of tape, and a Barbie hair brush. Edie’s eyebrow 
went up, but she said nothing. She would not risk inciting a row that 
would disturb our mother.  

 Edie never wondered—at least not out loud—what our 
mother produced in there. She just seemed to accept that this was 
something Mom did, that it was normal—necessary, even—to 
depart, sometimes mid-sentence, for some other plane of existence. 
However, despite my irritation at our mother’s behavior, I was 
curious. I dared to ask her what she wrote about only once.  

“Do I ever ask to look in your diary?” she’d said.  
“I don’t have one.” 
“Well, you should.” She’d placed her palm on my cheek. 

“Every artist needs raw material.”  
Artist. It was a word I associated with paint-by-number 

pictures of rainbows and dogs, the dingy button-down shirts of my 
father’s we used for smocks in art class, and people who cut off their 
own ears. But one fact loomed larger than any other, filling my belly 
with a warm flutter: Our mother had stamped me as the artist—not 
her. Not my sister.  

It was something I lorded over Edie in secret. If I uttered a 
word about my superiority, she’d squash it.  “What do you know 
about being an artist? You can barely draw stick people,” she might 
say. Or “Rad, you stink just like Mr. Eaton.” (Our art teacher at 
school who smelled of clay and warm bologna.) 

Sitting cross-legged across from me, Edie rolled the dice. 
While she deliberated over whether to buy Baltic Avenue, I 
wondered—hoped—if there was something I was missing about 
what my mother had said, something that would allow me to silence 
the rebuke I imagined Edie delivering. Oliver seemed to be 
entertained at the moment—he’d abandoned the battleship to roll his 
trains across the board—so I left him to peruse the bookcase.  



 

My mother cherished her dictionaries. They were off limits, 
except for a thick 1957 Webster’s with a cracked spine that looked 
like it contained spells for raising the dead rather than a collection of 
words. What I loved most about it though was the paper, thin nearly 
to translucence, soft as my baby brother’s skin. But the content 
proved less than illuminating. The definition of “artist” led me to 
“art” which led me nowhere. Both definitions mentioned “skill.” I 
pressed my lips together, closed the dictionary and tapped the cover. 
What skills did I have?  

 “It’s still your turn, Lil—pay attention,” Edie called.  
I shoved the book back onto the shelf, sank down next to my 

brother who was blowing spit bubbles, and rolled the dice.  
Edie and I disagreed on what happened next.  
She insisted I nudged one die on purpose after it landed, 

making the three I rolled actually a five, thereby precluding me from 
landing on Marvin Gardens with its two houses. I insisted that 
Isadora would do no such thing. Either way, Debbie the dentist 
tackled Isadora, sat on her, and threatened to tell everyone at school 
she was in love with the bologna-smelling teacher if she didn’t pay 
the rent that was due.   
 We heard the bathroom door open before we saw it; the knob 
hit the wall with a bang. Oliver was circling Mother’s legs. In his fist 
was her retractable pen; he clicked it with fervor. Mother no longer 
had her writing face on.  
 “Fifteen minutes. That’s all I ask. Fifteen minutes to inhabit 
my own goddamn mind.” The syllables were forced out through 
gritted teeth. She thrust Oliver toward us, went back into the 
bathroom, and slammed the door. This time we heard the lock click.  

Edie poked me in the chest. A line creased her forehead. The 
vein at her temple bulged.  “Look what you did.”  

*** 



 

My mother was not the kind of person who conceived of 
fifteen minutes as a specific quantity of time. It was an umbrella 
term to be applied to any series of moments, regardless of length. In 
this instance, her fifteen minutes had been more like an hour, but we 
were used to this, and sometimes her vague concept of time worked 
in our favor—when she played hide-and-seek with us or broke out 
the box of pipe cleaners, Popsicle sticks, and glitter. “Okay, fine, 
fifteen minutes, but then I have to start dinner,” she’d say. Forty-five 
minutes later the oven would still be cold, the cutting board still 
sitting in the dish rack.  

After we heard the lock click on the bathroom door, Edie and 
I abandoned Monopoly. She filled Oliver’s snack cup with more 
Cheerios, tossed me a Tonka dump truck, lifted our brother onto her 
hip, and climbed the stairs. I followed, knowing exactly where she 
was going. Upstairs, she put Oliver down, and we stood with 
reverence in front of my mother’s walk-in closet.  

This hallowed space was not filled with the items that 
populated many closets in 1988. You wouldn’t find any velour, 
spandex, or neon there. Mother abhorred shoulder pads, thought acid 
washed jeans an abomination. When she couldn’t find what she 
wanted in consignment stores, she simply made it herself. What I 
loved most about playing in my mother’s closet was that it was 
neutral territory. Being here brought out a state of amicability in my 
sister and me that was otherwise rarely present. Here, Edie did not 
hector me, and I did not provoke her.  Here, we could simply enjoy 
each other’s company.  

We’d lose ourselves in gossamer blouses, skirts with ruffles, 
pastel dresses, silk scarves, wide-leg trousers, and hats galore. Hats 
seemed to make my mother more herself, lending her a dreamy, 
aristocratic look.  I reached into her closet and grabbed a beaded 
cloche adorned with a pink rose while Edie went straight for the silk-
covered box full of brooches, selecting a tiny jeweled butterfly.  At 
the time, I never would have admitted this, but I think part of the 
appeal was that, privately, we each believed the cut and form of our 
mother’s clothing, the gleam of her costume jewelry, if only briefly, 
transformed us into pretty girls.  



 

My brother was the one who’d gotten the looks in our 
family—dark blond curls, molasses-brown eyes with flecks of green, 
and fine-boned features that made him look more like a miniature 
adult than a toddler. Everywhere we went people commented on 
what a good-looking child he was. Their gaze would pass over Edie 
and me with an expression that said, Sheesh, I hope they grow out of 
it.  My sister was ungainly, her leanness militant—defeating even 
size extra small stretch pants; they sagged, inching down her bony 
hips no matter how many times she hitched them up.  It didn’t matter 
what Mother fed her—she would simply not put on weight, and it 
did not help that she was tall for her eleven years and had hair like 
mine that could not be trusted; the tiniest droplet of moisture and our 
waves would explode into a nimbus of frizz. 

I was not as skinny as Edie, but my front teeth protruded, my 
ears curved forward—a bit flap-like—and I was pigeon-toed, which 
was unfortunate because, in my opinion, my best feature was my 
large feet. I had an enviable arch with long, delicate-looking toes, 
perfect for sneaking around (good spy feet). My feet were also just 
the right size for trying on my mother’s shoes, my favorite a pair of 
low-heeled mustard-yellow Mary Janes (not ideal for espionage, but 
Isadora was not a practical spy).  

After I strapped on the Mary Janes, Edie bestowed upon me a 
pearl necklace, took a step back, cocked her head and said, “You 
look good in that—makes your teeth look smaller.” Then she 
instructed me to sit down at my mother’s vanity table. I removed the 
cloche, and she began arranging my hair into an elaborate braid. I 
closed my eyes, lulled by the touch of my sister’s fingers on my 
scalp.  I don’t know how long I was sitting there, but when I felt a 
yank on my hair, I cried out, opened my eyes to see Edie’s reflection 
wildly scanning the bedroom.  

“Where’s Oliver?” she said.  
His dump truck and snack cup lay on the floor by our feet. 

Edie and I searched the bedrooms, yanked open closet doors, lifted 
up dust ruffles, whisked back curtains, but no Oliver. Downstairs, we 
called his name as loudly as we dared, peered behind the couch and 
under the china cabinet, a spot into which he’d wedged himself 
before. We looked under the kitchen table, opened cupboards, and 
snapped on the lone overhead bulb in the pantry, even checked the 
clothes dryer, but Oliver did not appear.  

“Do you think he got outside?” I whispered.  



 

Edie brought her hand to her mouth, dug one of her 
fingernails into the cuticle of her thumb. I felt my eyes water; I held 
them wide so I would not cry.    

Oliver had recently developed the dexterity to open and close 
doors. A wooded tract stretched for a few miles behind our house. 
Less than a quarter mile in was a creek, swollen with an abundance 
of rain. Edie and I stared at each other, exchanging images: Oliver 
toddling through sodden sticks and leaves. Oliver falling down the 
embankment. Oliver’s head slipping beneath churning water.   

There was no question about what had to be done, and we 
both knew that Edie would be the one to do it.  She would be the one 
to interrupt our mother to say that we’d lost Oliver, that he was 
potentially drowned in the creek. I would simply stand there and 
study the carpet. Edie dug at her nail one more time, sniffed, stood 
up to her full height, and knocked on the bathroom door. Nothing. 
Edie rapped again, harder. The door creaked open. I could not bear 
to look up. 

“We . . . we can’t find Oliver,” Edie said, her voice breathy. 
I braced myself for “goddamn” and “Are you entirely 

useless?” I dreaded Mother’s flat look of disappointment. But I 
heard nothing, not even a disgusted sigh or the stomp of her feet on 
the linoleum. I peeked with one eye. The look on her face was the 
same one our teachers got at school when there was an unexpected 
fire drill. Alarm that settled into an authoritative calm, as if we had 
practiced for the disappearance of our brother.  

She said we should split up. She instructed us to scour the 
house again while she looked outside, checked the woods out back. 
A repeat of our earlier search proving futile, Edie and I donned our 
coats and burst into the yard. The rain had stopped but the wind 
persisted; gusts chapped my face, blew my hair sideways. For the 
first time since we were toddlers, Edie grabbed my hand, squeezed 
it, and didn’t let go. We hollered Oliver’s name over and over, tore 
through the junk in the shed out back, peered under the station 
wagon—in the station wagon—looked into the ditch, now filled with 
a swirl of brown water, that lined our driveway, all to no avail. Panic 
took the form of nausea; a mélange of horrible fates, each worse than 
the next, filled my head. Oliver lost in the woods. Oliver struck by a 
car. Oliver attacked by the vicious Doberman down the street.  All of 
it our fault.  



 

Then as Edie and I rounded the front of the house, doing one 
more sweep of the yard and the flowerbeds, we saw our neighbor 
standing beside the big oak that divided her property from ours. She 
held Oliver tight in her arms. Mother was coming round the back, 
crossing the distance between them.  

Her name was Sylvia Lester and though she could not know 
it, she was the inspiration for my alter ego—Isadora 
Fountainswallow. Like Isadora, she had red hair, though it was more 
rust-colored than flame, more feathered than flowing, but their hands 
were the same. Until recently, Sylvia had been a cashier at the 
Safeway we shopped at. I used to marvel at the way her fingers 
would fly nimbly across the register. Without looking, she’d ring up 
our produce and pack our groceries with grace and speed, all the 
while chatting with us about gardening, her love life, or the latest 
movie. What I liked about her was that she included us in the 
conversation—she’d look at Edie and me when she asked questions 
like “Do you know how to get rid of sugar ants?” or “Why wouldn’t 
he just tell me he was datin’ somebody else?” I always walked away 
from interactions with Sylvia feeling more intelligent, more worldly 
than I was.  



 

She wasn’t a family friend, exactly; it wasn’t like she and her 
boyfriends—a revolving door of motorcycle-riding, five-o’clock-
shadowed, Rainier-pounding muscle-dudes—would come over for 
dinner parties or summer barbeques, but we were friendly with her. 
If my father was out cutting the grass, he’d offer to cut Sylvia’s, too. 
If she was baking (she made the juiciest cherry pie), she’d bring a 
basket of treats over for us, that kind of thing. But three years ago, 
about the time my mother got pregnant with Oliver, Sylvia’s mother 
got sick. Years of chain smoking manifested as a pulmonary disorder 
and it got to the point the woman could barely stumble from the 
kitchen to the bedroom without losing her breath. Then, not six 
months later, Sylvia’s father was diagnosed with cancer. Sylvia’s 
agile hands had to give up their cash register to care for her ailing 
parents, both of whom moved into her tiny two-bedroom clapboard 
house. No longer did we hear the roar of her boyfriends’ Harleys or 
taste the tartness of her pies. We hardly ever saw her at all anymore 
and when we did our interactions were strained. She no longer 
smiled, wore lipstick, or asked us questions beyond the perfunctory 
“How’s school?” And she seemed to regard my mother with a 
particular coolness that I did not understand. Back then, if I had 
known what a “soul” was, I would have said that Sylvia’s soul had 
been sucked right out of her, leaving nothing behind but a body 
stuffed into too-tight jeans and a faded Metallica sweatshirt. So 
while I was happy to see my brother alive—not torn apart by dogs or 
blue-lipped from asphyxiation—I can’t say it was a complete relief 
to see him in Sylvia’s arms.  

Our mother ran toward Sylvia, her own arms outstretched to 
take Oliver but Sylvia made no move to let him go. Mother stopped 
short. Her calm expression had given way to a pallor. I could see 
she’d been crying.   

“Again, Helen?” Sylvia said. 
Mother’s arms dropped to her side. She dug the toe of her 

rain boot into the saturated ground. “Yes . . . he seems to have a 
knack for wandering off. Thanks for keeping him safe.”  

“Sure doesn’t seem like anyone else is going to.”  Sylvia 
shifted a squirming Oliver to her other hip.  

“Momma,” he said. But still Sylvia did not put him down. 
“Girls, why don’t you run along inside. I’ll be in in a 

minute,” Mother said.  



 

Edie glared at Sylvia, picked up a downed tree branch and 
tossed it into her yard. We inched toward the house backward, as 
slowly as we could. But our lollygagging was unnecessary. Sylvia 
spoke sharply, her words loud enough to cut through the wind.  
 “You think you’re above it all, don’t ya?”  
 “Sylvia—” 
 “I knew it from the moment I met you.” Sylvia shook her 
head; a cruel, bitter sound erupted from her throat. “You wouldn’t 
think twice about leaving ’em, would you—this sweet little baby, 
even Bernard…” 
 “Bernard?” My mother’s voice inched an octave higher. 

Hearing our father’s name, we stopped. Sylvia thrust out her 
chin, placed Oliver on the ground. He toddled over to Mother’s legs.   
 “If I was you, I’d keep a closer eye on what I had.” Then 
Sylvia tromped back toward her house, picking up Edie’s stick and 
flinging it into our yard. 

When Mother came inside she was trembling. She handed 
Oliver to my sister and asked her to change his diaper. Then she 
grabbed her spiral notebook out of the bathroom and threw it in the 
trash.  

*** 
An hour later, Edie, Oliver, and I sat at the kitchen table. 

Edie had prepared a snack of sliced apple and Chips Ahoy cookies, 
but Oliver was the only one eating. Mother slid into the seat next to 
him. She rubbed his back and fiddled with a balled-up tissue in her 
hand. She cleared her throat and then she blurted her confession. A 
few weeks ago, she had bundled Oliver up and they’d walked to the 
end of the drive together to get the mail. Tucked between the electric 
bill and a Sears circular was a letter she’d been waiting for. She 
stopped to open it. It was yet another rejection—her poem would not 
be published. She tore the letter in half and trudged back to the 
house. She’d just put the kettle on for a cup of tea when she realized 
Oliver was not by her side. She dashed across the kitchen, threw 
open the door to find Sylvia on the stoop, her hand raised to knock, 
Oliver in her arms.   

Mother’s chin quivered. She released the tissue in her hand 
and kissed the top of Oliver’s head. “Mommy will try harder . . . .” 
she whispered into his ear. 



 

Edie touched our mother’s hand, murmured it was okay. I 
said nothing. I kicked the table leg. What near misses had Edie and I 
survived? How many times had we gripped each other’s hands, 
wondering where our mother was?  
 When Mother got up to fix dinner, when her back was turned 
chopping carrots, Edie lifted her notebook from the trash, wiping 
slimy vegetable peelings from the cover. I followed her out of the 
kitchen. In our parents’ bedroom, she ran her hand over the 
notebook, started to open it, but stopped. I glanced at her, my eyes 
imploring what are you waiting for?” 
 “We can’t,” she said. “She’d know.”  
 There was some truth to this. Edie was not a good liar. Her 
opinions were often etched onto her face.     
 “Do you think she’d ever really leave us?” I asked.  

Edie slipped the notebook into our mother’s nightstand and 
shut the drawer. “Why do you think I want her to write?” she said. 
 A week later, on a Saturday morning, as Edie and I watched 
cartoons with Oliver on the couch, our mother was back in the 
bathroom.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meredith Bailey 



 

Fall, 1950s 
 
 
 
Apple trees shed their leaves, 
carpet front and back yards. 
I raked them to the edge 
of the alley, piled them up 
and set them aflame, 
my favorite chore. 
I watched sparks rise. 
 
I didn’t know then what damage  
I did to the air, to the earth. 
I only knew fall leaves nourished  
fire and the sparks nourished me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wilda Morris  



 

The Burn 
 
 
 

Every now and then, I’ll catch  
a glimpse of the scar on my  
inner right forearm, that inch of  
wrinkled skin that never quite  
settled back into the color  
it was born with. When I see it,  
I see my brother’s face, and  
our friend’s, that night in  
his father’s office where we  
scorched a paperclip with the 
lighter he stole and pressed it 
to each of our arms, as if  
friendship were something you  
could seal in folds of flesh. 
 
But do you really think I’m  
talking about a stupid burn? 
 
I haven’t spoken to that friend 
in over a decade, heard he left  
college after slugging someone 
in a drunken haze. I don’t think  
his burn lasted. I know my  
brother’s didn’t. But as mine  
peers wordlessly up at me now,  
I feel no regret, only wisps of  
curiosity and sadness, wondering  
what, if anything, lasts beyond  
the scar, the heat, the flame, the  
momentary spark in the darkness. 
 
 
 
 
Ben Groner III 



 

My Mother’s Things 
 
 
 

When I open 
the overhead door 

to the storage locker, 
I am always struck by 

the fragrance 
that reminds me of you. 

 
The scent. 

Is it your clothes, 
the pillows, 

the perfumes and lotions, 
in the stacked 
and labelled 

cardboard boxes? 
 

I open cartons 
and run my fingers 

through the things you 
collected. 

The placemats from Canada, 
the coffee cup from Hawaii. 

Your record player. The operas. 
Puccini, Verdi, Gunod's Faust. 

Your books. 
Travel. Romance. History. 

Your Bibles, of which 
there are a dozen. 

Well-worn pages marked 
with slivers of paper. 

 
I sink into the 

couch on which you slept 
because, you said, 

it was more comfortable 
than your bed, 



 

which was always piled high 
with stuffed animals, 

in case your 
grandchildren came to visit. 

 
 
 

A year has passed, 
since you left me. 

And though I don't cry often, 
I get this tightness in my chest 

when I think of you, 
which is always. 

Because I miss you 
More than I can say. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steven R. Jakobi 



 

Ars poetica 
 
The problem with poetry  
is not poets, but parenting. 
  
Words that have a life  
of their own 
 
and care nothing  
of our plans for their future.  
 
We tell them to knuckle down. 
They want to play. 
 
We teach them to be responsible. 
They run away. 
 
We threaten to disinherit them. 
They join the circus. 
 
But when imagination  
is worn and toothless,  
 
a fuzzy mimeograph  
of luckier days, 
 
the prodigals return 
with tattooed tears 
 
and hat in hand, 
demand our consideration-- 
 
slyly begging,  
just this once,  
 
to be let back in. 
 
 
D.G. Geis 



 

Green Wings 
  
I lean against the doorsill in my  
underwear and watch the green 
streetlight trying to be a star. 
The hazy air sleeps its heat 
in wavering dreams from the asphalt. 
I should eat something now. It's 
getting very late. But it's too hot. 
  
In the darkness, I imagine she 
will call, or drive up and say, 
"I really meant it. It wasn't 
just a game." I would take her, 
hold her, make love to her with 
my hands and lips the way 
the moths love the green streetlights, 
swirling around, colored by 
the light. We would lie together 
afterwards, our heat rising 
from the damaged sheets. 
  
I lean against the doorsill and 
perspire a summer scent like 
any other night animal exuding 
a silent call for love. The heat 
stirs with a slow wind. The moths 
flutter in the green streetlight. 
The streetlight sways in the wind, 
leans into the darkness of 
frustrated heat, silently calling. 
  
I watch the stars, trying to cease 
the incessant calling of my flesh. 
But it still calls. It still scents 
the night with imagined hope. 
There is the sudden promise of 
a gust of wind through the artificially 
green leaves of mothwings orbiting 
the streetlight. And then nothing. 
 

David Anthony Sam 



 

Little Grey Cloud 
 
 
 
I knew it wasn’t you, exactly. But it belonged 
to you. Or that was what I used to believe,  
 
that you carried it around with you everywhere, 
necessary and talismanic, like some kind of 
 
pet sitting on your shoulders, making them 
hunched, making you fearsome and solid. 
 
In fact, it owns you, doesn’t it? And you’re  
its personal storm, concrete-coloured in its  
 
leaden reflection. It’s a shame I only get it now, 
when there truly is something to rain about. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Ford 



 

Night Fire 
 
 
 
Boxes of old reports, notes,  
Envelopes and wedding rsvp cards 
With their blush envelopes burned to ash,  
Smoldering alongside severed apple tree  
Limbs and unearthed stumps, scrap wood,  
Cleared elderberry understory. Inside and outside  
We usher change by making space for  
New plans and new selves. Under a dark moon,  
The fire blazes with loss and relief.  
The old shape shifted to smoke and air. The past  
Offering warmth over the present chill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jessica Gigot 



 

Regifted 
 
 
 

 Nothing touches people more than seeing you use their gifts, 
her mother always said. So Francine wore that itchy sweater when 
her godmother visited. And she carried her books in the white canvas 
satchel her aunt gave her, even though she hated white. At least 
Grandma liked the birds Francine had begun to draw with the 
markers she had given her for her seventh birthday. So Francine 
livened up the bag by drawing a red bird on the flap.  

“Uh oh, you ruined it,” said her five-year-old sister Susan.  
The bag had to go into hiding during her aunt’s next visit, 

because the insult of marking it up trumped the insult of not showing 
it in its pristine state.  

Francine’s father had left for good when she was five. 
Building a fortress of holiday traditions was her mother’s way of 
pulling her daughters’ attention away from what was missing. Tinsel 
on the tree, the gingerbread house. The living room recliner 
disappeared; the memory of its male occupant faded over time, 
though Francine’s mental image of thick fingers clasped around a fat 
glass of golden liquid still lingered.  

While Susan could spend hours frosting the roof and lining 
up the candy shingles to match what was in the picture, Francine 
found making the gingerbread house tedious. But pulling out her 
sketchbook and colored pencils was uncooperative, even selfish. 
After all, her mother pointed out, the gingerbread house was not only 
an art activity, but appropriate for the season. Grandma provided the 
only relief, by visiting her room to admire her drawings or slipping a 
few extra lollipops into her decorated bag when Mom wasn’t 
looking.  

A dozen years and tacky sweater gifts later, Francine 
welcomed college as a path out of this tyranny. This didn’t stop her 
mother from offering practical “suggestions” to the ambivalent 
freshman: Business! Pre-med! As Francine floated down the liberal 
arts river, her mother called out new advice from the shore: Nice 
clothes! A nice man! 



 

The gifts from friends were a much-welcome improvement. 
Francine liked jewelry. Silver hoops. Mini beaded chandeliers. What 
to give was a no-brainer because her style was their style was her 
style. It may have been what attracted the guys, even if they didn’t 
stick around that long. Guys were her only respite from hours of 
reading about post-World War II colonialism, or Shakespeare, or 
whatever gathered dust on her mental shelf shortly after unwrapping. 

It would be different with Jeff, she decided, because their 
third date fell on her twentieth birthday. He showed up at her dorm 
room with a bottle of André. After he filled two paper cups, he 
placed a small gift box on her lap. All promising. 

Francine put on the earrings immediately, multicolored 
feathers curved inward and tickled her neck. She gulped down the 
champagne and stroked his thigh. “How did you know?”  

Jeff stared down at his cup. “I asked Marnie.” 
Even if he had no clue, Francine found it thoughtful that he 

consulted her friend, until he and Marnie took up together for a 
much longer relationship. 

Before the holidays in her senior year, Francine found herself 
short on funds. Fortunately the gift-giving bar was set lower for 
college students, especially those who carried the burden of 
financing a large chunk of their education. For her friends, even 
Marnie whom she had forgiven by that point, Francine stole some 
cover stock from the copy shop where she worked and borrowed 
colored pencils from her roommate to make cards. She lost track of 
time as she sketched trees and pigeons outside her dorm room. 
Francine received lots of compliments on the cards. She pondered 
producing more to supplement the meager gifts of mugs and 
stationery she had bought for family members, but the more she 
thought about how her mother and Susan would react, she stopped 
after finishing Grandma’s.  
 After graduating with a degree in English, Francine grabbed 
the first job that dangled low in front of her: administrative secretary 
at the university. Free college credits by themselves were a nice 
perk, but these were now hers. She could apply to the MFA program 
after completing the prerequisite drawing and painting courses, once 
she got the hang of her full-time work schedule. 



 

In her late twenties, Francine started attending the weddings 
of college friends and colleagues alone, deflecting questions from 
family and co-workers about her marriage prospects or her ever-
baffling relationship status. The gifts from her colleagues and the 
few friends who stuck around were books. Authors like Toni 
Morrison, Margaret Atwood, Ursula Le Guin. Through the 
generosity of others and her polite responses, Francine became The 
Woman Who Liked Women Authors and Strong Woman Characters. 
Because she was…independent. The books put a strong spin on this 
situation.  

Francine could spot a wrapped paperback fifty feet away, so 
when her mother pushed one toward her from across the table at her 
birthday dinner it came as no surprise.  

It was a copy of Passion’s Promise, by Danielle Steel. 
“Thanks Mom,” Francine said. 

“It was Susan’s idea. She said you liked female writers. And 
that this is about a woman who feels lost.” 

“I see.”  Francine disappeared it into the bag under the table. 
How would Karl, her English grad student lover, respect her for 
reading mass-market trash? She wasn’t going to add a romance 
novel to the piles of books on her nightstand. Books stabbed by 
bookmarks that barely moved.  
 Christmas, age 36. Francine hoisted the heavy object 
wrapped in newspaper out of the box.  

“Oh, nice, thanks.”  
“It’ll be good for entertaining,” her mother said.  
They were at Susan’s new house, where the bowl looked 

well-proportioned to the dining room table that seated fourteen, 
including her younger cousins and their significant others, and 
Susan’s baby Carrie in a booster seat next to her four-year-old 
brother, but no longer Grandma, a recent loss that was hard on 
Francine.  

She didn’t know what she’d do with a bowl that size. She 
could finally afford her own place now that the University promoted 
her to Administrative Manager. But the bowl wouldn’t fit in the 
cabinets of her studio apartment, let alone on the little round table 
squeezed in off the kitchenette. If her mother ever visited her, she 
would have known, but she preferred Susan’s with the guest room.  



 

Into Francine’s forties, the housewares kept coming: table 
linens, candlestick holders, wine glasses. “The unofficial bridal 
shower!” Susan said. Some of Susan’s gifts looked familiar to maid 
of honor Francine, as if they had been regifted from her wedding. 
The insinuation that her friends and family gave up on her marriage 
prospects irritated Francine. She could still meet someone the same 
way she met Karl, at the department chair’s party, but not like Karl. 
They only lasted a year and ended after it became apparent that he 
was in it for the Francine’s home-cooked meals and Cuervo Gold 
margaritas. Although that was a few years ago, and she saw fewer 
people her age at fewer parties, there was still time. 
 Francine turned fifty during the era of “No gifts please.” This 
provoked equal doses of relief and bafflement. The solution: a bottle 
of wine or a tin of cookies with a ribbon around it, something that 
could serve either as a food or drink contribution or, to save face 
when others defied the order and brought actual gifts. 

In the days following her birthday as the days before, 
Francine came home exhausted from her job as Administrative 
Director. She had taken the university promotions because they were 
given to her, unlike the MFA that she never had time for. She sat at 
her kitchen table with her laptop, finishing her wine. Gifts already 
consumed, she opened another bottle from a case she had bought. 
She tiptoed into the online singles bar, but scurried out without 
finishing her profile. She couldn’t wrap her head around telling her 
family over the holidays that she ordered up someone, if she even 
succeeded. 
  
 Over the years, Francine prided herself as a generous giver 
who made creative choices. Susan’s formal dishes needed those Irish 
linen napkins. However, it didn’t prevent Susan from regifting them 
to Francine for her birthday or the following Christmas.  

Then Susan and their cousins started sending each other lists 
of gift ideas for themselves and their kids. Repelled by the 
transactional nature of this trend, Francine refrained from consulting 
them. 



 

On Francine’s 55th Christmas, she sat on her sister’s white 
leather sofa in her cavernous living room, cradling a large glass of 
red wine in nervous anticipation. Her niece Carrie was opening her 
gift. Her sleeves were rolled up, displaying tattoos trailing down her 
arm like ivy on a brick wall. Francine thought the floral designs were 
well executed, and Susan’s disdain over her daughter’s growing 
collection of body art made her admire them even more. 

“Cool!” Carrie said.  
Francine exhaled in relief, and explained the backstory 

behind the subject of the small canvas: a blue heron that they 
encountered on a lake during a family reunion. Carrie, who was an 
art major herself, lifted the painting up to show the rest of the family.  

“Do you remember seeing it?” Francine asked. 
Carrie’s nod was slow, non-committal. Francine realized it 

was at least twelve years ago; Carrie was nine or ten at the time.  
“You made that?” Susan asked. “I didn’t know you…made 

art.” 
“That’s nice,” her mother said, craning her head to glance 

under the tree. “Do you have something else for her?” 
Francine felt like she was having another stress-induced hot 

flash, though three years had passed since menopause. Could she 
throw in the journal she had brought for her nephew Jason’s 
girlfriend, who ended up not coming? She was too flustered to 
remember if she had even brought it. Carrie, however, appeared 
oblivious to the tension around her, painting on her lap, eyes moving 
across the canvas like brushstrokes. 

“No,” Francine said. “That’s it. I worked hard on that piece.” 
Susan shrugged. “Oh, okay. I thought you had gotten the 

lists.” 
Francine surveyed the war zone of crumpled gift wrap, each 

relative’s bounty. Gift boxes stacked like cairns, guarded by enemy 
combatants masquerading as family. 

“It’s great, Aunt Francine, I love it,” Carrie added, voice 
more restrained. She leaned the canvas on its side against her booty. 



 

Francine slunk off to the kitchen to refill her wine glass. 
When she returned to the living room, Jason was gushing over a 
VISA gift card from Francine’s mother. Francine maneuvered 
around the pile of gifts that, with the exception of the abstract art 
calendar from Carrie, did not define her: a regifted flowerpot from 
Susan, a basket of soaps and candles from her mother, and a Snuggli 
blanket to wear around the house, from one of her cousins. Gifts for 
a stranger, with no interests or social life. Francine lowered herself 
to sit on the sofa, but misjudged the distance between her behind and 
the cushion, resulting in a hard landing and wine-soaked crotch. 

Susan lunged forward, reaching for the wine glass. “Watch 
it!” 

Francine jerked it out of reach. Red wine streaked the leather. 
“A white couch is a stupid idea,” she declared. She swung out her 
other arm and knocked over the gift pile. 

Susan scurried into the kitchen. Susan’s husband George, 
Jason, Carrie, and the others remained silent, avoiding eye contact.  

Her mother rolled her eyes. “I thought we were all grownups 
here.” 

Francine slammed the glass down on the coffee table, loud 
enough to send Susan running back into the living room.  

“I think Carrie is the only grownup here. Grownups 
appreciate what others give them. They don’t fucking order up their 
gifts from people.”  

“That’s enough Francine,” said Susan. 
Francine gripped the back of the couch and surveyed the 

room, the flaming glares from her generation and older, a trace of a 
smile from Carrie, Jason pursing his lips and staring at his gift pile in 
front of him. She gasped for air through her mouth to avoid 
suffocating from the pine candle scent.   

“Oh, one more thing. Thanks for all the regifts, Susan. So 
thoughtful of you!” 

Francine grabbed the calendar Carrie had given her and 
stormed off toward the front door. She managed to find her coat and 
make it down the long, sloped walk, thanks to the handrail. Realizing 
she was in no shape to drive all the way home, she pulled over on a 
side street to sober up.  
 



 

 Five years later, Francine unwrapped more paperwhites. 
From Susan, again. Little flower clusters blooming at the end of long 
green stems that deserved and could carry more. She brought the 
square vase to the shelf near her kitchen window and wedged it in 
between the paperwhites Susan sent last year and the amaryllis from 
the department head. 

When did they start coming? When giving her wine became a 
bad idea? A growing collection reflected Francine’s special aptitude 
for coaxing re-blooms from previous years’ bulbs. She joked to 
herself that if anyone ever did visit her over the holidays they would 
wonder who died. 
 The Christmas gathering was at Susan’s, as always. The 
invitations to visit resumed when news of Francine’s sobriety 
reached the family, but Francine decided she had outgrown the 
traditions. Despite the skin on her trunk on fire from shingles—now 
that was a mysterious gift—Francine welcomed this new excuse to 
bail out of the holiday obligations. She would continue to make her 
amends from a distance with gift cards, the happy medium between 
the list and guessing. An art store for Carrie, Crate and Barrel for 
Susan, and so on. 
 In her bathrobe and slippers Francine padded down to the 
vestibule to check her mail. A card from her AA sponsor, nice. And 
another card, with niece Carrie’s name on it but Francine’s address. 
She recognized the handwriting from shopping lists and birthday 
cards, even as it trailed off into the corner of the envelope. She 
would like to think her mother had the capacity to use a return 
address seal and the right postage, but it was more likely that the 
home aide had helped her with that. 
 Francine felt the gift card, unbendable, through the sealed 
envelope and the meaningless holiday card that buffered it. Carrie, 
who had become Francine’s family news source, wouldn’t be 
surprised that dementia’s rapidly tightening grip brought it to the 
wrong recipient. Francine brought it to her drafting table where she 
kept her mailing supplies, but before slipping it into a blank 
envelope and re-addressing it, she thought it prudent to confirm that 
there wasn’t a mixup with the gift either.  
 She looked up the name of the local business on the gift card, 
“Pigment,” curious to see if it was a new art store. It was, but not the 
type she had expected.  



 

As she scrolled and clicked through Pigment’s website, 
Francine’s body warmed, and the shingles took a break. She became 
seven again, before rules took over. She was reminded of her 
mother’s mother, the one who had encouraged her art and slipped 
her the extra candy. That complicit skipping of the generations. 
Maybe Francine’s mother was so gone she didn’t know what she 
was being complicit about. Francine had no one to be complicit with. 
No one for whom she could break rules. 

Carrie called later that afternoon. “I thought you were 
coming this time,” she said. 

Francine settled on the couch, where she could admire the 
ornaments she made by hand on her tree, a new tradition. “I’ll catch 
up with you at your opening. I should be better by then.” 

“Sure, but Mom misses you.” 
“Oh, I don’t think so.” 
 “Why is this so hard for you?” 
Her niece’s words felt like a slap. 
Carrie breathed exasperation. “Seriously. Dealing with 

Grandma is bad enough.” 
“You’re right. I’m sorry. If I feel better soon enough, I’ll 

come by,” Francine said. Which, despite her guilt, never happened, 
although she did muster up the emotional energy for a brief phone 
call. 

 
 Later that spring, the other tattoo artists who had heard about 
Francine poked their heads in between clients. It reminded her of the 
time she was at the gynecologist, feet in the stirrups, when a group 
of medical residents was beckoned in. Just look at her pelvis, the 
doctor said. It was made for childbearing. She looked down at her 
arm at the stenciled image of her drawing and the needle boring into 
it. 
 Even though Francine had used up the Pigment gift card two 
visits ago, she kept returning, to the same artist. Not just because he 
was attractive, close in age and didn’t wear a ring; he did quality 
work, only altering Francine’s drawings and vision when it made the 
most sense. Her goldfinch on a branch that became part of a tree. 
Then a moose looking up at the nook of her elbow, standing in ferns 
and tall grasses. Why not? Maybe give the moose a calf, the bird a 
nest? It was her choice. 



 

 Alone in her bathroom, Francine surveyed her arms under the 
fluorescent light. Susan’s keeping the heat at 65 was not going to 
prevent Francine from wearing that sleeveless dress next Christmas. 
She might still get paperwhites, but in other ways she would leave 
them guessing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sally Bunch 



 

All The Lost Things 
 
 
 
You have been here, lengthy patrols 
Along the shore. 
 
Sand fleas swarming, naming you in 
Their sights. 
 
The wrack you collected hoping for 
The one lost item, 
 
Watch handed down in its jeweled 
Precision of how hours engage. 
 
Once a child brought here to wonder, 
you now can’t rope in seascape or horizon. 
 
Older, you brushed up on courtship, 
bent words to the earnestness of flesh. 
 
The ones who came and left leaving you 
To ponder a career of aloneness. 
 
Even your own pastness shadow made 
Of distances wavering, mirage like. 
 
You roam the dunes, swim out beyond 
The final buoy searching searching. 
 
You remember soul, small invisible pocket 
Somewhere inside restless, always watching. 
 
 
How much you wonder belongs to me. 
How much the always stranger unowned. 
 
 



 

Nighttime and you build a fire of dried root 
And broken spars, settle in to count the flames, 
 
Become witness to their frenzy against the dark, 
How they rise, soar, vanish or decline into ash. 
 
You lean near, write on the diary’s crisping pages 
The single word Phoenix. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
Doug Bolling 



 

You and Me 
 
 
 
Together, we said stop 
You because it hurt 
Me because I felt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lauren Klocinski 



 

Sunlight, a Jubilation 
 
 
 
Bicycling down the city street,  
I find myself breathless at the 
light breaking through the trees  
 
and pooling on the ground, the  
dark-dappled radiance, the  
heat of the rays in my eyes  
 
and on my skin. As I try to  
understand the brightness—the  
brightness of it all—I realize 
 
this is the same sunlight 
that poured into the canyon 
when I was just a boy, when I 
 
had not yet begun to worry about  
the economy or the future and  
was simply amazed to be alive. 
 
As I pedal, my panting lungs  
thirst for wind that tastes like  
spring water, my sight for the  
 
building next to me to become  
a limestone cliff crested with  
cedars ablaze in a green ecstasy— 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

and at the sunlight drenching  
me now, I am eleven years old  
again: seeing promises in the  
 
branches, rustlings of love  
in the leaves, loss in the  
latticed shadows, and the  
 
summer sun in everything. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ben Groner III 



 

January Ends with You 
 
 
 
Januaries: notorious for the dread they carry on their backs. 
Yet I feel the relief of consolation knowing they end with you. 
Each one goes to the fire, prevent fraying, keeping clean, 
Tie it up, put away, go about. 
 
The ice soaked breeze slaps my face so 
My lips tremble from its shock and force. 
With no scarf tied around my neck I struggle, 
But every January ends full of you. 
 
Then again, I guess most things in my life do. 
You’re the smug period punctually bringing each story to an end. 
Seep through my pen again, now be released. 
And here I thought a few Januaries had rendered me stone cold; 
Cursed your name to the frostiest cave I know 
Only to shovel it out, bare hands in the snow. 
I burn as I extend my hand to your home. 
 
And my Januaries keep finding their ends every time. 
Drag me down by a string tied taught to my toe. 
Push you off, make you go, drag me down. 
Sting my frostbitten fingers, each one 
Craves the graze of your skin. 
Steal just one. 
Drag me down. 
Push me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valerie Ruberto 



 

Evil Indications  
 
 
 
The day began propitiously enough: 
clouds in the proper places  
and just the right amount of fall leaves. 
 
The dog was walked, coffee made and drunk, 
hangovers cleared off, 
the newspaper read.  
 
Then, indications began to appear  
that something was amiss, 
that feeling of dread that took hold… 
 
A dead moth in the baby’s ear, 
a telephone call from a dead relation, 
heavy traffic in the neighbor’s driveway, 
 
and before the afternoon was over, 
a senator had changed identity, 
and a bag of stolen jewels turned up in the butter. 
 
That night, alternately  
moaning and screeching in abject terror, 
the clerks closed the corner stores. Boarded them up.  
 
We hid in the bed, 
covers pulled up 
over our heads. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Charles Joseph Albert 



 

Interior 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandy Coomer 



 

Beautiful Fire 
 
 
 
 Last summer, I walked from the train through pouring 
rain, getting soaked, in order to get to my summer art class. 
 The class is a pastel class, but my teacher says I can do 
what I want, sort of like an independent study. So today 
he did a pastel demonstration, and he is usually known 
for his winter scenes. But last winter, he started a series 
on forest fires. 
 I said, “Why did you pick the topic of forest fires?” 
He said, “I was sick of winter, and I looked into the fireplace, 
and I got the idea. So that was my next series.” 
 He began to use rubbing alcohol and a hairdryer 
to layer different pastel colors, to create a realistic art 
piece of a forest fire. 
 The woman next to me said, “Wow! You’ve made 
the fire look so beautiful!” 
 I had never quite thought of fire as being beautiful. 
Fire reminded me of awful earthly fires where humans or  
even animals have died. But yes, she was right.  
 The fire looked beautiful. And it also showed  
the power of nature. The power of God’s creation,  
that he is the ultimate artist. 
 And that anything on earth has the potential 
for good or bad. “Chestnuts roasting on an open fire?” 
Don’t tell me that doesn’t make you think of Christmas. 
It was supposedly the first thing that man discovered. 
How else would cave artists have had light to paint caves? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark Hudson 



 

Fire Sermon 
 
 
 

“Did you hear what I said, Davey?” Jon was drunk, and his 
insistent words flowed with a sloppy ease that David sometimes saw 
in him. He was standing, unsteadily, before the eight-point deer skull 
hanging from a nail in a tree. “I said, I can’t think of a single reason 
why anyone would ever need to know that. Not a single reason.” 

Jon had managed to push himself out of his chair and clatter 
through the empties, stopping before the skull he’d spotted, 
vanishing in the gathering darkness outside the glow of their fire. 
David had corrected Jon’s observation (“That’s one horny bastard!”) 
by pointing out that deer had antlers, not horns. A facile, automatic 
response to his friend’s misstatement. 

“Just a burdensome factoid, Davey. Taking up space in your 
brain.” 

Jon was about to take a swipe at the skull when David called 
him back. 

“Sit down, Jon. You’re going to fall over.” 
Jon staggered back a few steps, veering closer to the fire ring. 

He turned. “One thing, first,” he said. And then he unzipped his 
jeans and let loose on the embers, sizzle and acrid steam filling the 
air around them. 

“Gimme another beer, Davey,” Jon said as he finally fell into 
his chair. The old canvas seat shrieked beneath him, but Jon gave it 
no notice. 

“Maybe you could zip up first. You don’t want a mosquito 
bite on that.” David reached into the cooler blindly and found a can 
sloshing in the melting ice. He thought about tossing it to Jon – he 
might have earlier in the evening – but his buddy was already 
enough of a mess, and he decided against adding an exploding beer 
to it. So he opened the can and held it out for Jon to take, which he 
did. 

Jon pulled on the can and then rolled his head. “Man! How 
can you hear yourself think in all this racket?” 



 

The night forest around them was alive with conversations. 
The constant rising and falling rasp of the tree frogs. The hooting 
owls. Even coyotes, who had been yipping and howling on the ridge 
across the valley earlier. 

“You tune it out. Dad always said that the time to be worried 
in the forest is when you don’t hear any sounds.” He was listening 
for a whippoorwill, the three notes in the forest he never tired of 
hearing. 

“Tune it out,” said Jon. “Tune it out. Goes both ways, don’t 
it, Davey?” 

Jon had begun spewing cryptic statements soon after the beer 
started having its effect. Jon, who was always so reliably analytic 
and cautious, was, for reasons David was slowly beginning to 
understand, yielding to his pent-up emotional self. A territory mostly 
unfamiliar to his friend. Or unsettling, David guessed. Untamed, 
maybe. And he guessed further that Jon needed to do this, needed to 
vent or unload or cry out or whatever this was and that clearly didn’t 
happen often enough, and the beer was helping. Listening was 
something David could do for him. 

“Throw some more shit on the fire, Davey!” 
“How about an old peach crate?” David rose from his chair 

and stepped around the cooler, returning from the darkness with the 
empty crate he’d brought from home. More accumulation to be 
liberated in a cleansing fire at the old cabin. “Ought to burn nicely.” 

“Lemme do it!” Jon screwed his beer can into the gravel and 
reached for the crate. David passed it to him, and Jon then dropped 
the crate onto the burning logs. The jolt sent thousands of orange 
sparks spiraling into the darkness above them. The crate shifted, 
slipped a little to the side, and waited for the consuming flames. 

“Whoa,” said Jon with drunken marvel, swiveling his head 
upward. The flames soon licked the soft wood of the crate, just as 
they had two old birdhouses, bits of scrap lumber and broken picture 
frames, and an unraveling wicker picnic basket, turning them to ash 
that layered within the banking walls of the fire ring. Ash nearly a 
foot deep now after the decades of campfires burned there. The eager 
flames soon engulfed the crate, their bright orange light painting the 
faces of the two silent men sitting before it. After only a few 
minutes, though, the crate collapsed in pieces onto the logs, the 
flames subdued once again. 



 

Jon, recalling he had a beer, snatched it from the gravel and 
emptied it in one pull. He crushed the can and tossed it to the others 
at his feet, then fell into a slump in his chair. 

“When I was growing up,” he returned, “I was sure my dad 
never heard a word I said. Just tuned me out. Like nothing I had to 
say was worth a damn. ‘Who told you that?’ he’d say when I spoke 
my mind, like I couldn’t have an original thought of my own.” He 
ran his hands through his hair. “Now my old man is literally deaf, 
and he can’t hear a word I say.” Jon laughed, but David couldn’t 
hear any delight in it. 

“Fully deaf now? That’s too bad.” David’s own father had 
drifted into senility before he died, which amounted to much the 
same thing. He understood Jon’s lament, at least partly. But their 
fathers were different kinds of men, and David could only go so far 
with his empathy. 

“Maybe so,” Jon said after a moment. “Maybe so. But maybe 
not. Got another beer, Davey?” 

David handed one across. There weren’t many left. 
“Maybe he just got tired of listening to all of the shit in the 

world, you know? I sure am sometimes. Still, he sits in his recliner 
and watches his news all day long. Like he wants to be miserable. 
And then he hollers when he needs something because he can’t hear 
his own voice and modulate anymore. Patsy and I have to write 
notes when we want to tell him anything.” Jon pulled on his beer and 
ground his shoes on the gravel beneath them. “I thought he’d finally 
mellow in his old age. At least ease up on me some. But he’s still full 
of his advice. And criticism. Still telling me to go back to school for 
another degree. Stop wasting my life. Shit, I’m nearly fifty, and my 
old man talks to me like I was in high school! So now, before I ever 
say anything to Mikey, I try out the words in my head using Dad’s 
voice. If I can hear him speaking the words, I don’t say them to 
Mikey.” 

Jon took a last pull from his beer then threw the empty into 
the fire. More sparks rose into the dark. The can clinked off a log 
and came to rest outside the coals. David would retrieve it in the 
morning after the ash was cold. But he wasn’t going to hand over 
another beer until Jon asked for it. 



 

Buddies since the third grade, Davey had befriended the little 
outcast that everyone called “Ears and Nose.” Jon had grown into his 
nose since then, but his big ears had kept pace and were still the first, 
inescapable feature people noticed about him. Probably the night’s 
mosquitos would too. (“You know what they say about men with big 
ears,” Jon hinted to anyone who would listen and to many who 
would not.) 

“At least he leaves Mikey alone. I don’t think Dad knows 
what to make of him. Not that the boy would listen anyway.” 

“How old is Mikey now?” 
“Nineteen.” 
“Wow. When did that happen?” 
“You just keep feeding them and it’s what they do. You 

know better than I do. We’re getting to be old men, Davey.” 
“Yeah. Curt’s going to be twenty-eight this August.” 
“What’s new with Curt?” 
“He and Kelly are officially married now. They’re trying to 

adopt. That’s a mess. Oh, and Curt got into the New York City 
Marathon this fall. He’s pretty excited about that. Kathy and I are 
going up there then to cheer him. Never been to New York.” 

“So he’s still running?” 
“Never stops. We even run together sometimes when I’m in 

town, but I slow him down.” There came a time in raising a child, 
David had learned, when you just had to get out of his way and let 
him fly on his own. 

“Still doctoring?” 
“Yep.” 
“Good kid.” 
Jon picked at some threads on the handle of the canvas chair. 

The forest continued to hum, but he let silence fall between them. 
David didn’t interrupt it. He thought maybe Jon was finally 
mellowing himself for the night. Maybe finding some release from 
the bottled up frustrations that he was slowly revealing to his friend 
of so many years. He was becoming his own father. A burden, David 
could see, Jon didn’t much like. Jon’s dad had organized and 
planned every moment of that boy’s life. He’d planned his boyhood 
away, David thought. He recalled Curt once saying that engineers 
lacked empathy. 



 

“Mikey told me the other day that he wants to quit studying 
engineering and go to art school. Couldn’t believe my ears. I didn’t 
know what to say. Had to get up and leave the room.” Jon spit into 
the fire. “Maybe not the wisest response now that I think about it.” 

Their boys being such different ages, David had only met 
Mikey a handful of times over the years. But these stories Jon 
sometimes shared were enough for him to see how different Mikey 
was from his father, which was a good thing, a necessary thing for 
any son, David knew, though Jon didn’t appreciate that. Not yet 
since he was still struggling to do the same with his own father. 

“We’d worked it out. I made a chart to hang on his wall for 
all of the classes he would need to take, and in what order, to get his 
engineering degree. He could check them off as he went along and 
see his progress. And he could still take his art and English electives. 
I worked those in too. Every step, every semester as plain as day. 
Bam, bam, bam. Get it all done in four years. Made perfect sense. 
Except now he wants to quit engineering before he’s barely started. 
Says he wants to draw cartoons. What kind of job is that? How much 
money can you make drawing cartoons?” 

David didn’t know. Probably not a lot, but he wasn’t going to 
say that. Jon had already reached his conclusions anyway. David 
simply sat and waited for when his friend would feel the need to 
speak more. 

The night sounds continued to fill in the silence between 
them. The logs snapped and hissed as they burned. The peach crate 
was gone altogether. It was time to put more wood on the fire or else 
let it smolder down for the night. David would let Jon show the way. 

Jon reached in his pocket and fished out his phone. He tapped 
it a few times and held its glow close to his face. 

“No signal!” 
“We’re on the wrong side of the ridge. If you hike up the 

road a ways, you can usually get a signal.” 
“How far is ‘a ways’ exactly?” 
“A few hundred feet.” 
“Too much work!” He slipped the phone into the pocket of 

his shirt. 
Who would he want to call at this time of night? David 

wondered. Was there something suddenly so important? But the 
moment had passed, and Jon was slumped again, staring into the 
flames. 



 

“Mikey snuck out and got his ears pierced.” Jon’s words 
were barely above a whisper. David sensed something besides 
frustration in Jon’s voice now. Dismay. Embarrassment, maybe. “I 
don’t know where he got the money to do that. Don’t want to know, 
probably.” 

“Lots of guys do that anymore.” Curt had once jokingly 
suggested that David get an ear pierced. 

But even by the waning firelight, David could see tears in the 
eyes that were peering into the flames as though there might be 
answers there. 

Jon turned to his friend. “But does it mean anything, Davey? 
Does it mean he’s a queer? Gay?” 

There was genuine anguish in his question, and David felt his 
own frustration that he didn’t have an answer. Curt was very 
conventional in his manner. David had found that there were not 
many signposts on this path. Or maybe, he considered, there were 
too many, and you could never be sure which to heed. He couldn’t 
give Jon the experienced answer he sought from him. 

“I don’t know, Jon. You need to ask Mikey? Or maybe Patsy 
could? Or let him come to you.” 

“He doesn’t talk to me, Davey. He doesn’t listen to me.” He 
dropped is head into his hands. “We’re strangers. I can’t talk about 
something like that with him. And he would never talk to me.” 

“Jon, it wouldn’t matter if he was gay. He’s still your son.” 



 

Jon didn’t hear. Or didn’t agree. Or maybe he didn’t know 
what he felt. What he ought to feel, was entitled to feel. David 
guessed Jon was clinging to a certainty that had served him with 
unexamined sufficiency until recently. But it was a heavy certainty 
that wasn’t all that certain when looked at with emotional wisdom. 
Yet it was hard to let go. He could hear the struggle in his friend’s 
words. It was a perspective he only rarely saw across their years of 
friendship. Just once before had he been this open with David. Not 
too long after he’d married Patsy and they’d finally had a boys night 
out, with too many lubricating beers again, Jon confessed his doubts 
about his choice. “It’s like when you’re coming up to a stoplight, 
Davey,” he had said then. “And the light turns yellow. You know 
you should stop, but you’re going so fast, and you’re so close to the 
intersection, and you just keep going.” He never spoke of that again, 
may not have even remembered it the next day, and David was wise 
enough not to bring it up, to pick at the scab that seemed to be Jon’s 
feelings about his marriage. Soon enough little Mikey came along 
and the family settled into the give and take of their lives together, 
and David hoped his friend’s problem was behind him. But 
problems, David knew, had a way of never really leaving. 

“What else you got to burn?” 
“Maybe it’s time to let the fire die, Jon.” There was one more 

thing he’d brought from home to burn. An old wooden chair that 
Curt had scavenged from someone’s curbside trash when he was a 
boy. He’d wanted to paint it like a rainbow, every slat and piece of 
wood a different color, and use it to sit at his desk. But his 
enthusiasm had waned before the first drop of paint had been 
applied, and the chair soon was just taking up space in their tiny 
apartment, then tucked, forgotten, in a dusty corner of the basement 
when they moved to their house. Yet now, decades later, David 
couldn’t bring himself to throw this remnant of his son’s life on the 
fire. He found that unlike the worn-through gloves that he had retired 
to the flames, to Jon’s astonishment, he didn’t want to be rid of 
Curt’s old chair after all. 

“Then gimme another beer, Davey!” 
“They’re all gone.” That might have even been true. “We 

drank every one.” 
“Don’t say it! No more beer? It hurts my ears!” 
He stood abruptly and nearly fell into the fire. David had 

grabbed his arm to hold his swaying friend more or less upright. 



 

“Let’s go into town right now and get some more. C’mon, 
Davey. I’ll drive.” 

“No, Jon. I think we’re done for tonight.” 
“C’mon. Let’s get some more beer. I need more beer.” 
“Jon, we’re done. What you need is to go to bed now. Let me 

help you.” 
Jon considered the words as he stood swaying in his friend’s 

grip. 
“One thing first.” As David held his arm, Jon unzipped once 

more and peed on the coals. “Gotta put out a fire if you’re gonna 
leave it. Right, Davey?” 

“Right, Jon. Are you zipped up again?” 
Jon didn’t hear. He let himself be turned from the fire and 

steered around the camp chairs. A can clinked before their feet. 
David reached into his pocket and brought out a flashlight. He didn’t 
like to use it much since he knew his way around the cabin site, and 
he would lose his night vision if he did. But Jon was a mess, and 
getting him into the cabin and into his bed was going to be tough 
enough without the hamper of darkness. 

“Where are you taking me?” 
“Into the cabin, Jon. You get the luxury suite. Here are three 

steps onto the porch. See?” 
“What?” 
He managed to get his friend into the second bedroom and 

played the flashlight around the area. “There’s your bed. And I’ll 
leave you this so you can see where you’re going if you need to get 
up in the night. Please use it. Okay, Jon?” 

Jon didn’t answer but instead fell back on the bed. It 
squeaked in sudden protest. 

That was how he was going to remain, David realized, 
because Jon had no more initiative in him. The beer had displaced it. 
He tugged off Jon’s boots but decided not to tuck his friend back 
into his jeans. That was perhaps too much for the depth of their 
friendship, especially in light of Jon’s worries before the campfire. 
David threw a quilt over him to keep off any stray mosquitos that 
found their way inside the cabin. 

David turned off the flashlight and set it on the bedside table. 
It would rest in the moonlight there for a while, and maybe Jon 
would see it if he needed it. 



 

He didn’t close the bedroom door behind him, removing one 
hurdle from Jon’s night, and returned to the fire. It was mostly just 
glowing embers now. David scattered the coals, spreading them so 
they could burn out more quickly. And then he unzipped as well to 
quench the coals further. 

It was only after he had done this and was turning to return to 
the cabin for the night that he finally heard the call of a 
whippoorwill. The very best sound in the forest. A totem sound for 
him. 

*** 
In the morning, David heard no sounds coming from Jon’s 

bedroom, not even snoring, but he noticed that the door was closed. 
Best let him sleep it off, David thought, and he passed quietly 
through the cabin and out the door to see about rekindling the fire 
and maybe making some coffee. A weak string of white smoke 
curled from the fire ring. Empty beer cans were scattered around it. 
He didn’t know when Curt and Kelly might be out next, so he 
thought he should tidy up and not let them find a mess. Not just 
because Curt was so fastidious, but because he didn’t want his son to 
think that his dad now held debaucheries at the old family cabin. 

It was when he turned to go into the cabin to fetch a trash bag 
that he realized Jon’s car was gone. That was unexpected, and he 
first thought that maybe Jon had driven up the hill to get a cell signal 
and call Patsy. Or even Mikey. Maybe he had purged enough before 
the campfire and could finally attempt to speak with his son. 

David grabbed Curt’s old chair to take into the cabin. He 
shouldn’t have left it out for the morning dew to find it if he’d 
intended to keep it. Maybe he would paint it himself, he thought, and 
surprise Curt when he was next out to the cabin. “I didn’t forget your 
dream, Curt,” he would say. That was a good idea. 

Inside the cabin he knocked softly on Jon’s door, not 
expecting him to be in the room, of course, but just showing some 
reasonable courtesy. No answer came and David opened the door. 
The room was a mess. The mattress was half off the bed and the 
sheets were twisted and spread across the rug on the floor. Jon had 
done some thrashing in the night apparently. What was that all 
about? 



 

When David tugged at the sheets to free them from the 
mattress, a small vodka bottle slipped from them and clinked on the 
floor. The vodka still in it began to spill on the rug and David 
snatched it quickly. He wasn’t sure if Jon had driven into town after 
all—he certainly wasn’t in any condition to do so if he had—or had 
brought the vodka with him. It didn’t matter. What mattered was that 
his friend appeared to have deeper problems than those he’d 
confessed around the campfire. 

David set the bottle on the table beside the untouched 
flashlight. When he turned back to the mattress, his toe knocked 
something under the bed. He bent to reach for it and found Jon’s cell 
phone. So he hadn’t driven up the road to make a call. He had 
apparently just left to go home. 

Was he embarrassed by his firelight confessions? By his 
behavior? By his appetites? Or was he just in such a hurry to get 
home to his family that he simply forgot his phone? David 
understood that he would likely never know. And maybe that was a 
good thing. As much as Jon needed to talk, a great part of him 
needed to remain silent as well. 

David would make a long detour on his drive home to bring 
Jon’s phone to him. Maybe chat a little more to see where things 
stood. That’s what a friend did, right? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul Lamb 



 

Inside a Song, the Sea 
 
 
 
I fall, and ground glass  
scrapes my arms and hands.  
Fires burn around me,  
 
burst dead branches  
like blackened bones.  
A woman came  
 
to a funeral, neatly  
buttoned, eyes  
fastened to her hymnal  
 
and the little brochure  
that honors the dead.   
I see her face in coals  
 
that shatter and flare.  
I should have read  
Kafka. I should have  
 
read Freud. I judge  
myself fit for the flames.  
Within windsong,  
 
waves roar. I can’t walk  
the sea’s blue acres.  
No prayers rise from  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

the waves. No birds sing.  
I didn’t know how loudly  
my heart thumps. My mouth  
 
fills with salt. In the cold  
water, schools of red  
snappers turn and gleam. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Barbara Daniels 



 

Reclaiming the Flesh 
a Golden Shovel 
 
 
 
From the first time your fingernails scratch  
at the sheets in your crib, Daddy is watching. The  
first steps, the first class, learning count, each number  
falling from young lips, one through one hundred somehow  
losing all meaning on the inside of your eyelids, on  
nights when Daddy can’t remember the  
difference between daughter and roadside  
lover. Daddy says he’s always going to be with 
you, going to hold you like this for your  
whole life. He doesn’t know how little 
bodies work, how sharp a young girl’s claws 
can be. Show him you can claw back, Lolita. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scarlett Peterson  



 

Wise/Crack 
 
Michelangelo said he saw the angel in the stone— 
well I wonder what God saw in me to send so many 
chisel strokes laying me open. 
 
Transparent hands, fool’s blood, God’s bones/teeth/eyes 
(when a jester dies by the riverside, he takes revenge on those 
who prefer their comedy in the open, 
tragedy hidden backstage) 
 
bubbling laughter, water over rocky bottom.  
I make my jokes the way the river erodes  
the bed it lies on. 
 
Let us bury the bawdy,  
the jester is dead. 
 
Mind the motherlode, pan for gold— 
a rim shot and the audience cracks up,  
laughter bubbling up (Lord, I’m drowning). 
 
If we are all His children, then I’m a bastardized Eucharist 
consecrating the earth I rot in. Go on  
and make a holy grail of my sternum— 
 
I’m going home. 
 
This is after all the story of death,  
so give it a good beginning, middle, and end. 
But beginning is a lie they tell to make you feel nice 
and middle left before time could roll the dice 
so jesters die die die and the story 
ends ends ends 
 
and the angels God sends 
have broken the stone in two. 
 
Bridget Malley 



 

Prometheus 
  
 
 
Not having wandered in these hills 
for centuries, bound up as I was 
in the cold stone of doubt, 
now freed by some muse 
or freak of human storming, 
I read hills and shrill cliffsides, 
the rock features carved 
by the barewhining wind and 
the mutable whitefrothed river. 
I read the courage of flow. 
  
Fearing the fire less than 
the pure blackness above, 
I begin to turn rocks over 
one by one. Underneath 
one of them, the scorpion 
will strike out, I will catch it, 
will catapult in flames 
full of the poison of falling 
imagination, and into stone again, 
the inadmission of now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
David Anthony Sam 



 

Fire Pit 
 
 
 

My 12-year-old daughter and I are out back by the fire pit. It 
took us two trips to and from the kitchen, but now everything’s laid 
out: graham crackers, marshmallows, Hershey bars, telescoping 
metal prongs with the wooden handles, box of long matches, a 
couple sheets of aluminum foil and the key to the gas starter. I’m 
about to turn on the gas when I hear the garage door go up and my 
husband’s car pull in.  

I wait until his car door slams, and he’s over by the kitchen 
door, where I can see him, so he’ll hear me when I call—“We’re 
making s’mores! Would you like to join us?”  

“Sure,” he answers. “I’ll get the matches,” and before I can 
say anything, he’s disappeared inside the house. I don’t start the gas 
so he won’t feel he’s missing out on anything. Best just to wait. I 
watch my daughter through the corner of my eyes, wondering what’s 
going through her head: Impatience? Irritation? Dread?  

When he comes back out, I know he’s brought the regular 
kind of matches since that’s the only kind we have inside. No point 
telling him I’ve already got matches—the long ones I bought 
especially for fire pit-lighting, the ones from the back of drawer next 
to the barbeque, same as where we keep the starter key. I feel a little 
pang of self-reproach as I see him rummaging through drawers 
before joining us at the fire pit. Looks like my assessment was too 
hasty, and he’s looking for the long matches after all.  

When he still doesn’t come, I call over, “What are you 
doing?”  

“Looking for the key for the gas!”  
“I have it!” I holler back, careful my tone betrays no trace of 

my mounting annoyance. But he just stands there for a minute like 
he doesn’t quite believe me. “I‘ve got the key,” I add, so there’s no 
confusion and go ahead and slide the key into the slot on the side of 
the fire pit.  

I’m sort of feeling around for the little notch inside while my 
daughter readies two graham crackers and a square of chocolate. A 
year of Girl Scouts, a couple weeks of sleepaway camp: The girl 
knows what she’s doing. “You’re a real pro,” I say.  



 

I wish I could say the same for me. Installing the fire pit was 
his idea when we re-landscaped last year, and it hasn’t gotten much 
use. I can’t remember which direction to turn the key. I try clockwise 
first, and when the notch doesn’t budge, I try the other way. I feel it 
turn, just more stiffly than I expect.  

By this time, he’s seated on the bench behind me, and I’m 
crouched low for better leverage on the key. “You have to turn 
clockwise,” he instructs. No point telling him he’s mistaken. When I 
hear the click-click-click and the whoosh of the gas coming on, I 
reach for one of my long matches I bought especially for the purpose 
of keeping my hand far from the flame, and I strike it against the 
rough paper on the side of the box. 

“You’ve got the gas too high!” he snaps. I’m so startled by 
the harsh urgency of his voice that I check to make sure my hair is 
not on fire as a row of white flames leaps to life.  

“You really don’t need to micromanage the marshmallow-
roasting,” I say and instantly regret it because in the same moment 
my husband’s on his feet.  

“I can see I’m not wanted here!” he snaps.  
Our daughter freezes, eyes on the fire as her father strides off 

across the yard. 
“Oh, come on! You are wanted!” I call after him. The screen 

door slams his reply. 
After a moment, she reaches into the bag of marshmallows 

and wordlessly threads one onto a telescoping roasting stick, 
positioning the marshmallow a quarter-inch above a flame. Inside, 
the lights to the den flick on.  

“He didn’t need to do that.” I say softly. 
“I know,” she replies, a seasoned diplomat, calmly 

contemplating her marshmallow, patiently awaiting her favorite 
shade of char.  

 I follow her lead and slide a marshmallow onto a prong, 
trying like her to pretend the evening is not ruined. I hold the 
marshmallow directly inside a flame, but I’m drawn to the den’s lit-
up windows, wondering how long to sit here with her before going 
inside to tell him I’m sorry. Maybe this time will be different, and 
he’ll agree to come back out and we can be like a family’s supposed 
to be. And even if that’s unrealistic, going inside now might at least 
get my verbal beating out of the way sooner rather than later. 
“Maybe I should go say something…” 



 

“You should do what I do, Mommy,” she says, deftly 
sandwiching a perfectly charred marshmallow between squares of 
graham crackers and chocolate. “Pretend you’re sorry then just 
ignore him.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mara Cohen 



 

At Home 
 
 
 
Grow into your mistakes 
cheatgrass in a dog’s ear 
the gorge on fire 
the rain too brief 
hissing at the dark 
a shadow with an animal 
trapped inside. 
 
The sky lightens. 
Deer shelter beneath the porch. 
Bad news comes in waves 
People bring us meals like trains 
each little offering 
roaring us back to hush 
hush, there is no where to go 
and nothing to do 
and only the weather can really 
be talked about 
in a way that doesn’t break our hearts. 
 
Break my heart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jamie Houghton 



 

The Fire Chief’s Son’s Sensory 
Memories 

 
 
 

1. Glowing Leadership 
 
The fire chief was on fire chiefly because he disliked delegating. 
He’s Can-Do, tends to charge into involved structures half-jacketed 
or bare-headed. The record of Lives Saved speaks volumes for him. 
But in the aftermath of such an accident the makings are plain. It is 
rash, running toward a raging burn, even with a respirator. When he 
heard that call, he didn’t check the gear, he rushed in, this human 
torch we’re trying to revive. 
 

2. Second and Third Degree 
 
The micro-moment 
between catching fire 
and feeling the burn— 
taper shape of flame tongues, 
lovely to see, the smell raising 
summery nostalgia, 
Dad grilling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Todd Mercer 



 

Recent Virgin 
 
 
 
(Down)pour 
And enter. 
Turn the whole beat  
Off the  
Carefully tended center. 
See and interpret 
The wobble that becomes a dance. 
Careful tending of the __eate_ 
With one eye watch 
The den as the d(r)yer  
Stands with gentle hands  
And gentler ears. 
Supplication.  
Subtle changes such as this, 
Supple changes such as this, 
Change such as this. 
Weirs of gentle ewes 
Standing in the rain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Fire Chasers 
 
 
 
The fires were everywhere. 
For years, black islands 
 
and distant hills in the shape 
of fallen bodies  
 
surrounded us. Volunteer  
firemen and women  
 
practiced dousing flames 
on the training grounds 
 
near Capitol Expressway. 
We watched with our lighters. 
 
We watched with the smoke 
laughing out of our mouths 
 
which Freud might have called 
defensive mechanisms. 
 
Not that we were to blame  
(our mothers had not yet 
 
traveled back to us in dreams). 
We were almost a paradise  
 
on those fire lit 
Sundays, and even now,  
 
undercover and winsome, 
we watch the nights flare. 
 
 
Maureen Daniels 



 

After the Kiss 
 
 
 
The time I opened  
my mouth and out  
came a flame: 
I feared your burn  
from the heat  
even though 
you smothered me 
in ashes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Laurie Kolp 



 

End of Romance 
 
When the sun burns its edges, 
run away from its bright deluge. 
All roads are shadows, leading 
from one storm to the next. 
 
A line of soldiers once marched 
west from my understanding. 
None returned from the red 
prairie or the brown desert. 
 
A dark preacher in threads 
sermons a higher lightning; 
his herd swims the sulfur 
that speaks inarticulate fire. 
 
But my mind betrays its story, 
one of ruby skies and a heaven 
made of the mutations of clouds 
marrying and unmarrying the day. 
 
And a thousand wolves howl 
into the thunder of afternoon. 
And a thousand seeds blow 
in hordes before a hungry wind. 
 
After that, moonlight, a contrast 
of powder gray and darkness. 
My feet play the dry bed’s pebbles 
as a dirge of dead soldiers. 
 
In the morning, I will hear love 
spoken in yellow aspen leaves 
as your burning forehead fevers 
an end to our transient idyll. 
 
David Anthony Sam 
*Note: after Rimbaud’s “Michel et Christine” 



 

Magic Trick  
 
 
 
I reach into thin air  
to pull some soul or something  
out of it, as a magician  
snaps the ace of spades  
from a hidden place  
inside his palm.  
But I want no tricks,  
no sleight of hand,  
or mind, to blind me.  
I want some voice to sing  
in praise and thanks.  
And I want some larger  
spirit to inhale these words--  
the way old Yahweh did  
the smoke of lamb's flesh,  
the sight of lamb's bones.  
I am too late.  
The air is too thin  
to support old ghosts.  
I'm forced to look within  
for an outline or a seed,  
some hidden place  
to mean god or soul,  
some taste of incense  
from the fire of self.  
I reach into the thinness  
of myself and pull out  
these words and images  
like thin, slick playing cards,  
and lay them one by one  
across the greasy table.  
I scan them for portents.  
Not there. Not there.  
Somewhere in the place  
where need and fire,  



 

cold and logic,  
silence and sunrise,  
wind and desire meet,  
in a place of flesh,  
a grave of flesh,  
flame of flesh     
somewhere in that meeting  
of thinness and solidity,  
of world and eye,  
somewhere a transparent face  
smiles with the bones  
of a man, the soul of a cloud,  
seed of a tree,  
flesh of an earth,  
fire of a sun.  
And the solace of thought  
brought to brink of life,  
is there released to fly  
the thinness of air,  
higher, higher than love,  
higher than thick despair,  
higher than a voice  
sketching with unmixed words  
the colors of a sun  
rising in red  
across the open place of sky.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
David Anthony Sam 



 

Hero 
 
 
 
We are all aquatic in the womb 
our hearts are open 
just some tubes and a whistle 
 
When we are born 
the chambers of our hearts close 
all four of them 
 
Only to break break break 
open open open 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jamie Houghton 



 

Empty Nest 
 
 
 

The house feels vacant, forlorn: no nestlings under its wings, 
no one waiting impatiently to use the bathroom, no young voices 
hurrying down the stairs. 

Had Henry brought her home, he might have shared the 
hollowness, mitigated it. But he was still angry, and they got back 
just in time for school. “I’m supposed to greet the kids, Carol. You 

go along; I’ll get a ride home at the end of the day.” 
The end of the day. She is sentenced to solitude the first long 

day with both kids gone. 
Even Ginger, who usually hears the key in the lock and is at 

the door with poodle tail wagging exuberantly, seemed restrained in 
her greeting, resentful at having spent the night without company. 

Putting the little suitcase at the foot of the stairs, she takes the 
newspaper to the kitchen, reassured by its sunny brightness, the lawn 
and flowerbeds in late summer glory outside the dining alcove. She 
starts coffee. Ginger, relenting, rubs against her leg expectantly. 
Glad to be needed, she rinses the dog’s bowl, feeds her, and sits 
again. 

The rattle of the kibbles and the chug-gulp of the 
coffeemaker are thunderous. She turns on the radio to fill the silence. 
More damned news. She changes the station, and recognizes a 
Brahms quartet. Good. 

*** 
Getting Millie settled into her dorm yesterday was nostalgic 

fun. They’d made repeated rounds of college visits in the last two 
years, first with Carl and then with Millie, so merely being back on a 
campus wasn’t special. Getting Carl started at Yale last year had 
been easy compared to installing his sister at Smith yesterday, 
lugging clothes and books and boxes up two flights. 

The stairs loosed a torrent of memories. They’d met and 
courted at college; Henry had tiptoed up such stairs more than once 
when her roommate went home for a weekend. 



 

No roommates nowadays; girls had their own rooms. While 
envying Millie the privacy, Carol’s protective mother side worried 
about too-easy nocturnal visitors. The suitemates seemed nice 
enough. She and Henry met most of the other parents, introducing 
themselves at landings where the empty-handed one waited for the 
upbound one laden with daughter-belongings. Carol remembered her 
own father maneuvering a floor lamp up and helping hang a few 
pictures. The addition of computers and TVs and chargers made the 
moving-in more demanding now. 

Henry tried to bring the little travel suitcase up to Millie’s 
new room, and looked mystified when told to leave it in the van. 
Carol waited until they’d kissed their daughter goodbye before 
telling him why. 

“It will be strange to be home alone,” Henry said as he drove 
out the campus gates. 

“Not yet, dear,” she said. 
“Not yet?” 
“I have a surprise for us.” She took the motel flyer from her 

purse, unfolding it to show the map. “I thought it would be fun to 
celebrate someplace more romantic than an empty house.” 

“You’ve made a reservation?” 
“It’s half an hour toward home. All the good ones near the 

college were full already. 
“What’s a good one?” 
“King-sized bed.”  She read from the flyer. “A Jacuzzi in 

every room. A romantic setting with gardens that rival Eden’s. Our 
own quiet restaurant, with a master chef, a few steps away.” 

“Sounds expensive.” Sober, careful Henry, not given to self-
indulgence. 

“I sold a house. Last week. I didn’t tell you.” 
“After twenty years, you still amaze me.” He blew her an air-

kiss. “Okay, you’re navigator. Direct me to Eden.” 
By the time they arrived, they were hungry. Their room was 

as spacious and handsome as advertised, better than any motel room 
she could remember. She told herself to stop remembering other 
motel rooms. 

Henry brought the little bag up. “It doesn’t feel very heavy. 
You brought something for both of us?” 



 

“The bare essentials,” she told him. “Your PJs, our toilet kits, 
clean underwear and a shirt for tomorrow, and” —giving him a coy 
smile — “a filmy nightgown that takes no space at all. Let’s go eat.” 
They freshened up, and walked to the restaurant. 

It was as good as advertised and not crowded. She suggested 
a bottle of wine instead of cocktails, lest too much alcohol diminish 
the connubial joy ahead. Henry had the lamb chops; she had an 
excellent swordfish steak. “I wonder what happens to the swords?” 
she said. 

“Maybe ground up like shark fins to make aphrodisiac soup,” 
he joshed. 

 “That would be nice symbolism, wouldn’t it? I don’t need 
any, though. How are the lamb chops?” 

“Delicious. I’m tempted to take off the lacy paper frills.” 
“Wait,” she said. “There’s better lace upstairs.” She loved 

seeing his grin. 
The air was fresh as they started back. “Let’s try the Edenic 

garden,” Henry said, “away from light pollution.” He loved stars and 
never tired of trying to help her appreciate them. “There’s Taurus the 
bull, rising in the east.” 

“I can see him, darling. More nice symbolism.” 
“The bright star setting in the west is Spica, part of Virgo.” 
“I can see the star, but not the constellation.” 
“Never mind,” he said. “Latin for virgin. A thing of the past. 

But Venus is there, casting her spell.” He drew her into a long kiss 
and walked back with his arm around her. 

“I’ll run the Jacuzzi,” she said. “It looks lovely, big enough 
for two.” 

“I’d better take my pill before we start that,” Henry said, “so 
it has time to work. Where’d you pack it?” 

“Oh God!” she said. “Isn’t there always one in your toilet 
kit?” 

“Of course not. You always worried what the kids might 
hear. It’s been years since we’ve made love on vacation. Damn!” 

“I’m sorry. I’ll help you do without.” She unbuttoned his 
shirt. “I told you I brought that skimpy nightgown. Remind me how 
Omar Khayyam said it.” 

“Let’s see. ‘A jug of wine, a loaf of bread, and thou beside 
me, singing in the wilderness.’” 



 

She remembered, and they finished it together: “Ah, 
wilderness were paradise enow.” 

“Let’s hope so,” he said. He shaved in the shower while she 
filled the tub and got the temperature right. Her first motel room 
with a Jacuzzi, she thought, a nice touch; then remembered to stop 
remembering. 

They climbed in together, his arm steadying her. He reached 
behind and found the switch for the jets. 

“Wait here,” she whispered, and climbed out, conscious of 
his watching, keeping her tummy flat. “Just the night-lights will be 
more romantic.” In the bedroom she turned back the bed, spritzed on 
perfume, turned out the lights, and came back to turn off the 
bathroom light. 

“That’s a bit much, dear,” Henry said. “No point in 
stumbling and breaking our necks. How about turning on the closet 
light and leaving the door ajar?” She did. “Ah, just right,” he said as 
she lowered herself back into the tub. “I like to see your body. 
You’re still a handsome woman.” 

“And you’re a handsome man.” They sank into the tub chin-
deep, his arm around her waist, the jets pulsing. 

He nuzzled her neck. “Nice perfume.” He drew her out of the 
water enough to bury his smooth-shaven face between her breasts. 

“Niki de Saint Phalle.” 
He looked up. “You’re kidding. That’s really a perfume 

name?” 
“I bought it just for you,” she lied. She drew him to a long 

kiss. They lay in each other’s arms, languorously at first, then with 
growing passion, hands exploring bodies as though new territory, 
caressing, gently opening legs to the thrust of the water, ecstatic 
foreplay. 

In retrospect, they should have stayed in the tub. She 
considered it. A bit awkward, but so were the back seats of cars. Or 
they might have stayed cuddled there in the hot water, hands helping 
them come together. Henry was fully aroused, and so was she. 

“I want you inside me,” she whispered. “Come.” They 
toweled each other, then slipped into the bed. “My darling,” she 
murmured, drawing him up. “Come to me.” But it was too late. He 
was softening. 



 

He knew it too. She felt it. He searched her mouth with his 
tongue, buried his face in her neck to breathe in lingering perfume, 
seeking fresh stimulus. 

At last he rolled off her, onto his back. “Damn! It’s no use. 
Why in hell didn’t you think of that pill? You could think of your 
Saint Phallus and not remember the pill?” 

“Darling, I’m so sorry. You know I’m disappointed too.” She 
brought his hand to her belly. Sometimes he helped her finish when 
he hadn’t been able to wait for her. She thought of getting back into 
the tub. 

Henry pulled his hand away. His anger grew. He was angry 
at himself, she knew; humiliated, his manhood compromised. “It’s 
all right, darling,” she whispered. “There will be other times. We 
have an empty nest to ourselves at home.” 

He would not be placated. It got ugly. “I suppose there are 
men in their mid-forties who don’t need pills,” he rasped. “I 
wouldn’t know. But I guess you would.” 

“Oh dear,” she murmured. “Don’t.” 
He persisted. “And why a motel anyway? Because that’s 

where you think passion happens?” 
“Henry, please!” 
“All these years I’ve pretended not to notice, and finally you 

decide on a fresh start, and can’t remember to pack what you know 
your husband needs?” 

“Henry, stop! I’m sorry. I truly am. I’ll make it up when we 
get home. But there’s nothing I can do tonight.” He would go on like 
this as long as she would listen; it would get worse. “I’m sorry. I’m 
going to sleep,” she said, rolling away from him. 

She heard him get up, pee noisily, come back to the other 
side. A bed so big he could avoid touching, a cold chasm between 
them. She was sure they were both awake for a long time, but neither 
spoke. At last she slept. 

He had set his phone alarm. The windows were still inky 
dark. He got up and began turning on lights. “It’s the first day of 
school today. There’s probably more need for vice-principals on 
opening day than any other day.” He was almost dressed. “I saw a 
donut shop up the road. They’re always open early. I’ll get coffee 
and donuts. Maybe fifteen minutes. Can you be downstairs and 
waiting, please?” 



 

She was outside when he drove up, the suitcase at her feet, 
the air a bit chilly. She hoped he might say something appreciative 
about her being ready so quickly, but he did not. The coffee was in 
the cup holders; he handed her a brightly-colored paper bag. 

“Chocolate cream-filled!” she said brightly. “My favorite. 
Thank you, Henry.” Even when angry, he was a thoughtful man. 
“You don’t want one of these?” 

“Too messy. I’m driving. I have a couple of plain ones.” He 
reached for the car radio, finding the local public radio just before 
reaching the highway ramp. News—noise to drown out memory, 
muffle anger? She almost said it aloud, but thought better of it. 
When static grew on the first station, he switched to their home 
station with a button push. By the time they reached the school, she 
knew more about the state of the nation and world than she needed, 
and knew nothing about how long it might take to repair their 
marriage. 

He didn’t wait for her to get into the driver’s seat, and didn’t 
offer even a perfunctory kiss, striding away to take his position 
greeting teenagers at the school door. 

*** 
The coffee has stopped burbling. She takes a cup to the 

alcove to admire the growing day and ponder how to spend it. She 
checks for phone messages, hoping the office might have a client for 
her. No luck. A day showing houses would have kept her busy, 
distracted. Perhaps she should look for a full-time job now that the 
kids are gone. 

She gets up to examine the fridge, but finds no excuse to kill 
time with a supermarket trip. Back in the alcove, she opens her 
calendar as she sips the last of the coffee. Nothing today. Book club 
tomorrow. She hasn’t finished the book yet but wouldn’t retain a 
word if she ventured to read now. She tries the paper, ignoring news 
she’s already heard several times, looking at ads. A new blouse or 
scarf usually cheers her up, but today she worries that Henry, if he 
noticed, would find new fuel for recrimination. 



 

She takes the suitcase upstairs and unpacks, puts clothes into 
the hamper. Rummaging in the medicine cabinet, she finds a tiny 
travel-bottle and puts one of Henry’s pills in it. Another. Three, 
hoping he might notice the generous supply even if they don’t use all 
three on the next trip. A symbol; an offering. Improvising a label, 
she drops the bottle in his travel kit. She puts her kit away, but leaves 
his out and open where he’ll see it. 

Lunch with someone might do her good. She sits on the bed, 
takes her phone from a pocket. Smart phone; it knows all her friends. 
She has it dial Susan. “Hello? It’s Carol. How about lunch today? 

“I’m sorry. I’d love to, but I have a doctor’s appointment. 
Nothing serious, but it would take weeks to reschedule. Are you all 
right?” 

“Just a touch of empty nest syndrome. We took Millie to 
college yesterday.” 

“You poor dear, I know the feeling. We’re a year ahead of 
you. Find someone else today, and call me next time you’re having 
withdrawal symptoms.” 

Unfortunate choice of words, Carol thinks. She has the phone 
call Lisa, who doesn’t want to give up her yoga class. Karen doesn’t 
answer; she doesn’t bother leaving a message. Bessie answers. “I 
have an art class at the museum,” she says. “You want to come 
along?” 

“Thanks, not today. I need someone to talk with, not be 
talked at.” 

Donna is in bed with a heavy cold. Gretchen doesn’t answer. 
She goes back down to the kitchen. Eleven o’clock. Millie must be 
in class; can’t call her. It is a gorgeous September day. The silence is 
deafening. 

She needs company. It’s Henry’s fault that she’s so 
distraught. Damn Henry. 

She starts to dial from the smartphone, but—remembering 
that it remembers—reaches for the kitchen phone, not needing to 
look up the number. “Jeff? It’s Carol. Any chance you’re free for 
lunch today?    

 
 
 

 
Don Noel 



 

Orange Flame 
 
 
 
If possible, 
I’d love you strangely; 
 
a different body with different parts 
 
inducing trace throbs of response 
more luscious 
 
than anything either of us 
has ever known before. 
 
Beneath a triangle of sun 
 
in the orange flame of an ocean 
never possible  
 
in any previous 
world of castles and useless skin, 
 
my gills will flutter and sing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Richard King Perkins II 



 

Perforated Stars Speak of 
Serendipity 
  
 
 
Prognosis of simple 
celebration symbolizes 
freedom in the name 
of graffiti, lining 
the causeways 
of oceanic benevolence, 
rigging horoscope 
crime-cracked negligence, 
perforating stars 
for disrupted lights 
in sky-grave life, 
melding flesh 
with meteorites 
in flash-bangs 
handed down 
through hermetic 
ears, passing 
nebulous disaster 
in ages far surpassed 
by old meadow trees 
whose voices 
have long since passed 
their cries of youth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adam Levon Brown 



 

Yuletide 
 
 
 
She was a Swedish 
translator whose name  
 
I don’t remember,  
but I liked her, half 
 
smashed in a little  
black dress, even as  
 
she raised her glass  
to bash the man  
 
I’d soon take back,  
& marry – too  
 
macho! This time  
of year I think of her.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hilary Sideris 



 

It’s a brand new ballgame! 
 
It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how you play the game. 
   —Grantland Rice 
 
  

1 
Baseball, perhaps more than every other sport, is a game of 

second chances. If one team is trailing the other team by six or eight 
runs and manages to tie the game in the eighth or ninth inning, the 
announcer will usually proclaim, “It’s a brand-new ballgame!” 
Many people consider baseball a metaphor for life. I won’t try to 
persuade you that that’s the gospel truth, so you’re free to take it or 
leave it. On the other hand, if sometime in your life you get a second 
chance, please consider baseball immortal Yogi Berra’s sage advice: 
“When you come to a fork in the road—take it.” 

Back in the late 1950s, three pre-teenage boys who lived in 
the same apartment house invented what may have been the first—
and arguably the best—fantasy baseball game of all time. Nearly 
every Saturday morning from November through early March, the 
boys would meet in Barry’s apartment to play a triple-header.  

His apartment was always free from 8 am until 7 or 8 pm. 
There were no rainouts, rain delays, or suspended games. And 
factored into this schedule was even the possibility of one or two 
games going deep into extra innings.  

When the weather was especially nice, all three scheduled 
games could be postponed, affording the boys a chance to go to the 
schoolyard or the playground to actually play some ball themselves. 
There were no baseball fields nearby, so instead they played punch 
ball, stickball, and softball.  

Barry’s parents owned two men’s pants stores, one on 
Avenue U, just a few blocks from their apartment, and the other in 
the Bronx, an almost two-hour subway ride. Saturday was their 
busiest day, when his mother worked in the Brooklyn store alongside 
Uncle Max, and his father made the long trip to the Bronx.  



 

George and Stupid Stanley—as he was distinguished from 
Skinny Stanley—brought their lunches, and Barry’s mother kept 
plenty of Cokes and Pepsis in the refrigerator. George’s and Stupid 
Stanley’s mothers would alternate sending along desserts for the 
boys to share. It was important in those days to know not just where 
your boys were and what they were doing, but also what they were 
eating.  

The game itself may sound a little complicated, but it was 
actually played exactly like any Major League game. Indeed, the 
rules were so clear that there were never any disputes, or even any 
need for umpires. Once the game began, all that was required was a 
roll of the dice, or the flip of a coin. And even those coin flips were 
needed just for very close plays, such as whether a speedy runner 
was safe after tagging up on a fly ball to the outfield.  

The boys patterned their game to follow not just the rules and 
the odds of Major League Baseball, but also its managerial strategies 
and tactics. Do you hit-and-run, steal, pitch out, pinch-hit, make a 
pitching change, or play a hunch? Do you load your lineup with lefty 
hitters to face a right-handed pitcher, even if some are “two” rather 
than “three” hitters? When do you go for the big inning, and when 
do you try to build a run? Long before anyone came up with the 
terms “big ball” and “small ball,” Barry, George, and Stanley had 
incorporated these concepts into their game. 

But this was no simple game of just rolling the dice and 
moving pieces around the board. Like real baseball, it was a game of 
strategy. Unlike some unimaginative real-life baseball managers, 
who, in the middle of a game, were still thinking about mistakes they 
had made in earlier innings, these boys were already planning their 
moves two or three innings ahead.  

Rather than holding six weeks of spring training, they would 
spend the Saturday before the November season opener choosing the 
players who would be on their rosters. And as any major league 
team’s general manager will tell you, that was when pennants are 
won or lost.  



 

Barry, George, and Stupid Stanley chose their teams from the 
previous season’s major league rosters. It went without saying that 
Ted Williams, Mickey Mantle, and Willie Mays were each among 
the handful of elite “four” players. Among “four” pitchers were the 
great strike-out king, Bob Feller and 300-game-winner Warren 
Spahn. It was automatic that any “four” was a shoe-in for the Hall of 
Fame in his first year of eligibility. 

“Three” players were pitchers who had relatively low earned 
run averages and had won at least eighteen games, although 
allowances were made for those who played for poor-hitting teams. 
Also among the “threes” were good-fielding position players who 
batted at least 300, although sluggers hitting over thirty home runs 
could bat even twenty points lower.  

Below them were the “twos,” and the occasional “one,” who 
had a specialized skill. He might be a light hitter who was a very 
good defensive player, or even a speedy pinch runner who could 
barely hit at all.  

Skinny Stanley served as the commissioner, ran the player 
draft, and would occasionally drop in to watch a game. He did so, 
however, strictly as a fan, and was never asked to make any 
decisions. Still, his views were respected, as was his strict neutrality. 

If you’re any kind of a baseball fan, then you must be 
wondering how three teams could play at the same time. After all, 
anyone who has ever watched a baseball game knows that when one 
team bats, the other plays in the field. How could all three teams 
play at once?  

They couldn’t. Let’s say that Barry and Stupid Stanley 
played the first game. What about George? He would come by 
later—perhaps just in time to play the second game. And he would 
play that game with either Barry or Stupid Stanley.  

If Barry wasn’t playing the second game, he would spend the 
time doing homework. If Stanley wasn’t playing, he could either go 
back to his apartment or do his homework at Barry’s. And similarly, 
the guy not playing in the third game could either leave or do 
homework.  

The season was 60 games long, so whoever won the most 
games won the pennant. It would have been great if they could have 
expanded to a second league, and held a World Series after the 
regular season. But no one else, except for a few random friends, had 
ever even seen the game.  
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They would play all the way through high school. But then 
the boys parted ways, and Barry remained the custodian of the game.   

After college, Barry went to medical school and eventually 
became a psychiatrist. George also attended medical school, and a 
few years later he owned an extremely successful methadone clinic. 
Stupid Stanley, surprisingly, managed to get through college, and 
then enrolled in a graduate program at Columbia University 
Teachers College to study educational administration. No one was 
sure just what that entailed, but amazingly he graduated with a 
doctorate in education.  

Barry and George stayed in touch, and each got married 
while in medical school. But after graduation, their families saw less 
and less of each other. They each owned beautiful homes in 
Westchester, but George was much more successful than Barry.  

And then, one day, Barry learned the reason for George’s 
success. A federal indictment accused him of Medicaid fraud. 
Apparently, George had billed Medicaid for providing methadone at 
a rate of three addicts a minute, twenty-four hours a day, over a two-
year period. The prosecutor remarked sardonically that she looked 
forward to hearing his explanation in court.  

Barry happened to run into George’s wife at the supermarket. 
She told him that they were getting divorced.  

“Did you have any idea that he was involved in this 
fraudulent scheme?” 

“Barry, trust me: I was clueless.” 
“But with all that money George was making?” 
“Look, I’ll admit it. At heart I’m just another Jewish 

American Princess. The only thing I noticed was that George was a 
very good provider.” 
 

3 
Barry’s life had been no bed of roses. After sailing along 

through medical school, he had managed to get a neighborhood girl 
pregnant. So he did the right thing. By the time he had finished his 
residency, he and Yvette had two more children to support, as well 
as large student loans to pay off.  



 

After dreaming of setting up his own private practice, he 
quickly found his work could be pure drudgery. He was putting in 
ten-hour days and still was not able to fully fund his wife’s upwardly 
mobile lifestyle. But when she showed him her dream home in 
Scarsdale, he decided to talk to a divorce lawyer.  

And what had become of Stupid Stanley? He had gotten a job 
as a dean at Hunter College. Although he had no educational work 
experience, the pompous windbags who hired him were impressed 
with his Columbia Ed.D. He sailed through the interviews, letting 
the blowhards do all the talking. Just maybe Stanley wasn’t so stupid 
after all. 

By now, Stanley realized that he was a complete fraud. He 
had gotten through graduate school largely by keeping his mouth 
shut and writing meaningless papers about nonsensical educational 
theories. He had quickly figured out that playing to his professors’ 
vanity by always agreeing with them was the ticket to success.  

But along the way, he gained a great insight about his life. 
Since childhood, he had been clinically depressed. Was he really 
stupid? Maybe. But he knew for sure that he was truly depressed. 
Paradoxically, that actually made him feel a little better about 
himself.  

His job, which required virtually no work, began to depress 
him even more. All he had to do was attend meetings, spout 
educational jargon, and write meaningless memos. Still, it was all he 
could do to just get through each day.  

And then, completely from out of the blue, he received a 
letter from Skinny Stanley. Now an intellectual property attorney, 
Stanley wrote that a major entertainment company was very 
interested in buying their baseball game. The company was prepared 
to make an offer that could, in his estimate, be “a real game 
changer.” 

A week later, Barry, George, and Stupid Stanley were sitting 
in Skinny Stanley’s conference room. The interested company 
wanted to put out not just a conventional board game, but a video 
version as well.  

“Let’s talk money,” suggested George. “How much are we 
looking at?” 

“Well, for starters,” replied Skinny Stanley. 
They waited. Skinny Stanley then held up an index finger. 
“One?” asked Barry. “One what?” 



 

Skinny Stanley smiled. And then he answered, “One million 
dollars.” 

“Is that one million dollars total for all of us?” 
“Actually, George, it’s one million dollars for each of you!” 
Each let out an audible sigh. Then Skinny Stanley continued. 
“You’ll each receive one million dollars when we sign the 

contract--which could be as early as next week.” 
“And then?” 
“And then, Stanley, once they start selling the game, each of 

you will receive one dollar for each board game and fifty cents for 
each video version sold.” 

“How many do they expect to sell?” asked George. 
“Let me put it this way: The company would not be going 

into this venture unless it expected to sell hundreds of thousands—or 
maybe even millions of units—every year.” 

“We could actually make a lot of money.” 
“That is correct, Stanley.” 
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Accepting the deal was a no-brainer for each of them – even 
Stupid Stanley. The game had been gathering dust, and now 
someone was crazy enough to hand over a cool million to each of 
them. And there was an excellent chance that they would earn even 
more over the next few years.  

They signed the papers a week later in the corporate offices 
of the entertainment company, and their photo appeared in The Wall 
Street Journal, The New York Times, and scores of other newspapers 
and magazines.  

The big question now was how this unexpected event would 
change their lives.  
George, who had barely avoided a prison term, had recently lost his 
medical license. So he was certainly open to making major changes. 
For him, this was not just an economic lifeline, but an excellent 
opportunity to start over again. 

Barry quickly decided that he would still go through with his 
divorce plans, and he cut back sharply on his work hours. 



 

Stupid Stanley had already come to realize that his entire 
academic career—as an undergraduate, a graduate student, and a 
college dean—was not just meaningless, but even fraudulent. Again 
and again, he began asking himself, “What was I thinking all those 
years? Was I really all that stupid?”  

He quit his job and immersed himself in two paperbacks he 
thought could help him—Thirty Days to a More Powerful 
Vocabulary and All the Math You’ll Ever Need. He was ready to take 
the Mensa admission exam. When he was accepted, his literary agent 
quickly got him a six figure advance from a major publishing house 
to write his autobiography. It’s title? From Moron to Genius in 
Thirty Days.  

Later that year, a new business opportunity presented itself to 
Barry, George, and Stanley. They could have their own nationally 
syndicated TV show. Two of them would appear every Saturday 
morning for two hours to play their game in front of millions of 
spectators.  

And so, for Barry, George, and Stanley, it was indeed a brand 
new ball game. Was there a lesson to be learned from all of this? 
Yes, there was! As Yogi Berra observed, “It ain’t over till it’s over.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Steve Slavin 



 

Named 
 
 
 

It is not enough  
that he wishes to be invisible  
 
to those who already know his name;  
it is as if he desires  
 
never to have been named at all,  
as if the naming itself has exposed him  
 
to the stares of these strangers,  
revealing more than should ever be revealed,  
 
peeling away protective layers  
until there is nowhere left to hide,  
 
absolute nakedness in full daylight  
among throngs of the clothed and nameless,  
 
among whom his only desire is to be— 
not named, but numbered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spencer Smith 



 

Residual Value 
 
 
 
Taking up space,  
then no longer.   
 
It leaves an impression, 
  fire, when I close my eyes 
and trace a circle in the air. 
 
Devil eyes, fiery and laughing. 
  My deep blue iris of memory 
reflecting back fragments  
 
  of a day gone by. A slant of a shadow 
just around the corner coming to show me 
  what’s on the dark side of the unknown. 
 
Sliding down to night fall 
  what value is left in the ashes? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mary Hanrahan 



 

Groundwork of the Metaphysics 
of Morals 

 
 
 
I’m betting on a multiverse  
where better versions of me  
 
stretch through eternity  
unfolding like paper dolls. 
 
The lesser Greg might be perched  
on a bar stool in South Houston 
 
eyeing the thighs 
of the pipefitter’s estranged wife, 
 
but further downstream,  
a greater Greg is walking 
 
his cancer stricken neighbor’s Weimaraner. 
It is a masterpiece of engineering  
 
that all these Gregs exist, so to speak,   
in the same skin.  
 
And that moral progress is a team sport. 
That as my life plays out  
 
like the B side of an old 45, 
I could still end up being,  
 
through some inexplicable act 
of Divine Hooey, a greatest hit.  
 
And that behind the scenes,  
an army of celestial doppelgangers 
 



 

is picking up the slack, filling in gaps,  
chained to their oars, rowing like hell, 
 
trying to make a better man of me.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D.G. Geis 



 

Again 
 
 
 
Fire went into the roots 
of the young, but dry, tree. 
(A specimen whose ancestors  
the Polynesians would cut 
and smolder into coal.) 
 
There weren't many trees 
in the way of the fire, 
(these trees that grew between the floes 
of lava moon rock on the volcano slope) 
and only a very strong wind 
broke off a chunk of flame 
that charred and smoldered 
fragrant smoke thick and unbreathable. 
 
The fire went into the roots, 
the long roots that find no water, 
that entwine with other roots, 
other trees. 
 
A thousand yards away, sixteen years later, 
a connected tree bends for the wind, 
creaks, explodes, and is consumed in orange burning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roger Sippl 



 

Convent of the Capuchins 
 
 
 
The pleasures of dancing through her frightful dream brought 
dizziness to Carmen’s head. With their long tails of destruction, the 
comet in the sky and the jaguars in the shadows both seemed to 
move in time with the radio’s salsa beat. Carmen and Sister Inès 
laughed as they rode the cross-town bus toward where they thought 
the sun set, maybe for the last time, a few hours ago. 
 
Upon cresting the hill outside of town, 
near the Convent of the Capuchins, 
they found the few remaining rays 
of the sun on this final day. 
And when the day was finally set, 
the two nuns’ eyes shot forth flames. 
Carmen’s hand and foot twitched in time 
as they passed the farmer’s stalls that 
were closing for the night. 
No, not the hand. Just Carmen’s foot.  
She was snapping her fingers in time with  
the jaguars slinking alongside the bus. 
The two holy sisters smiled and recited: 
 
“Souls that we are, let us conquer  
confused vows for men and women.  
We know amazing luxury.  
He showed me my sins and 
Told me to light my lamp late.  
It shall not be dark in heaven. 
Corrupt flesh has conquered  
the beautiful, but not the subtle.” 
 
“I can live,” sung Sister Carmen alone. 
 
 
 
 



 

They woke a sanitation worker  
resting in front of them  
with their prayers. He greeted them 
with a dirty look and turned  
over to return to dreams of  
his mother and her comet. 
 
Just before the stars appeared, 
Sister Inès leans over the seat  
and whispers, “My dear man, 
I had the very same dream last month.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Rockaway 
  
 
 
We didn’t know 
what to call the birds 
 
in our own languages, 
much less each other’s,  
 
but we knew their song,  
love, hate, appreciating  
 
real estate. A gunshot  
(backfiring truck?) tightened  
 
Flatbush heat, steady  
backing up beep. Fat teens  
 
poured rum into electric 
blue smoothies. A baby  
 
rolled by, on her phone.  
Could we stay together  
 
civilly in line, under  
the first blue sky of June,  
 
as the beach bus, packed,  
rocked past our stop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hilary Sideris 



 

The Fire That Night 

 
 
Christopher Woods 



 

His Fake Castle 
 
 
 
his fake castle with fake carvings of fake wood. 
“Don’t they look just like real beams with real 
carvings—at a distance?” he asks of me. “Good 
things are often costly and limit me to a mud hovel 
with a tar-paper roof,” I reply. “But sincere mud and 
honorable tar paper,” he comforts as he experiments 
with short skirts, long flapping coats, and other 
devices. At last she throws off all disguises and 
discards the conventional gentleman’s dress. The 
flight was not easy. Not only did boys rotten-egg her, 
but her own sex was horrified. Women made faces at 
her in the street. Once a woman in New York City set 
a big dog on her, but the woman’s husband, much 
disturbed by his wife’s action, paid for the injury the 
dog’s teeth did to her kid gloves. From her hospital 
bed she looked over to me and asked: “Whut does 
you know about makin’ love to a woman, Tick?”  
 
“Nothin’.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Journey 
 
 
 
                 And if blue is an illusion 
               what will become of innocence. 
 
                                    Lorca, Autumn Song  
 
 
The long roads of us, years toward the musics 
                                           Of rivers, heavy beat 
                                                               Of always horizons. 
 
The blues of sky and sea, great swaths of world 
                                            Where sunlight and promise 
                                                                Met and stayed, 
             Twin anchors keeping us firm, 
                                    Keeping us warm. 
 
If we were only sojourners in somebody else’s world 
We kept on the trail, made steps where none had been, 
Made feast from the leftovers of fields and what  
Found in the lendings of the fortunate. 
 
                                    In winter we climbed high in the 
Mountains to build warmth from ice and cold, small fires 
Welcoming as the stars close enough to touch in books 
                                                                        Of summer dreams. 
 
When war came we backtracked on roads now strangered,  
                                   Long arteries leaking blood on surfaces 
                                                       Once armored in nothing more 
                                                                                             Than dust. 
 
Caravans of the aged and wounded and children already 
                                                                       Specter eyed and 
                                                                            Numbed of mind. 
 



 

The slaughter of the innocent we heard over and over through 
                                   Stench of death and shriek of shells overhead. 
 
 
Who are we some asked in moments of calm. Who are they who 
Bomb us from behind the mountain. 
                                     Where does innocence begin, 
                                                                             And end. 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doug Bolling 
Winner of The Magnolia Review Ink Award 



 

The Fire Triangle 
 
Fuel 
 
 
 
Bring me your amassed trashes. 
Bring your broken tubes and 
Dept. gifts. Give me chalk scraps 
& used Gods – all that is expen- 
dable burns behind throne doors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sean J. Mahoney 



 

Murphy’s Law  
 
 
 

Old Man Murphy sat in his basement on a folding chair he’d 
carried down there specially, so he could enjoy the show that was 
now well under way.  He thought about his brother Michael (their 
parents used to get a kick out of referring to the brothers as M&Ms), 
gone missing, according to the newspaper report.  The police had put 
out a Silver Alert earlier in the day. 

Well, good luck with that.  Murphy knew it was a waste of 
time, because he was the one who had finally got rid of his damned 
brother, done him in, snuffed him out like a smoking candle.  Quick 
and easy, and good riddance.  They’d lived together for the past ten 
hellish years since their wives divorced them, and he knew for a fact 
that Michael had suffered from sleep apnea for years, so Murphy 
thought suffocating him was a very tidy way to put an end to him 
once and for all.  He’d had enough of his brother’s lies and deceit, 
his narcissism always in full bloom, selfish to the core.  Mind you, 
he wasn’t stupid, but that was part of the problem.  He’d beaten 
Murphy at everything in life, job, money, women, even tennis.  
Murphy just didn’t seem able to beat him at anything, until now.   

The final straw had been when Michael had told his family 
and friends to invest in a new company, ironically enough called 
Slaughter Inc., assuring them they would make a killing.  Murphy 
sniggered at his late brother’s prescient choice of words.  That 
business was a scam, and everyone who had invested in it lost all 
their money.  Except for brother Michael, that is, only it was more a 
case of ‘killed’ than ‘killing.’   

Murphy chuckled over his own clever manipulation of words 
and grabbed a poker to stir up the fire.  He’d had to chop his brother 
up in order to fit him in the ancient furnace, but he’d done it 
methodically on a big sheet of plastic, and fed the fire limb by limb.  
The torso had been a bit of a challenge, but Murphy was a patient 
man, and finally managed to cut it up into manageable chunks 
without causing too much mess.  

He studied the furnace heating his old house, and laughed 
smugly to himself.  His brother had always complained about the 
cold, that he could never get warm enough.  Well, perhaps now he’d 



 

finally be warm, and stop his complaining.  He prodded the burning 
remains of his brother, and thought about the next day.  I’ll have to 
turn the furnace off when he’s completely incinerated. Or should 
that be “cremated”?  He laughed so hard at his play on words that 
he popped a button off his shirt, stretched across his substantial 
belly.  I must be sure and clean out the cold ashes really well.  I 
think I’ll use the shop vac just to make sure nothing remains.  Then 
I’ll put the ashes round my roses.  They’ll love that.  That’ll be the 
first time he’s done anything useful for me.  After he finished poking 
his brother, viciously, it must be said, he picked up the silk pajamas 
Michael used to parade around the house in.  Pretentious bastard.  
May he wear them now in hell, he thought, as he flung them in the 
flames and slammed the door to the furnace.  

The fire stoked, Murphy heaved a sigh of contentment.  
Sketching a sarcastic bow to his burning brother, he wiped his 
sweating red face, folded up his chair and climbed the stairs to his 
well heated living room, and the large celebratory whiskey that 
awaited him.  Today he would get into Michael’s private stash that 
he’d kept under lock and key, and never once shared with Murphy in 
all their years of living together.  Well, thought Murphy, I may just 
get myself drunk tonight on his damned whiskey, and there’s nothing 
he can do about it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Susan P. Blevins 



 

Cursed the Sacred 
 
 
 
Curse the sacred, earned owl. 
She was godly by one, 
All were giddy by two,  
And defiled by three. 
—Oh, what I've been in! 
My ink may burn with despair 
My ink may burn with sin. 
For years my Heaven’s juju allowed  
Me a baneful pass. It fired my mind  
Which sat in my head, unruly as aged 
Songsters, singing both fine and glad. 
No, Sister, the wintry fire in 
The lengthened night, sloughs off 
Smoke that smells of broken delight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Monday 
 
 
 
The dog proclaims cold sunup  
with a series of barks  
strung together like charms on a necklace,  
 
but I am not yet finished with the weekend.  
We have an ongoing feud, Monday and I,  
she the morning person always eager to get started  
 
and I the late sleeper trying to hold onto her wrist,  
her ankle, anything I can grasp  
to keep her in bed and quiet.  
 
There must be a better way to seduce her—  
slip something in her drink the night before,  
convince her she should take a day off, 
 
reset her calendar somehow if I could find it,  
but she has always been one wit ahead of me,  
too slippery to grasp, too alert to deceive,  
 
and strong enough to roll me over one more time,  
off the precipice of my mattress  
to crash on the rocks of my shoes far below. 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spencer Smith 



 

Thorns  
 
 
 
Don’t fear the thorns with the sharpest points 
But instead the ones buoyant in color 
They’ll prick you every time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lauren Klocinski 



 

This Magic Show 
 
 
 
I pull the wrong levers and the right ones. I pull a perfect coffee and 
a triggerless gun. I pull the web that holds the way you move, the 
wrinkles in your forehead and the tight jaw you’ve got when you’ve 
been concentrating on one thing too long.   
 
I pull the truth—no, I pull the prettiest lies—no, I pull out all we 
ever get which is a pretense. I pull the white rabbits from your mouth 
and say, “Ta-da!” No one claps, we are all holding carrots of our 
own, we’re holding the sticks. Just because I make a magic trick of it 
doesn’t mean I’m special.  
 
So I pull a scarf out of my fears and daydreams. I pull it from the 
seam of my hip, the places no one has touched. I pull it from the 
dream of being touched. You watch, intrigued, but not enough to put 
money in the hat or to do something about it. I pull colors from the 
sky, I pull words from the air, I pull caring from softness and let 
desire fade to a ruthless indifference.  
 
I pull at your hair. It comes off in my hand. You do not notice.  
 
 
So if you need me, hook your fingers in the crevice of my hipbones. 
Dig in—it’s a perfect handhold. If you need me, I will have left my 
legs behind me. I have nothing more to stand on, so let me go.   
 
(Hold me close. Closer.)  
 
I pull the sky down and bury you.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridget Malley 



 

From the Desk of… 
 Joshua Norton, The First 
Emperor of these United States of 
America 
 
 
 
You think it’s easy?  This busted gold mine. Grit in your teeth? 
You think it’s easy to be here instead of home? 
 
Any answer is high misdemeanor and a twenty dollar fine.   
Cash only. Cash on the barrelhead. Cash, the king.  
 
When the rice ships come, the crews smirk, a government plot, 
A plot to drive me home. No one wanted me here. 
 
But I tell you, one day I’m going to build a little bridge, 
Like they have in Africa, like they have in heaven. 
 
And I will walk right over the Pacific to freedom. But tonight 
I see hundreds of shimmering white canoes in the port 
 
Waiting for the word from me. My royal navy awaits me.  But 
I have no qualms with any of my neighbors.  
 
And if you think I’ll step aboard a ship any time soon. . . 
The last time I did I came back a changed man.   
 
The sea looks fine from here, big and black like it should be. Big  
enough to keep me moored on this young wench 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

of Saint Francis. This isn’t a boom time. But it is a boom town. 
We need to cut the ropes and prepare for war.   
 
To the war room! No, not the war room. It’s no way to run  
a country. If you see my dog Lazarus, tell him to go home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Weatherman 
 
 
 
For years we’ve watched him age.  
For years, the same channel, 
 
the same spaghetti bowl of advancing fronts, 
same patient pointing and hurricaned hair. 
 
All the tropical depressions  
that segued into killer storms. 
 
Or lake effect snows bearing down  
on hibernating Yankees. 
 
The explanation is always  
at his fingertips. 
 
But now with darkening clouds      
gathering over the heartland of his pancreas,  
 
the climate has changed.  
His bespoke suits hang looser 
 
and the fire in his eyes  
has begun to smoke. 
 
Like the smog drifting now 
from Northern Mexico into Texas, 
 
ash from fields burned  
to raze the last harvest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

And the wind howling like Little Richard  
across the Trans-Pecos, 
 
broadcasting that there’s a weatherman in Houston  
who’s finally decided  
 
to do something about the weather. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D.G. Geis 



 

Dustoff Under Fire 
 
 
 

We headed to the Dustoff. The rotors blurred as the 
helicopter idled in wait. Perkins led with Garcia’s legs while I trailed 
to watch my patient. Garcia swung on my poncho hammock between 
us. The bag of Ringer’s Lactate riding on his chest rocked lightly as 
we walked, the IV tubing coiled and taped to his arm where it joined 
the catheter. A dozen paces into the open, I heard the rushing thrust 
of a rocket. “Down,” I yelled.  

Garcia cried out as we flattened. The rocket accelerated from 
beyond our flank, trailing sparks and white smoke as it spiraled into 
the Red Cross on the helicopter’s hull. The explosion split the bird in 
half; the tail flew right while the cockpit and cabin, engulfed in 
flames, lifted forward. The rotor chopped into the dirt, spinning the 
wreckage a full turn. A thrown body lay face down and burning a 
dozen meters away. Someone screamed from the flaming cockpit, 
but it ceased in seconds. Respiratory burns kill fast, at least, this 
time. The stench of burnt hair, cordite, and burning jet fuel sickened 
me. 

I jumped to a jackrabbit crouch, ready to sprint to help them 
when Perkins tackled me. “They’re dead, Doc!” he screamed. “We 
need you. Garcia needs you. Alive!” 

Angry hornets of bullets buzzed overhead followed by the 
rat-a-tat-tat of AK-47s. Perkins and I crawl-dragged Garcia back to 
the trees. He moaned and it wrenched my heart so I gave him 
another syrette of morphine.  

Bullets thwacked trunks and ricochets zinged. LT yelled, 
pointing back toward the road. “New LZ,” he shouted. “Rally point 
Bravo.” He meant the hilltop. “C’mon! Let’s go, go, go!” 

“He’s out of his freakin’ mind,” Perkins growled, grabbing 
Garcia’s legs. 



 

Our unit began running into the open using shoot and run 
tactics. This was crazy, charging into an open danger zone, but the 
enemy was bringing death up our rear. It was make-a-stand, fight, 
and die or run, fight, and maybe live. My breath heaved and we fell 
behind. We cleared the burning helicopter when a mortar whistled 
over and blew up to our left. We hit the ground. Bits of flak flew up 
and out spinning, slowing, and decelerating.  

To our right, Daniels took one in the armpit, toppling him in 
a lethargic, leaden fall. He hit the dirt and shook with the impacts of 
bullets painting him in crimson splotches. 

Two bad guys stood in the open between the trees, one firing 
into Daniels while the other changed magazines. Three more were 
setting up a machine gun on a tripod. Perkins dragged up on a knee, 
teeth bared, his wordless growl drowned by his M-16’s three-round 
bursts. Brass floated in triplicates to the ground. The enemy gunner 
flinched in three-fourths time to Perkins’s death waltz. I chased his 
buddy behind a tree with my M-9. 

“Screw this,” I growled, holstering my pistol. I stood and 
lifted Garcia into a fireman’s carry. The IV yanked free as the 
Ringers plopped to the ground. I ran, each pace taking forever, each 
leap a floating flight. Perkins matched speed beside me. Light-speed 
hornets hummed all around us—it made my spine tingle. 

A mortar blew to our right, but we kept running. My lungs 
burned. Hypoxia, fear, and the adrenaline rush made me dizzy. 
Garcia bounced, like heavy flapping wings with each lope of my run. 
His blood warmed my neck and leaked down my back. 

With a turret twist, Perkins fired behind us, his rifle singing a 
staccato song. My ears rang. A third mortar blasted on our left, 
closer this time. It flamed up, an inverted cone of fire and debris. 
The explosion, flash frozen and surreal, bits of steel, dirt, and stones, 
decelerated like ships out of hyperspace—I could even see bullets 
paused in their trajectory for a split second of their death flight. 

I turned my head in time for a two-inch fragment to Frisbee 
by. I thought it missed, but my cheek warmed with wetness several 
heartbeats later followed by the tingle of adrenaline-suppressed pain. 
Perkins leaped an invisible hurdle, shrapnel whooshed under him. 
We should have been hit, should have been dead—we were blessed 
or lucky, maybe both. I collapsed at the hill’s base with Garcia on 
top of me. 



 

Small arms fire from the hilltop lit up the woods as our unit 
suppressed the enemy with return fire. Our guys urged us on. Perkins 
helped me up and together we carried Garcia to the top and to safety. 
The hill was ours. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brian K. Kerley 



 

Energy Sources 
 
 
 
Electrical – Lights go out sometimes even when the switch sits idly 
by in need of a finger. Lines arc on occasion when there is enough 
juice running to induce such an event. It’s all charged DJT. 
 
You too are charged and this is only the beginning. 
 
Mechanical – Levers move up and down. Levers can side to side. 
Wheels roll. Gears turn. That which is in the way is both 
insignificant and incidentally torn apart like a strip of fabric from a 
once amazing dreamcoat that, once caught up in the stone crusher, 
pulled you in with it DJT. 
 
Potential – This may have been your story once upon a time. That 
ended the day daddy gave you the medicine show. It’s been sleezy 
oil ever since. 
 
Hydraulic – Gravitational potential energy excites itself for pending 
release; tremendous opportunity for laceration, blown debris, 
crushing, pinching, and the grand larceny of amputation.  Perhaps 
one day soon the penstock will serve the public good shunting you 
DJT. 
 
Pneumatic – From your lungs and around your cavity head and 
seeking release out your spout there is no ball to valve your hole. 
 
Chemical – Burn this, burn that. Reorder it all before reading. Free 
multitudes of ions from oppressive bonds. Fire meet gasoline. 
Electrolysis on stage separating dignity from humanity, presidency 
from the people. 
 



 

Thermal – Energy from the inside. As a body politic composting the 
streams of waste product issuing forth from your fragile maw DJT, 
you realize of course you’re running low on demon steam, on 
soulless coal. You realize the big expression now calls for rattling of 
the callous cage. Dismantling hat by hat by thread by lie by 
guttermouth by dissection by defection and deflection. 
 
You: charged. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sean J. Mahoney 



 

Spiral Galaxy 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandy Coomer 



 

Free Survival Guide 
 
 
 
When a day fights back like this  
you forget about mankind’s shenanigans 
 
or the freeze-dried meals  
being hawked on TV. 
 
Your first responder, the mourning dove, 
doesn’t sing from fear or plan for emergencies, 
 
but from under the eaves,  
announces each morning the news of the day: 
 
the sabbath smell of grass, 
the sun’s chanted sutra 
 
awakening clouds  
in their blue cloister. 
 
Or the simple-minded ants  
garrisoning the sidewalk. 
 
But even if the world’s dogeared pages  
were about to close,  
 
what difference would it make? 
You would still have the best seat in the house. 
 
And like the first crisp bite of an apple  
or the last act of a perfectly staged tragedy,  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

it would dawn on you—perhaps suddenly, 
that no matter how long or loud you clapped,  
 
there would be no encore. 
And that whatever the day might bring, 
 
it would still be good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D.G. Geis 



 

Nyctohylophobia 
 
 
 
The chaos of the ordinary lulls me 
into slumber. Silence terrifies: 
I court noise. Chainsaws  
 
shriek in the distance, 
tear into my ears like the ancient needle  
 
of a phonograph stuck on repeat.  
Their familiar song plays without end. 
 
Log overflows with parasites,  
busy eating death. Devour crumbling bark  
mindlessly as I emerge every two hours  
from underwater dreams. Death  
 
keeps them alive a while longer, 
until it’s their turn to be eaten. 
 
I buy a doormat with a blue hummingbird 
hovering delicately against  
a floral background, place it on my stoop 
to keep the woods at bay, 
 
stomp my feet carefully to remove  
pine needles, but a few of them  
cling to my shoes, intent on reclamation. 
My home will be forest again. 
It is only a matter of time. 
 
The city is more dangerous 
by far, yet safer than primeval trees 
whose branches spread endlessly into darkness. 
 
 
 



 

Nobody can tell me  
where the trees stop and the road resumes. 
I could walk endlessly 
without finding the light. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leah Mueller 



 

Chicago Fire 
 
 
 
 I was in my portraiture art class. My teacher was 
talking to a young student. He was mentioning an artist 
that used to study under him, and went on to do 
storyboards for the TV show, “Chicago Fire,” one 
of the many successful TV shows that have to  
do with firefighters. 
 “Have you ever heard of Chicago Fire?” 
my professor asked the teenager. 
 “The soccer team?” the young man replied. 
 At this point, I laughed. There really is a 
Chicago soccer team, called the Chicago Fire. And 
I’ve heard that the TV show Chicago Fire is really 
good, and I’d like to watch it. I’d even like to watch 
“Rescue me,” another TV show about firefighters, 
with Dennis Leary. The problem is, right now, I 
don’t have a TV. I keep hearing about all these 
good shows, and I’m getting farther behind. 
 Although, to tell you the truth, the longer 
I go without TV, the less I miss it. I’m getting 
more writing and art done that way. 
 I had forgotten all about Chicago Fire, that 
I once knew the man behind the storyboards. I also 
knew a woman who was a paid extra on the show. 
She is also a playwright who has had some success 
producing her plays. So Chicago is a good place to 
be. But to change the subject, we’ve had too much 
rain lately. I wish we could send it all to drought 
stricken California. They need it for Hollywood 
stars whose careers are all washed up, or just people 
who need to wash up, period. 
 
 
 
 
Mark Hudson 



 

Crescent Drive 
 

 
 

Adam tossed Carla’s wedding album into the banker’s box 
after he dumped a DVD of Meghan and Amanda’s fourth birthday 
party at Disneyland. Carla’s lower lip trembled as she ejected a four-
letter word and told Adam to move faster.  

She spoke that way when she was scared. Adam rolled the 
expletive through his mind, the verb use of the word, for Carla was a 
tawny, fit animal, and the verb was the reason he had come to her 
house. Carla’s hard legs pushed against the edge of her shorts. The 
grooves of her striated forearms ran to her wrists. The first three 
buttons of her three-quarter-length white blouse—the one she wore 
for Adam’s visits—were open, exposing the start of her cleavage, 
moist from sweat. Her gray eyes were wide. He could smell her 
despite the smoke in the air, and her scent made him want to— 

“Fuck, Adam, don’t stop,” Carla said.  
“Relax,” Adam said. “It’s not that close.” He walked out of 

the master bedroom closet and across the room to the French doors. 
Located at the top of Skyline Way, Carla and Irving’s home featured 
a view that swept from Catalina Island to downtown Los Angeles, 
but Adam saw little of it today. Black smoke reared from the east 
ridge of the canyon, reaching into the clear sky where it billowed 
into a mushroom cloud and made the Santa Ana wind smell like 
char.  

He had heard the announcement—“Voluntary evacuation is 
in effect”—over the bullhorn of a patrol car, moments after he had 
arrived at Carla’s house and had seen her BMW parked on the street, 
facing downhill. Adam had driven his Lexus onto the carport and 
parked under her eucalyptus tree. That had been at noon, an hour 
ago. He wanted Carla then and he wanted her more now. Adam 
returned to the closet and reached for Carla, eager for her good 
smooth skin, but she pulled away. 



 

With all five TVs in the house tuned to the same station, the 
newscaster’s voice sounded plangent as it boomed through the 
rooms. As of now, she announced, traffic was being diverted off 
Sunset Boulevard, starting west of Bundy. “It’s still optional,” Adam 
said. “You’ll be fine. After all, you and Irving just finished your 
remodel.” It was a pathetic attempt at humor and he knew it.  

Carla said, “I don’t want to lose my things.” 
“Is that why you left your key in the ignition? So someone’ll 

steal them?” 
Carla straightened up and said, “You should do the same, so 

we can get out of here fast.” 
He followed her out of the closet. From a shelf on the king-

size headboard, Carla removed more pictures of her twins: on the 
beach, in the yard, at parties. Adam ran a hand through his thick hair. 

A helicopter swooped near the house. “Voluntary 
evacuation…” said a metallic bullhorn voice. Adam was surprised at 
its clarity over the rotors. 

“See? There’s no hurry,” he said and put his hands on her 
shoulders. “I love kissing you.” 

She allowed a fast French kiss before packing the photos.  
Adam opened the French doors. Carla’s lawn was Astroturf 

green; the furniture on her pool deck, perfectly arranged. Only a blue 
plastic bucket next to the infinity pool marred the landscape. The 
canyon’s far ridge was a bright yellow band that divided the smoke 
from the earth. The rich, warm air energized Adam. He wanted to 
take Carla on the flagstone island in the middle of her swimming 
pool, as he had last month, at noon, with the fountain bathing them.  

Carla said, “You’re mad because you ditched that inner-city 
kid you mentor to come over here.” 

“Yes, I did,” Adam said. “The same way you blew off that 
open house, so let’s have some fun. Irving doesn’t get business trips 
to Chicago that often.” 



 

Carla moved to the kitchen, and Adam trailed after her. The 
sinks, the refrigerator door, the countertops, the marble top island, 
the twelve burners on the Wolf stove—all were spotless. Pictures of 
firefighters filled the flat screen between the cabinets while the 
announcer talked of “nervous residents.” Adam ran a hand over the 
smooth, cool countertops on which there was nothing but a bottle of 
Fiji water. He pulled out a drawer and let it glide shut before 
following Carla across the foyer into the living room, a white space 
with a white marble floor and a white Louise Nevelson wall 
sculpture, much too heavy to carry. Carla removed her small Rodin 
mock-up from the coffee table. 

“Why don’t you assign him a case with lots of out-of-town 
depositions?” Carla asked. 

They had reached the den, and Adam raised his voice to 
compete with the television. “That’s not what I do as managing 
partner. Irving has his own clients.” 

Carla took an antique sextant from the bookshelf and the 
ivory chess pieces from the game table. “Let’s keep moving,” she 
said.  

Into their trunks they dumped her things, in no particular 
order. The rare books went into his Lexus; her children’s clothes, 
into her BMW. Adam put the keys to her safe deposit box in her 
glove compartment. Carla filled her console storage compartment 
with jewelry. Several small art pieces ended up in Adam’s car, 
covered by three of Carla’s blouses, which, when she went back into 
the house, Adam brought to his nose and inhaled. Maybe he loved 
her, he thought. Carla returned with some of Meghan’s toys.  

Adam said, “Just our luck to have a brush fire today.”  
“We’ll have time. I promise.” 
“When?” The word came out louder than he wanted. Then, 

more quietly, “Look, if we have to get out of here, why not spend the 
night somewhere?” 

Carla maneuvered another banker’s box into the Lexus’ rear 
seat. “And do what with my things? Leave them in the cars?”  

“They’ll be safe at a good hotel,” Adam said. 
“I want to take everything to my parents.” 
“Where do they live?” 
“4000 Crescent Drive,” she said. “Park down the block, and 

I’ll take the stuff in myself. I’ll meet you at, how about the Beverly 
Wilshire?” 



 

He followed her back inside. A travel commercial blared 
from the flat screens. He brought another box out to his car. High 
school yearbooks lay on top. Carla and Irving had met in civics 
class. At first she had limited their dates to one a month, but Irving 
had persisted and when, after college, Carla was home and lonely, he 
had called again. Within a year they were married. 

Adam opened Irving’s yearbook and found Carla’s head 
cheerleader photograph: body in air, arms to the sky. Carla had 
chosen to sign Irving’s yearbook on that page: “Many, many thanks 
for everything and the best of everything always. (Oh brother, what a 
sentence!) Love, Carla” 

Another helicopter chop-chopped overhead, preventing him 
from hearing Carla approach. “Here, look what he wrote to me,” she 
said, turning the pages to Irving’s senior portrait. “‘The chemicals of 
our minds are in synchrony.’ A real geek, for sure. I went to the 
prom with Doug.” She slapped the book shut and tossed it into 
Adam’s car.  

“Who’s Doug?” 
“The cutest guy in the class. He ran track and got straight As 

and killed himself in a car accident his first year at Yale.”  
Adam folded his arms around Carla’s narrow waist. She 

pulled free and said, “We gotta get the twins’ art.”  
In Meghan’s room, thirty watercolors hung on the walls. 

Meghan and Amanda were at a friend’s for an overnight, arranged a 
week earlier in order to clear the house for Adam’s visit. “Take 
Amanda’s drawings,” Carla said. “She’ll cry for a month if she loses 
them.”  

As he stripped the walls, Adam felt the rich texture of the 
Somerset paper Carla had bought for Amanda. He could hear Carla 
in Meghan’s room, pulling down her watercolors. Adam preferred 
Meghan’s work. In a harder medium, Meghan succeeded in 
depicting subjects and moods. Amanda’s pencil had deposited mere 
swirls on the paper.  

Carla put Meghan’s art in Adam’s car. Adam laid Amanda’s 
drawings in the passenger seat of Carla’s BMW. “Okay, what else?” 
he asked. 

Carla paused. “I—I think that’s it. Albums, videos, jewelry, 
papers,”—she patted her pants pocket—“my flash drive. I think we 
have it all.”  



 

“In that case—” Before Adam could touch her, Carla eased 
away, around the side of the house to the backyard. Adam sidled up 
behind her at the edge of the lawn, where the grass met the brush and 
her property dropped down the slope. The eastern side of the canyon 
was a glowing slab. Tufts of dry wind caressed them. 

“We should get out of here,” Carla said. 
“Darling, they’ll never let the fire get up here. Not with all 

these five million dollar houses.” Scattered across the canyon floor 
were trucks and firefighters. Seen from Carla’s house, they were 
shrunk to the size of Currier & Ives miniatures.  

Adam cupped her breasts in his hands. “We can watch from 
your bedroom. Might be fun.”  

This time Carla did not move away. “You really like taking 
chances, don’t you, Adam?”   

“I’ve never seen a big fire up close,” Adam said. He 
squeezed her, and she leaned her head back against his. Despite the 
smoke and sweat, her brown hair smelled freshly washed. “Let’s go 
storm chasing next spring,” he said. “It’ll be a great excuse to spend 
a week together.” 

“My aunt and uncle live in Kansas,” Carla said. “I’ve seen 
tornadoes, thank you.”  

He nibbled at her neck. “I like your remodeling job,” Adam 
said.  

“For $500,000, you better,” Carla said. She turned and kissed 
him. “I supervised the whole thing, and it came in at cost.” 

“That’s unheard of in this town.” 
He guided Carla through the French doors into the master 

bedroom, stark because her art had been removed from the walls. 
The anchorwoman was lecturing about fire prevention. Adam hit the 
mute button before coaxing Carla’s body toward him. 

“You should have seen Meghan and Amanda the first night 
in their new bedrooms,” Carla said.  

Adam said, “They were great at the beach party.” The law 
firm’s party had been six weeks ago. Adam had watched the girls 
and his son build a sand castle, laughing together as they did so, until 
without warning, Adam's wife had said she was bored and wanted to 
go home. 

Carla said, “I’ve never seen them so happy.” 



 

“And Irving?” A plane buzzed in low, silencing them for the 
few seconds it took to cross the canyon and dump retardant on the 
fire. 

“Yeah,” Carla said. “He likes the remodel. I guess. It brought 
us closer together, which is okay because you’ll never marry me.” 

“We’ve talked about that,” Adam said. “I don’t know what 
else I can say.” He looked at the empty walls. 

“I know,” Carla said. “You love your son, you can't afford a 
divorce, you want that judgeship. You’ve said it all, dear.” 

“I could fall in love with you,” Adam said. 
Carla said, “Irving has to go to Houston on October 28. Can 

you get away?” 
“I have a mediation that day.” Carla remained silent. “All 

right,” Adam said. “I can reschedule it.” 
“Do that, Adam. I’ll make it worthwhile for you. And listen. 

I signed up to serve meals at the Union Rescue Mission on 
Thanksgiving. Why don’t you join me?” 

He paused to listen to a helicopter before answering, “I’d 
have to see.” 

“It’ll make us feel good, and then we can go to one of those 
motels on Vermont Avenue, you know, where they rent rooms by 
the hour. You’ll be home in time to carve the turkey.” 

Adam kissed the hollow of her neck and enjoyed the salty 
taste. Carla’s breathing deepened. He knew she liked to be undressed 
slowly. He slipped his hands under her blouse and worked his 
fingers along her back muscles, then withdrew one hand and 
unfastened her fourth button. 

“I need a moment,” Carla said and disappeared into her 
bathroom. 

Carla’s telephone rang, and because its caller ID flashed the 
reverse 9-1-1 system, Adam picked it up. The evacuation was now 
mandatory. Adam slammed down the receiver.  

“Who was that,” Carla asked when she emerged, naked and 
glistening. 

“Some telemarketer,” Adam said. 
“I want you,” she said and reached for him.  
A siren warbled in the distance. “God, I missed you this 

month,” Adam said.  
She squeezed his upper arms and smiled a wicked grin. “You 

like doing it in my husband’s bed?”  



 

“I love doing it with you everywhere.” Adam propped 
himself on his hands and noticed, alone on the headboard, a framed 
photograph of Carla’s husband. 

Carla said, “Guess I forgot to pack it.” 
Adam glared at the picture. “Watch, Irving. I’ll show you 

how it’s done.”  
*** 

He thought he heard Carla saying, “Let’s cuddle,” before the 
roar assaulted him, and when he opened his eyes, the TV screen was 
black, and everything beyond the French doors was black. Adam 
grabbed his pants and bolted outside, why, later, he couldn’t say. To 
see the burning canyon—was that it? A helicopter buzzing the 
house—was that it? Adam saw neither. Blobs of smoke obscured 
everything except the bucket on the deck, which Adam thrust into 
the pool. Wind roared at him and burning brands flashed over his 
head. He felt as if he were in front of a mammoth hairdryer that had 
been turned on high, and it blasted him back to the bedroom, where 
he heaved the bailing bucket and its contents vanished into the dark. 
“Carla,” Adam bellowed, and he would have yelled, “Let’s go,” 
except that his next breath took in nothing but smoke that made him 
gag. He went for his loafers and managed to put one on when a 
flame slashed at the edge of Adam’s right hand, and Adam ran. 

From the hall, he heard a “Help me,” puny against the roar 
that had become deafening. The air crackled, sizzled, sputtered, 
fizzed. Carla’s next “Help me” sounded farther off, toward the 
kitchen, or was she in Meghan’s room? His eyes stung too much to 
open them; instinct told him to save his sight, and so he banged into 
walls as he chased her screams, and he hollered when the sole of his 
bare foot touched something insanely hot. 



 

He limped and coughed through the house, trying to follow 
her cries, barely audible now, until something—a beam?—crashed in 
front of him. Adam cracked open one eye. It was the chandelier in 
the foyer, and it wasn’t dark anymore. The house was bright and the 
fire was lunging at him. Adam reeled through the front door onto the 
carport, but the fire had arrived there first and consumed the 
eucalyptus tree whose burning branches had fallen onto his car and, 
because the sunroof was open, onto the seats, where the flames 
feasted on his upholstery and Meghan’s art. He started back for 
Carla, but managed only two steps because the pavement felt like a 
griddle and beyond the doorway he saw nothing but orange. He tried 
to call her name, got out only a croaking “Ca,” because the second 
syllable turned into a wild cough, and when she did not emerge, 
Adam hobbled to Carla's car on the street, banging his shod foot as 
he got in.  

The driver’s seat burned his naked back. The baking hot 
ignition key seared Adam’s right thumb and index finger. Adam 
screeched and weaved down Skyline Way, slamming against the 
curbs as he went, and the contents of the passenger seat spilled onto 
his lap. He shoved them away moments before hitting a speed bump 
and feeling the grate of chassis on asphalt. To his left, houses were 
disappearing. The fire had stripped one to its frame and leaped to the 
next, where, launching from the roof, a red ball soared over his car. 
The air sucked his mouth dry. His hand stung, his ankle throbbed, 
and his back felt raw.  

The street curved left, something Adam failed to notice until 
his right front wheel skittered along the curb and he overcorrected, 
causing more of Carla’s possessions to slide off the passenger seat 
and thump against the door. He wished he had gotten to know 
Amanda and Meghan better. His coughs became savage hacks. They 
could act in a school play with his son. Half a mile later, the view 
cleared. He was at the bottom of Skyline Way, where fire trucks 
lined the curbs and gray hoses lay in the street. Firefighters 
surrounded him, all in plastic yellow helmets and yellow gear with 
brighter yellow stripes at the end of their sleeves. 

He started to turn around, but one of the firefighters, a husky 
woman, waved at him to move on. Adam lowered the window and 
coughed, “There’s a woman up at 1090. I—” 

“Keep driving, sir,” she said. 
“Please. She’s my—”  



 

“Keep driving, sir. Right now.” 
At Sunset Boulevard, Adam was diverted south, into the 

flats. He crawled through the traffic to West Los Angeles, averaging 
a block every few minutes. His cough had subsided, but his whole 
body throbbed, from his singed red hand to his bare sole from which 
something now oozed. He was not going home in Carla’s car, laden 
with her belongings, and in any event, Adam had told his wife that 
he had two days of depositions in San Francisco, an alibi given to his 
entire office in case his wife called. He drove slowly down the street, 
past colonial houses and traditional houses, all set back on capacious 
lots. When he arrived at Crescent Drive, he braked, and the last of 
Amanda’s drawings slipped off the passenger seat onto the floor.  

Adam’s iPhone vibrated. “Carla, darling,” he was about to 
exclaim, but the caller ID displayed Gonzalo’s number. He probably 
wanted to know why Adam had failed to mentor him today. As soon 
as the phone dumped Gonzalo into voice mail, Adam tried Carla’s 
mobile phone. All circuits were busy. It was getting dark. He tapped 
the first two digits of her landline into his cell. 

The bulletin on the radio stopped his finger. Forty-two 
houses on Skyline Way had been totally destroyed, the announcer 
said, and the fire was headed west across the Palisades highlands. It 
was too early to know if anyone had been killed, the newsman 
reported, but Adam felt a vice close on his ice cold gut. 

4000 Crescent. The number was easy to remember. Adam 
eased the car south to a house famed by trees and mature shrubbery. 
He shifted in his seat and stared, wondering which second-story 
window opened into Carla’s old bedroom. The dark one to the left, 
he guessed. Light came from the windows on the right. Her parents 
must be watching the news and trying to reach their daughter. He 
imagined himself delivering Carla to their home at this moment. 
Would he go inside with her or let her out and drive into the night? 
Would he tell her he loved her before she left the car?  

Headlights approached, slowed, and moved on, but not after 
making Adam shiver. He knew it; he felt it. Sometime between now 
and sunrise, another pair of headlights would come, this time to stop 
at number 4000. Adam had to leave before then, before that car 
parked and one—no, it would be two—individuals—dressed in suits 
or uniforms?—got out and approached the front door. Adam did not 
want to hear the first scream, the loud male voice he knew would 
follow, or the sobs that would last and last.  



 

It was late. Adam let Carla’s car drift away from 4000 
Crescent Drive, and at the first large intersection, he turned east, in 
the direction of a hotel where he and Carla’s possessions would have 
to spend the night. Waiting for a light to change, Adam lowered his 
head. Amanda’s drawings lay on the floor. He leaned over to pick up 
the top one, a jumble of black squiggles that made no sense to him. 
Holding the work by its edge, Adam put it on the passenger seat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anthony J. Mohr 



 

October Fire 
 
 
 
Before sky 
closes in 
 
weeds courting weeds 
smooth or quilled 
 
thieving sunlight 
and rain: 
 
a conclusion, 
an October fire 
 
in bodies 
of desperate green. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Richard King Perkins II 



 

Feeling the Fire Nearby 
 
 
 
A wind brings sirens and smoke 
falling onto urban yards,  
there’s a fire west of town. 
I sweep the ash off my porch  
chase it out of my coffee, 
imagine forest dwellers  
in their ten minutes or less 
deciding what matters 
into what packs, 
I wonder what I’d take. 
 
In-town streets turn supply line 
pre-empt normalcy  
rumble with fire-fighting armies,  
water trucks, trauma units, 
racing up the canyon roads, 
rotor turbines overhead, pulsate,  
pounding like a racing heart 
breathless in my chest.  
 
I join with some bystanders  
at the town’s panoramic spot, 
being part of the spared 
brings a disquiet of its own, 
when we’re helpless to help 
humans tend to gawk, 
cameras clicking  
binoculars focused, 
lenses on the spectacle, 
as stoic as the red sun’s eye,  
bloodshot through the fire dust, 
that gawks without seeing. 
 
 
 



 

The smoke is all around me 
filling the town, I go back  
to my place, my porch,  
a cup of tea, this is not my fire, 
not my time to be a hero, 
only my time to wonder 
what I’d take. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Ann Colcord 



 

For Once, Heaven Opens Up  
 
 
 
The clouds unleash a rush of urgent rain 
that wipes the dust free of the thirsty plain 
and lures the tree of life to bud again. 
 
They part to show the sun, high overhead, 
who beams on groping seedlings in their bed 
and brings to light the things once left unsaid. 
 
That’s why I swoon within a dance of joy, 
exalt the girl and elevate the boy. 
Let's celebrate the spirit as no ploy! 
 
We know a melody which they repeat, 
and syncopate their pulses for the beat. 
There is no other music half as sweet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Charles Joseph Albert 



 

Old Flame Burning Forest 
 
 
 

I. I. The Ending First 
 
You never think that the man you’ve loved since the end of his 
 boyhood,  
the only one who let you rest in the middle of his bed, grateful just to
 wrap around you 
and shut his eyes, will be the man heading the line of men willing,
 years later, 
to pluck comfort from your life like feathers from a fresh slain hen. 
He’ll teach you that a dog gone rabid will bite any hand, even the
 one 
that fed his young, hungry soul. Your bodies will fit together like 
 puzzle pieces 
pulled from a damp attic, shapes that should mesh perfectly now
 swollen, 
in need of an ungentle shove. A beating with the heel of an open
 hand, impatient palm;  
the same violent grace of his hand on your back, this time pushing 
 you away and still 
pulling another part of you closer, so that the only closeness left is 
 piercing.  
 

II. The Sacred Places 
 

Now sit in the pews of his mother’s church— 
 
know that he grew up three blocks away, 
that you knows who sleeps where in the house— 
 
Remember the old dog who came to you, 
years later, remembered your scent— 
 
Walk the trail behind the pavilion built for fellowship, 
same steps you walked with him before— 
 



 

Sit on the bench, the one wrapped around the oak 
where you wrapped around the boy— 
 
and feel smaller by the second. 
 

III. Mercy 
 
You will find Brian’s photos on long nights 
while waiting for storms to pass— 
 
You will have forgotten his glasses, 
his white t-shirts. 
 
You will keep the photos. 
 
You will ponder the red tint to his beard, 
remember how it felt against your young thighs 
while your knuckles were white on the headboard,  
while your body was a cherry tree rooted in his mouth. 
 
 
 IV. In the Beginning 
 
You were forty pounds lighter, a seventeen that felt like diving,  
like senior year was ending in a set of arms 
that drove a small car two hours to spend as many days with you in 
 bed; 
arms that had held you younger, arms just nineteen themselves 
but worlds larger. Your arms lifted his too,  
sad children finding themselves together in the backseat of a car,  
touch softer than the plush bottoms of seats.  
A set of children dancing around his parents’ house undressed.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scarlett Peterson 



 

Burning 
 
 
 

 Yesterday I burned 2004-2006. 
 I ripped up dozens of bank statements, fed the fire 
with handfuls of canceled checks, each carefully 
inscribed with the amount followed by “and 00/100’s.” 
As I placed page after page of tax returns into the hungry 
flames of my wood stove, I admired the elaborate 
calculations of tuition, mortgages and cross-state 
obligations, the commemorated complications of a life, 
mid-stream when totals were difficult to tally. 
 I disposed of phone bills with detailed lists of long 
distance calls to numbers I no longer recognized, 
incinerated canceled birthday checks given to my son 
Aaron who now had a son of his own and a demanding 
career that converted days into months and months into 
visit-less years. I paused only a moment to study Aaron’s 
signature as a college student before it was quickly 
consumed by the flames. 
 By the end of the day, my wood stove was filled with 
layers of ashen sheets. Their bulk maintained the illusion 
of paper until you touched the mirage, at which point it 
dissolved into a pile of ash. 
 I shoveled the remnants into my compost bin on top 
of carrot peels and potato skins and stems of kale left 
over from the winter soup which boiled on top of the 
stove as the papers burned. When the snow stopped, I 
intended to dig a hole and bury the refuse under two feet 
of snow in a spot I knew would be part of the vegetable 
garden come spring. 
 There was a time when I would have seen my 
husband Noah's face in every hotel receipt, his deception 
in the rental car agreements, the itemized business 
expenses that I had totaled meticulously. But by now I 
knew it was not easy to disappear without a trace. 



 

 Every winter I read about fires fueled by the ashes 
discarded from wood stoves. Horrible fires that 
consumed whole houses in the dead of winter. Firemen 
who battled blazes in subzero cold, icicles forming in 
their beards. 
 Monday night, Noah called at 7, just as he did every 
evening while I was away. ”Hey, sweetheart. How’s it 
going?” 
 I reported on the condition of the cabin. Which trees 
had come down under the weight of the winter snow? I 
told him that I had made stew for dinner. 
 “Mac and I went out for a beer after work. Thanks for 
leaving the lasagna in the fridge.” 
 “Don’t forget to drop the car off in the morning for 
inspection,” I reminded him. 
 “I won’t,” he said. “Miss you.” 
 “Miss you,” I echoed, watching the flames of my fire 
flare up as if cauterizing a wound, minimizing damage. 
 “We’ll talk tomorrow?” 
 “Of course,” I said, knowing he was anxious to hang 
up. 
 “I might be home late. I’ll call you?” he said.  
 The day I purchased a GPS tracker from the detective 
store online, I took control of my destiny. The night I 
snuck out of our suburban bedroom by moonlight, in 
slippers and my well-worn bathrobe, and attached the 
tracker to the bottom of Noah's truck, I opened my eyes.  
 I still had ten years to go, 2007 onward. The 
cardboard boxes were piled up in a sequential row next 
to the stove. With so much burning, the cabin warmed 
almost unbearably, nearing eighty degrees despite the 
frigid weather outside. I shed my fleece jacket, opened a 
window for fresh air despite the cold night outside. 



 

 The news media predicted that the electricity might 
go out with the storm. The weathermen were positively 
titillated at the possibility of thundersnow, that rare 
rumble of summer thunder beneath a cascade of winter 
snow. They forecast bombogenesis with wind gusts that 
would approach the strength of tornadoes. After months 
of detailing the monotony of nightly lows which seldom 
broke the records that they tracked so assiduously, the 
meteorologists trumpeted the possibility of calamity, 
widespread destruction, homes threatened by rising tides. 
 I was fortunate, they assured me. The full moon was 
waning. 
 When the wind blew, snow shifted on the metal roof 
with a groan. In the morning, birds skittered in a frenzy 
on the front porch, leaving arrowhead-shaped prints in 
the snow as they rooted for birdseed that had scattered 
from the feeders. The woodpeckers demanded more suet 
and a red squirrel tried to climb up the storm door, 
looking for a way in. 
 I was willing to feed them all, but no one got in. Mine 
was a solitary vigil. 
 For months, night after night perched in front of my 
computer, I had following the blinking red arrow of the 
GPS, always on Noah's tail when he was away on 
“business.” I recorded the addresses he visited in a 
separate file. I graphed the frequency of his out-of-town 
trips, the patterns that re-occurred. Cold data that told his 
story which was, in the end, my story.  I never told Noah 
about my research, I never visited those addresses or 
tried to look at the faces of the women with whom he 
betrayed me. 



 

 Now I burned 2007 methodically, ignoring the 
details. I shoved sheaves of paper into the stove so 
quickly that acrid smoke began to fill the cabin, 
triggering a violent coughing attack.  My nostrils burned 
and my eyes watered. I opened the windows even 
further, cold air mixing with the overheated, smoky air in 
layers so that, as I crossed the room, my legs were cold 
even when sweat beaded on my brow. My fingers were 
numb but the back of my neck baked and I tied up my 
hair to let the air circulate just as I would on a summer’s 
evening sitting on the back porch waiting for the sun to 
set. 
 Tuesday night, Noah did not call until 10. I could hear 
the beer in his voice. 
 “Sorry, I know it it’s late. Things went longer than I 
had expected. I just wanted to say good night.” 
 His call was unnecessary. 
 “No problem. I’m just heading to bed.” 
 “Sleep tight, my love,” he said. 
 “You too,” I answered. 
 “Don’t forget to make your list, he said. 
 “I won’t,” I answered, releasing him. 
 The tracking device that I had attached to the bottom 
of Noah's truck fell off last fall. I didn't bother to replace 
it. I no longer cared where the bastard went when he 
wasn't at home. The lie of his thinly veiled tales of 
overnight meetings and travel to distant cities had been 
thoroughly disproved by that point. Vindicated, I lost 
interest. 
 I burned up 2007, 2008, and 2009 in one day. By the 
time I was done, the ash in the stove was nearly six 
inches high and threatened to block the vents and burn 
the whole house down.  When I went to bed, I had no 
idea if I would wake. The coals continued to smolder. In 
the morning I shoveled the ash out into a metal bucket, 
disposed of it in a hole beneath the snow. Over my head, 
the clouds began to clear, but a blast of arctic cold had 
settled into the region, threatening temperatures below 
zero by nightfall. 



 

 Aaron called just as I began 2010. “Are you okay, 
Mom?” When I stayed alone in the cabin, Aaron checked 
in once a week just to be sure I was still kicking.  
 “The electricity never even went out. Everything here 
is fine,” I told him. “How are the kids?” 
 Outside, the plow guy arrived. He pushed enormous 
mounds of snow to the side of the driveway, carving out 
an escape route. I was free to go. Aaron described his 
son’s newest fascination. Last year's trains had been 
replaced by the planets. My grandson, he told me, could 
now describe our galaxy in great detail: each planet's 
size, age, and distinct characteristics. When asked about 
Pluto, the five-year-old replied that it was not a planet, 
but was, instead, a dwarf. When he wanted to stress the 
enormity of a number, the five-year-old strung together 
random digits and “’illions” one after another until he 
ran out of breath. 
 “Are you coming to our anniversary party?" I asked 
my son. Noah and I had been married thirty years.  The 
bastard had rented a party room at a local Italian 
restaurant so that we could celebrate the occasion. 
Repeatedly, he had reminded me to make a list of our 
friends and relatives. "Invite everybody," he told me. 
"Let's do this one up big.” 
 "Of course,” Aaron answered, “I wouldn't miss it.” 
 That settled, my son said that he was ready for spring 
to arrive but needed to get back to work. 
 “It’s only a matter of weeks,” I said. Already, the 
time had changed. The clocks had sprung forward. 
Although mornings were still dark, the sun valiantly 
stood guard until nearly 7 p.m. 
“I love you,” I said. 
 “Love you too,” he said and hung up. 
 Whatever that meant, I had certainly tried. 



 

 I went back to 2010. By that time, I was accustomed 
to the unspoken pact that was my marriage. The 
excruciating banality of time passing. Despite the bitter 
cold, the March sun burned bright, its reflections on the 
snow almost blinding outside my window, the shadows 
of the tree limbs so black they looked like negatives of 
the real thing, strong grasping branches cracking the 
frozen earth. 
 Wednesday night, I decided to go outside and look at 
the planets. In their light, I cast a longer, darker shadow, 
a definitive black slash more permanent than the ashes I 
had buried under the snow to nurture the gardens of 
spring. Like the dwarf planet I had become, I was 
prepared to stand there as long as it took to be 
recognized. Until my frozen limbs became strong 
enough to support me, I would not move. I felt warm 
even in the frigid night and shed my winter coat. A 
comforting darkness embraced me.   
 Inside the airless cabin, the phone rang and rang, 
unanswered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K.B. Holzman 



 

The Fire Triangle 
 
 

Heat 
 
 
 
Raise all temperatures and create 
sparks. Dialogue in ignition. Fan 
suns and anti-anything near bone, 
near yesterday’s familiar themes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sean J. Mahoney 



 

When Broken 
 
 
 
an engine will moan or squeal or spit 
     but windshield fractured remains silent 
 
if ours is vehicle     can we replace our eyes 
     machine engine block heads     clear injectors 
 
tighten belts     yes     but what of our windshield 
     impossible to mend     you can drive a car 
 
without a windshield only so long 
and then the air is too much     too much 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ruben Rodriguez 



 

Break-In   
 
 
 

On Monday morning, Hector Fritch and his wife Gwen drove 
home from Traverse City. He couldn’t find any good music on the 
radio, even though the Comet GT had FM. There didn’t seem to be 
any decent rock stations coming through in the forests of northern 
Michigan. Over in the passenger-side bucket, Gwen read a 
paperback—one of the Angelique The Slave Girl series—a scantily 
clad teen with a tormented expression hungrily eyeing her buff, 
long-haired master on the cover. Master on horseback, of course. 
The publisher must be covering all the known bases for young 
women. Gwen appeared not so sullen as when they were packing up, 
but was hardly lusting in the manner of her favorite heroine. Maybe 
Fritch should buy a horse. He’d quit trying to make small talk when 
the book came out of her tote-bag. What he really needed was to be 
the cause of a toe-curling orgasm for her. Clear everything up, he 
thought. Well, most everything. Temporarily. 

It was supposed to have been a relaxed long-weekend away 
from the baby. The motel room was a cheap one, sure, but at least it 
was on the beach. Then they waited through Friday night for her 
period to dry up. She didn’t want to lay out on the sand next day 
because her old bathing suit still didn’t fit right. So, they bought 
tickets to see Our Town at Cherry County Theater. Buddy Ebsen was 
in Traverse City to play the Stage Manager. But then Fritch drank 
too many beers during the intermission and after. He performed 
about as well as usual, but Gwen still couldn’t come, and he finally 
got tired and gave up. 

They went to a flea-bag roadside zoo on Sunday. There was a 
small herd of Michigan fauna and Gwen petted a doe. There was a 
scrofulous elk and a tattered wolf in a pen, scratching himself very 
much as a German shepherd might. It refused to imitate Hector’s 
weak howls. Back at the motel, Fritch ended up renting only one 
paddle board so that he could get sunburned while Gwen read on the 
beach. She finally came down in baggy shorts and a loose blouse. 
Sunday night’s frolic didn’t end any better. 



 

 Fritch settled for a public-radio station that came in strong 
from Interlochen. It was classical music but static-free. Gwen read 
for another ten miles or so over the hilly, twisting secondary road. 
Tall Norway pines shaded the road between splashes of sunny hay 
meadows. There had been a heavy dew. Fritch saw a baler and a flat-
bed wagon on the edge of a field, the crew drinking coffee while 
waiting for the cutting to dry. When Gwen finally took a cigarette 
break, Fritch reached to turn up the volume. 

“Hey, are you hearing this shit?” 
“What about it? I’m trying to read.” She snapped a Bic 

lighter under her Winston then rolled the passenger window down a 
few inches. 

“Crack the rear one, too, would you?” Fritch said. “Wes has 
to ride in here.” 

“Yeah, right.” She twisted around and managed to reach back 
between the seat and the door. 

“They’re saying some burglars were caught breaking in at 
Democratic headquarters in Washington.” Fritch eased the Comet 
through Kalkaska. He paused at a stoplight before crossing 
southbound 131. A green sign indicated fourteen more miles to 
Grayling and the Interstate. 

“So? There’s probably a lot of great office equipment; 
electric typewriters. Maybe a safe with donation money.” 

Fritch turned the radio down again. Some communications 
major gave a nasal reading of the local weather forecast. “Maybe. 
The weird part is, they already found out it was a few Cuban guys 
who used to be CIA and one guy with ties to Nixon’s re-election 
committee. The cops are still interrogating, and the FBI wants a shot 
at them. Don’t you think that sounds fishy?” 

Gwen blew smoke at the open window. “I guess. If you say 
so.” She held the cigarette up to the opening and flicked at it with a 
fingernail. Her nails were still painted nice because they’d gone to a 
fancy restaurant after the play. 

“Hey, would you lighten up? I tried, OK?” Fritch pleaded. 
“We don’t have to pick Wes up until tomorrow. We’ll have all 
evening when we get home.” 

Gwen snorted: “Sure. You think you can lay off the beers for 
an afternoon?” 

“Yeah, if I thought that was the problem. I didn’t have that 
many yesterday.” 



 

“Well, you can usually keep going, even after you finish.” 
Gwen cranked the window down further. She aimed the spent 
cigarette at the macadam past. 

“Didn’t I do that? Maybe you should have a few. Loosen up a 
little.” 

Gwen sighed and opened the Angelique with her thumb. “I 
don’t know. I already feel like a waddler. I don’t need to add a beer 
gut. Wes drives me crazy but then when we get away, I can’t stand 
to have him out of my sight.” 

The pine forest closed in upon the road. Traffic was building 
with vacationers as they neared Grayling. Locals were going to 
work, wherever it was that people worked up here. Fritch thought it 
was kind of presumptuous to call tourism an industry: changing the 
bedding, raking the sand, scattering corn for the lethargic deer. 
Couldn’t be anything like chasing an assembly-line of Pontiacs. 

“That’s just nonsense in your head about your little pooch, 
there,” he told her. “It’s only been, what? Fourteen months? You’re 
gonna think I’m a pig, but it sounds like you’ve got some hormones 
still jangling around. Remember the second trimester?” 

Fritch glanced over and saw the dark frown he’d feared. 
“Yeah, and maybe you should just shut up? Or, why don’t 

you leave the shop, go back to school, and become a gynecologist. 
And, also, start looking for a place to stop. I’ve gotta pee.” 

They didn’t wait to get onto the Interstate. The next rest-area 
might be way south. Fritch found a popular looking breakfast diner 
on the outskirts of Grayling. He was in the mood for blueberry 
pancakes, and maybe Gwen just needed her morning coffee. He 
would make a point of encouraging her to have a Belgian waffle 
with strawberries and whipped cream—her favorite. Reinforce his 
assurances about her tummy, and maybe the sugar would improve 
her mood. He locked the car, and they went in to find knotty-pine 
paneling, rustic chairs and tables.  

While they studied the colorful menus, the cherry ember at 
the center of the cigarette butt—whipped out of one narrow aperture 
and slipstreamed back through another—completed its slow, molten 
burrowing through the synthetic weave of the Comet’s rear-seat 
upholstery. This widening, chemical char met with the dingy rag-
cotton fiber padding above the springs. 



 

The wisps of acrid smoke were thin at first. These might have 
been easily doused by the full 16 ounce coffee-to-go which Hector 
brought for the road, if only Gwen had chosen the egg-white and rib-
eye Dieter’s Special that he’d talked her out of.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chris Dungey 



 

Highways Like Frozen Rivers 
 
 
 
The highways like frozen rivers  

isolate, 
capillaries and deltas of asphalt 

sprawling, 
‘this is the future’ the past will say. 
 
The roads fill with travelers almost  

together  
yet always alone, infinite headlights  

weave  
and merge—so why is it still dark? 
 
There you are, driven insane by 

clogged 
arteries of pavement and pollution,  

gasping,  
a human out of air, for some joy. 
 
Friend, breathe deeply. It helps.  

Can you see,  
beyond the windshield, the mountains? 

Can you hear,  
above the radio, the rain? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ben Groner III 



 

Wreath of White 
 
 
 
Last night 
 
after the fall of rain 
we laughed 
 
rippling 
into the deepest blue. 
 
We brushed branches 
and boles 
 
disencumbered numbness 
 
skimming the dampness 
of leaves. 
 
In the pretense of sky 
 
I made planets 
and moons, 
 
a chill of eastern wind. 
 
You brought daylight, 
a sun 
 
a hemisphere 
of crystalline stars 
 
igniting a wreath 
of white fire. 
 
 
 
Richard King Perkins II 



 

Meeting 
 
 
 
Consider our long tramps to reach the 
One space deep into Larch woods, a  
Tangle of fir and pine, bristly, torn 
And tearing, impervious to moon, 
Almost a page of Gothic. 
 
Once a holy ground so we were told. 
Altar of stone and mounded earth, 
A place of slow burn and sudden 
Flaming as if to send warmth to 
All gods attending from above, 
Vast distances but near, near. 
 
We came to listen through the 
Silence built from ages, hold 
Back whatever of our words 
Fashioned from a too bald 
Grammar and wanting air 
Even here, wanting rule 
Again. 
 
Consider that we two,  
Lovers, pilgrims, wayfarers, 
Had filled our diaries overmuch, 
Had believed too long in books 
Read, written, unwritten, sounds 
Invisible, worm like, seepage 
Of the brain dripping across 
Those thin horizons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Grant us a moment’s grace, then. 
Our failures, flaws, evasions, 
dreamings still. 
This single shrine to what 
Remains after such lengthy 
Journey, darkness unwanting 
Of too much light. 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doug Bolling 



 

Phoenix Rising 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandy Coomer 



 

Winter Haiku 
 
 
 
It requires practice 
but soon you begin to see: 
snow is not just white. 
 
            * 
Prickle of starlight, 
Wind persistent as regret— 
the cold grip of conscience. 
 
            * 
Footprints in the snow. 
Some leaving, some arriving— 
unfinished stories. 
 
            * 
A sugary moon. 
Dusted vanilla wafer. 
I want to taste it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Antonia Clark 



 

Cotton House Fire 
            True, how could they see anything but the shadows 
                     if they were never allowed to move their heads? 
 
                                    —Plato, The Allegory of the Cave 
                      —Biddeford, Maine 
                                       October 29-30, 1915 
 
 
 
I did not torch the Cotton House 
at Pepperell Mills, and you cannot prove 
I was there after 9 PM, drinking whiskey 
from a flask atop the Yazoo City bales 
we trolleyed from the dock last week. 
Let’s say someone did have an oil lamp 
and was rolling a smoke, with shag 
from his tobacco pouch and the French  
papers Eddie brought back on Saturday  
from Portland.  Anyone could have bought  
those. I say this in speculation and wonder,  
as I know not a bona fide fact, have heard  
but few nasty rumors, and anyway, did not  
drop a lit cigarette, nor splatter lamp-oil 
down among the bales. There is no proof  
I was sparking the magic-flashers 
Eddie may have picked up (so cheap!) 
at Culp’s Magic City, snapping the papers,  
flitting them into the air, to illumine, to light  
up the Cotton House all sorcerer-like,  
casting black shadows, phantasms, great  
dark shapes, vastly horrific against the joists  
and brick walls, like a magic lantern show 
exactly, like something from Plato’s Allegory,  
a book I did not read—it cannot be proven  
that I can read—the nitrocellulose paper  
crackling, exploding, incandescent,  
burning with a brilliant flash, leaving no  
ash, no crispy paper residue, a trick I’d meant  



 

solely for the amazement of tenement kids,  
for a few rowdy neighbors on Halloween. 
When I left the Cotton House there were no  
flames at all, no smoke but what curled 
from a puffed-out match, from my cigarette,  
which I surely recall grinding into the pine floor,  
toeing the butt flat, and no, not dropping it,  
ash-orange, down through the cracks between  
and among the oily bales, the interior  
of the Cotton House otherwise dark as Yazoo City  
at midnight, the bolt of the great door sliding back,  
latching with a firm, rasping thunk, no reason  
for any reasonable man to think, to hope, that a fire  
had been set, that smoke would come to flames,  
that the cotton, that the bricks and timbers  
would burn all night, and collapse in chary 
heaps of brick and ash and glass, of workers’  
dreams and scorched soggy bales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greg Rappleye 



 

A Fire in the Neighborhood 
 
 
 
 The apartment was on the second floor of a small building at 
the end of an alley. The real estate agent and a middle-aged Japanese 
woman, the landlady, stood by the entrance while I looked around. 
The floors, except for in the kitchen, were made of tatami, a woven 
mat, both soft enough to sleep on and strong enough to walk on. 
There were thick beams and sliding doors. In the largest of the three 
rooms an ornamental trim ran along the edge of the ceiling.  
 I slid open the window. Outside was a tiny metal balcony, 
and below the balcony was a high wall, down to which I could easily 
climb. I’d read fires were frequent in Tokyo and I’d wanted to make 
sure I had a way out. 
 I closed the window and turned to the woman and the real 
estate agent. “I like it,” I said. 
 The woman smiled and bowed to me.  
 Two days later one of the employees from the university at 
which I’d be studying Japanese went out with me to the apartment to 
help me sign the lease and by the end of the week I’d moved in. I 
planned to be in Japan for two years. My goal was to work for the 
State Department, and I thought learning Japanese would help my 
chances.  
 On the day I moved, the landlady took me to a small shop 
down the road to buy futons. Afterward, she showed me where to get 
rice and other necessities. Besides the futon shop and the rice shop, 
there was a butcher’s, a fish shop, a fruit and vegetable shop, and 
about a dozen other little stores, and every afternoon, after my 
classes, I’d go shopping.  
 I always stopped at the fruit and vegetables shop. Like many 
of the shops in the neighborhood, the front was open and the baskets 
and boxes of goods spilled out onto the sidewalk.  
 I pointed at a head of cabbage. “Ikura desuka?”  
 “Rokuju-en,” the woman replied. 



 

 The price of the cabbage didn’t matter to me. I was just 
practicing the Japanese I’d studied at school. It had been April when 
I’d moved in. It was May now and I was already in love with the 
neighborhood. The shopkeepers, many of whom lived behind or 
above their shops, were always helpful, even correcting my mistakes 
in Japanese. At night in the bars and restaurants up and down the 
main street, I’d run into the workers from the numerous small 
factories. Everyone in the neighborhood seemed connected to one 
another, and I wanted to be part of it. There was even a girl. 
 In the evenings I’d see her reading in the coffee shop across 
the street from the train station, where I often went to get a hot 
chocolate and work on my Japanese. She had long straight hair and 
round cheeks. I’d smile at her and she’d smile back. Then, one 
afternoon in early June, I ran into her when I was coming out of the 
supermarket down the street from the station. We both stopped.  
 I pointed at her and said, “Kiku.” It was the name of the 
coffee shop. 
 “Sō.”  
 “Are you a student?” I asked in Japanese. 
 “I’m working. I graduated in April,” she answered back in 
Japanese. 
 “I’m a student at Waseda.”  
 “Your Japanese is very good.”  
 Her name was Mariko. She was twenty-three, just a year 
older than me, and from Shikoku, the smallest of the four main 
islands. She agreed to meet me at the coffee shop at seven that 
evening. She lived in a one-room apartment on a narrow side street 
behind the station and I walked her home afterward. The following 
night I called for her at her apartment. and we went for a walk 
through the maze of streets behind the station. Next to a big temple 
there was a small park, and I kissed her for the first time on one of 
the benches.  
 We spoke mainly in Japanese although she knew some 
English. I’d drop by her apartment most nights, and we’d go for long 
walks. The rainy season had started and on the wet nights we’d pop 
into the coffee shop. It was a very convenient relationship. 



 

 I had a best friend as well. His name was Okawa, and his 
family owned the noodle shop on my street. He’d started speaking to 
me when I dropped in there for lunch one Sunday afternoon. We’d 
hit it off right away, and he’d suggested getting together for a beer 
on Monday night, his one night off. We had a great time and we 
started doing it every week. We’d talk for hours. It was great 
practice for my Japanese. He’d graduated from Keio university, one 
of the top schools in Japan, but he was content to work at the 
restaurant, which he was going to take over from his father one day. 
It had been in the family for generations.     
 I introduced Mariko to him, and he treated us to 
okonomiyaki. He called it Japanese pizza but it was more like an 
omelet. We mixed the ingredients and cooked it on the grill right at 
our table. Mariko did most of the work while Okawa and I drank 
beer. When the okonomiyaki was ready, Mariko spread a brown 
sauce on top and cut it up with a spatula. I picked up a piece with my 
chopsticks. It was delicious.  
 We were sitting on the floor around the table, and I leaned 
back and rested my weight on my hands. Mariko and Okawa were 
talking with each other and I was having trouble following the 
conversation. I felt a tinge of jealousy. My Japanese was getting 
better and better and everyone kept telling me how good it was, but I 
still had difficulty following a conversation between two Japanese.  
 “What are you talking about?” I finally asked. 
 “How women are treated at Japanese companies,” Okawa 
answered. 
 “America is no different,” I said. 
 “Nothing is like Japan. We need to change,” he said.  
 Afterward the three of us walked to my apartment. It was late 
July and the rainy season had ended. Okawa said goodnight to 
Mariko and me, and we went up the alley. She’d sleep over at my 
apartment but she wouldn’t let me stay at hers. She was worried 
about what the neighbors might say. 
 July turned into August. Mariko and I were spending more 
and more time together. When she got back from work, we’d go 
shopping in the neighborhood, and she’d show me how to make 
Japanese food. I was getting pretty good. 



 

 Mariko filled my glass with beer. We were sitting on the 
floor and eating sukiyaki at the low table I’d bought. The following 
morning she was leaving for Shikoku for a few days to see her 
family. It was the time of O-Bon, when the Japanese honor their 
ancestors. I was looking forward to the break from her. I was 
beginning to feel cramped.  
 “I wish you could come with me,” Mariko said. 
 “I can.” 
 “You can’t. My parents would kill me if I brought home an 
American.” 
 I poured some beer into her glass. 
 “They might like me,” I said. 
 “I’m going to miss you.” 
 “It’s only a few days.” 
 “I’m going to miss you.” 
 That Sunday night in the big park down the street from my 
apartment there was a community dance to celebrate O-Bon. Mariko 
wasn’t back yet, and I headed over by myself. I was always game for 
something new, and I got in the line and tried to follow the lead of 
the Japanese as we slowly moved around in a big circle. Many of the 
women were dressed in colorful yukatas, summer kimonos.  
 In the middle of one of the dances the music stopped and 
there was an announcement. Suzuki-san was missing. She was a 
senile, the word used back then, elderly woman, who lived with her 
son’s family behind the stationery store at the end of the alley 
leading to my apartment. The family let her roam around the 
neighborhood. She mostly went up and down the main street but 
occasionally she would wander off and one of the neighbors would 
bring her back.  
 The neighborhood fanned out to look for her. Behind the 
park there were numerous narrow, winding streets, and everyone 
went in that direction. I went in the opposite direction, past my 
apartment and across the main road, where I’d seen her a few days 
earlier. I strode up one of the side streets and at the next corner I saw 
her huddled against a vending machine.  



 

 “Suzuki-san, let's go back,” I said gently in Japanese. I took 
her hand and we slowly walked back. When we reached the park, 
there were shouts and clapping. I was the local hero. The music 
resumed and I got back in the circle. At the end of the night I 
received a prize for being the first foreigner to ever dance in the 
neighborhood. 
 Mariko came back, and she kept telling me how much she’d 
missed me. She wanted to be together every minute we could. Most 
nights she stayed over at my apartment and then in the morning she 
got up very early and raced back to her apartment to get ready for 
work. She began leaving extra clothes and a toothbrush at my 
apartment. There was even a pair of her shoes in the entryway.  
 She’d lie in the futons until the last moment. “I don’t want to 
go to work,” she’d keep saying. Finally it would be time for her to 
go. I began to notice I felt relieved once she’d left.    
 The weather stayed hot and humid until late September. On a 
Friday night at the end of the month, I picked up a woman at a disco 
in Roppongi, or maybe she picked up me, since we went back to her 
apartment. I’d gone to the disco just to hang out with a couple of my 
buddies from school and I wasn’t looking to meet anyone. It just 
happened. Her name was Satomi and she was twenty-eight years old. 
She worked for an American company and spoke English well.  
 There was a knock on my door. I knew it was Mariko before 
I opened it. She’d taken to showing up unexpectedly.   
  “I brought some sushi and beer for dinner,” she said. 
 “I didn’t think you were coming tonight,” I said, as she was 
slipping out of her shoes. 
 She came into my apartment and put the food on the table 
before she turned to me and kissed me on the lips.  
 “I’ll get some glasses,” she said. She went into the kitchen. I 
looked at the bags on the table. 
 “Let’s eat,” she said when she came back with the glasses. 
“I’m starved.” 
 Satomi and I got together again on a Saturday night. I was 
hoping she would invite me back to her apartment, which she did. 
I’d told Mariko I was going over to a friend’s house and I might end 
up staying over.  
 “Is something wrong?” Mariko asked one night after we’d 
had sex.  
 “No. Just tired.”   



 

 She stroked my chest. 
 “You never say anything anymore.” 
 “I’m just tired.” 
 Satomi called me one evening when Mariko was at my 
apartment. 
 “Hi. How are you doing?” I said in English once I realized it 
was Satomi. Mariko was sitting right next to me. 
 “I can’t tonight,” I said. 
 “Okay. What time?” I asked. 
 “Okay. Sounds good. See you then. Bye-bye.” 
 I hung up the phone and pushed it away from the table. “I’m 
hungry. Let’s eat,” I said, switching back to Japanese. 

“Who was that?” Mariko asked. 
 “Just a friend from school.” 
 I talked to Okawa about it on one of our Monday nights.  
 “I got a new woman,” I said. 
 He smiled. “What about Mariko?”  
 “I’m still seeing her.”  
 “Does she know?”  
 “I think she suspects something.”  
 “Japanese women won’t allow that. Not before you’re 
married.” 
 “I’m thinking of breaking up with her.”  
 “Do you like the other one better?”  
 “It’s not that. Mariko always wants to be together. I’m not 
ready for that.”  
 “She’s going to be hurt.”  
 “I know.”  
 In November the weather turned cold. My apartment, like 
most in Tokyo, had no central heating. In the middle of the month I 
trekked down to Akihabara, where they sold all the discount 
appliances and electrical goods, and got myself a small gas space 
heater and a long hose to hook it up to the gas line in the corner of 
the large room in my apartment, where I ate, studied and slept. Every 
night I would slide the heater and the table to the side of the room 
and put down my futons. In the morning I would fold the futons, 
place them back in the big closet with the sliding doors, and return 
the table and the heater to the middle of the room.  



 

 I saw Satomi again. I’d suggested Sunday afternoon because 
I could tell Mariko I was playing basketball in Yokohama, 
something I occasionally did. Balancing seeing the two of them was 
becoming increasingly difficult. I hadn’t found the right chance to 
break up with Mariko. Satomi kept asking why I never had her over 
to my apartment.  
 I was lying in my futons on a Saturday morning in early 
December when there was a knock on the door. I knew it was 
Mariko. I was still hung over from the big party we’d had at school 
the night before, and I wasn’t in the best of moods. I opened the 
door. 
  She held up a box bundled in a furoshiki, a cloth used for 
wrapping gifts and other items. “I made breakfast for you.” 
 “I don’t want to eat anything.” 
 “You can have it later.” 
 She slipped out of her shoes and slid past me. I followed her 
into the big room, where she put the food on the table. 
 “Do you want me to make some coffee for you?” 
 “This is no good,” I said.  
 She turned to me. “What?” 
 I gestured to the two of us. “This is no good. I don’t want to 
see you anymore.”   
 She looked at me for a long moment. Tears were forming in 
her eyes. Then she began gathering her belongings. I watched. When 
she was finished, she left without saying a word. I listened to her 
footsteps going down the steps to the alley. I knew I could have 
handled it better but I was glad it was over. When I went to close the 
door, I noticed a pair of her shoes were still in the entryway.   
 I invited Satomi over for Christmas Eve, and I met her at the 
station. I was making sukiyaki for her. It had become my specialty. 
She was taller and thinner than Mariko. Her hair was cut just above 
her shoulders. Walking through the neighborhood with her, not 
Mariko, felt odd. When Satomi and I stopped at the package store to 
get a bottle of wine, we were speaking mostly in English, something 
I never did in the neighborhood.  
 “I’m afraid Santa Claus won’t come because there’s no 
chimney,” I said as we went up the alley to my apartment. 
 She laughed “Leave the window open.” 
 “That’s what I did.” 



 

 We climbed the steps. I’d bought a small pendant for her and 
left it out on the table. 
 I opened the door with my key, and Satomi went first. She 
stopped in the entryway. 
 “Whose shoes?” 
 I’d forgotten about Mariko’s shoes, which I’d pushed into the 
corner. I’d been planning to take them to her apartment after things 
had settled down. 
 “Just a friend’s.” 
 “I’m going home.” Satomi turned, brushed past me and ran 
down the steps.  
 “Satomi, wait,” I called as she went down the alley. She 
didn’t answer, and I didn’t follow.  
 My first New Year’s in Japan was a lonely one. The whole 
country shut down for about five days so that the Japanese could 
spend time with their families. All the shops in the neighborhood 
were closed, and I’d been warned to stock up on food. Okawa had 
invited me to his house on January 2, an honor, but I spent most of 
the time alone in my apartment. With the space heater next to me I 
sat on the floor at the table and wrote letters to my friends back 
home. 
   It was on New Year’s night, January 1, when I almost burned 
down the neighborhood. It was a windy night and the cold was 
coming in through the big window. The gas heater was still in the 
middle of the room as I pulled the futons out of the closet. I tossed 
aside the kakebuton, the one that went on top. I was putting my sheet 
on the shikibuton, the one of the bottom, when I smelt something 
burning. I turned my head and saw the futon had landed on the gas 
heater and was on fire. I grabbed the futon and ran into the 
bathroom, where I held it under the shower until I was sure the fire 
was out. Afterward, I had to open the big window and let in the cold 
air in order to rid the apartment of the odor. The building was mostly 
wood and straw mats and in another minute or two the whole place 
would have gone up in flames, as could have much of the 
neighborhood. I’d read that in the old days in Japan the neighbors 
expected you to move if you caused a fire. They no longer trusted 
you to live there. I didn’t tell anyone, even Okawa.    



 

 January moved slowly. I called Satomi after the holidays, but 
she wanted nothing to do with me. I was restless, and I’d go for long 
walks. It was the time of Daikan, the great cold, and the air was 
always dry and crisp. At night the men in the neighborhood would 
take turns patrolling. They would clap two pieces of wood together 
and shout, “Hinoyōjin,” or be careful of fires. Okawa had explained 
the custom went back centuries because fires had been such a great 
concern, especially in Tokyo.  
 I was lonely and missing Mariko. Every morning and 
evening I’d see her shoes in the entryway. I had this fantasy of 
bringing them to her and maybe the two of us starting over. It was 
early February before I built up the courage to go see her. I put her 
shoes in a paper bag, bought a small bouquet of flowers and headed 
over on a cold, windy night. A light was on in her apartment. I went 
up the stairs and knocked on the door. It slid open.  
 I held up the bag. “I brought you your shoes. I meant to bring 
them earlier.”  
 She took the bag. “Thank you. I’d forgotten about them.” 
 “And I got you these.” 
 I tried to hand her the flowers but she wouldn’t take them. 
 She started to close the door. “Please don’t come here again.”  
 The door shut all the way, and I heard her locking it. On the 
way home I tossed the flowers in a trash barrel. 
 By the end of February the days were warmer. In a little over 
a month I’d have been in Japan exactly one year and at the beginning 
of April, I was moving. The novelty of the neighborhood had worn 
off. Okawa was busy helping his father open a second shop and he 
never had time to get together. A friend from school had an extra 
room in his apartment, and he’d asked me to live with him. Spending 
my second year in Japan in a different part of Tokyo, one where 
there were more Americans, seemed like a good idea. My landlady 
cried when I told her and her husband. 



 

 I was studying at home on a Sunday afternoon in late March 
when I smelled smoke. I checked every room in my apartment 
before I opened the big window. The smoke was billowing out of the 
window of the stationery store at the end of the alley. The smoke 
was already filling the alley. I grabbed my keys and coat and stepped 
out onto the balcony. I shut my window and climbed down to the 
wall and then to the pavement. I had to go around the corner to get to 
the main road and by the time I reached the front of the stationery 
store, the whole neighborhood was there. People were carrying out 
furniture and other items from the burning building. A line had 
formed to pass everything along to a pile in the street.  

“Hey, help us,” a man shouted to me in Japanese. 
 I got into the line. The smoke poured out of the back of the 
house, and I could hear the flames. There were still people inside. A 
siren was approaching. A fire truck pulled up in front of the house. 
By now the flames were visible at the back of the store. One of the 
firemen told everyone to get out. Another one went inside with an 
ax. There was nothing more to do, and I moved away from the house 
and watched.  

 It took the firemen nearly thirty minutes to extinguish the 
fire. The back of the house looked ruined. I wondered what had 
started the fire. Okawa was standing at the edge of the crowd, and I 
walked over to him.  

“Do you know what happened?” I asked. 
“I heard the Suzuki-san put a towel on top of the gas heater 

and the towel caught fire.”  
Suzuki-san was standing with her son and his wife. The son 

and the wife looked dazed. Suzuki-san had the same vacant look on 
her face. I wondered if they would have to leave the neighborhood. 

The smell of smoke was strong. I was glad I’d closed my 
window. Everyone was standing in front of the house. The firemen 
hadn’t come out yet. Okawa went back to the noodle shop. There 
was nothing else for me to do. I didn’t feel like studying, so I took a 
long walk. When I got back, the firemen were gone but the whole 
neighborhood was outside the house. That night I could still smell 
the smoke. 
        
 
 
Tony Concannon 



 

Chalice 
 
 
 
We rowed far out past the algae 
And water logged dying trees, 
The stumps sticking up to 
House drowsy turtles. 
 
Journey we had to make, one 
Mostly of silence needing  
No chatter, no making of 
Words where words 
Availed so little. 
 
Our Margaret now sealed 
in ground ruled holy by 
the church that buried her 
and bearing a month’s 
evidence of the 
freshly dug and turned. 
 
She who swam among  
Gulls and geese, splashed 
Away sun and moon 
Practicing newfound moves 
Of breaststroke and  
Joyful improvisation. 
 
So much of her slender life 
Came down to water, this 
Rounded lake where she 
Learned the art of swimming, 
Always the last to leave as 
Sundown settled in, chanter 
Of childhood songs in praise 
Of it, makeshift bits that 
Spelled out soul. 
 



 

We calculate the place where 
She left cloud and brilliance 
Behind, pulled down, down 
By a suddenly failed heart 
To mundane mysteries of 
Silt and wrack, leftovers 
From times too ancient 
To count. 
 
Some forty feet the experts 
In death confided. 
The water opaque with 
Stir and depth, her stare 
Turned upward where 
Before stars and unending 
Paths had called her on 
And on, 
 
The roads ahead, womanhood 
And words that meant and held. 
Three children she’d said. 
That’s enough for a full life, 
Cup overflowing. 
 
Now we the parents,  
Survivors slumped along 
The numbed edges of this 
Failed ark. 
Silence, weariness, some 
Worn thoughts of turning 
Round for shore,  
Leaving the waves to settle,  
Our memories to become 
Our future’s salvation. 
          
 
 
 
 
Doug Bolling 



 

On this date in the year 410, 
Rome was sacked by the 
Visigoths 

 
 
 
But I’m thinking now  
of the Dublin cabbie 
 
who told me it all boils down  
to who has the louder horn. 
 
If the idea of life  
being a short taxi ride  
 
or history a runaway 18 wheeler 
disturbs you— 
 
you’re not alone. 
Try finding a synonym  
 
for “life” or “history”  
and you’ll get my drift. 
 
Like stopping to count  
the empty whiskey bottles  
 
in a neighbor’s trash. 
It is what it is. 
 
Say for instance,  
the average height  
 
at which a tree-climbing  
chimpanzee feels safe (46 feet). 
 
 



 

Or with giraffes, 
the pressure required to lift blood 7 feet. 
 
Heart and head must  
somehow synchronize, 
 
a daunting task— 
even for bipeds. 
 
Perhaps humanity, like every dog, 
has had its day. 
 
And God has retired  
to his Carmel by the Sea  
 
like an exhausted Doris Day, 
his voice played out.  
 
ruined by whiskey,  
cheating accountants,  
 
and smoky cabarets; 
that unholy showbiz trinity  
 
of a universe persisting 
in its refusal to be disarmed. 
 
While this poor world,  
outclassed, unable even  
 
to punch its own weight, 
wobbles like a dying top,  
 
barely spinning— 
only as good as the last flick  
 
of The Watchmaker’s  
little finger. 
 
D.G. Geis 



 

Dog Days 
 
         
 

Tuesday evening you and I fought for nothing. Tired for 
explanations, unfit to negotiate, we slept sealed in our sulk. In the 
night, like every summer, fires burst over the mountains. 
Wednesday, a thickness in the air made our breathing harder. 
Nothing huge—a sense of oppression, that’s all. Around breakfast 
we apologized. Why did we even argue? The reason was futile. 
What took hold of us? It all seemed unreasonable. 

Wednesday the air conditioning broke in my colleague’s car 
(the one I ride with). Two sound systems at work overheated, then 
collapsed. Was it because of the outside temperature, quickly rising? 
Now I could smell smoke, though the fires were still far and, they 
said, under check. But the smell was pungent.  

Thursday my colleague and I were sent to the nearby city of 
Sunland. We are dancers. Our company sells Polynesian-themed 
shows throughout the month of August. It’s a summer routine that 
we know by heart, as we know the institutions and residences where 
we perform. But on Thursday we got entirely lost. In our separate 
cars, we wandered the hills through serpentine avenues, leading 
strictly nowhere.  

We arrived on location minutes before show time. “Luckily,” 
we simultaneously exclaimed, “I met a mailman!” Later we figured 
out it was the same one. How did it feel, being stopped twice by a 
frantic gal in a grass skirt? And why were we stranded? Did the heat 
cause some kind of mirage? True, the air was scorching. Maybe it 
subtly affected our cognitive processes.  

We danced in the patio for a congregation of sweet, smiling 
elders. The fires were so close, we thought we could hear them. Was 
it an illusion? A noise, as if someone were trampling fallen leaves… 
But why was the party outside? Two in the afternoon! The 
traditional menu involved a whole pig, slowly roasted on a barbecue 
just a couple of feet from our stage. I could see sweat beading those 
weary, frail, wrinkled faces. Not surprisingly a lady fainted.  



 

One of our peak numbers is danced in honor of Pele, fiery 
goddess of Hawaiian volcanoes. We hold lava rocks in our palms, 
playing them like castanets. In the sun, they get burning hot. Our hip 
twists and suggestive hand motions are supposed to appease the 
divinity. Maybe on Thursday they didn’t. 

In the evening I slipped in bed like a balloon deflating—a 
soap bubble melting with the most inaudible ‘pop,’ a tear on the 
pillow. I was fried, to say the least. In the middle of night you got up 
for a drink of water. The heat was smothering, the air drier and drier, 
the smell acrid. As you groped your way to the kitchen, you must 
have bumped your toe against a shelf, close to the sewing table. 
Nothing but a vibration, yet a stack of small drawers fell—piled up 
in precarious balance. Beads and buttons exploded over the floor—a 
rain of plastic and glass, a carpet of stars. On my four, I gathered it 
all.  

Friday, when we started the show, a furious client interrupted 
us. He had canceled the thing more than a week before, he barked. 
We should pack up and go. The air smelled of charred animal’s 
skin—another pig, roasting. In the restrooms where we hastily put on 
civilian clothes, my cell rung. Could we sub in another place? Two 
performers of our group had car trouble. A water pump broke. 

Our gig having been canceled, we arrived to the new address 
ahead of time. We sat in a minuscule square in front of the mansion. 
Tall trees promised a corner of shade, maybe a gush of breeze. The 
man shouting, earlier on, had shaken my nerves a bit. I needed to 
cool my mind, if nothing else. Here: I had a little craft project in my 
tote bag. Tiny scissors… I began meticulously cutting paper 
feathers. Pretty. Light. Soft. Soothing. Then a whirlpool of dust, out 
of nowhere, blew the lot away. Listen. No, listen. No, I didn’t get 
mad. I laughed. I just couldn’t stop.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Toti O’Brien 



 

A Great Shout  
 
 
 
A great shout brought about a new city 
Only a few could speak in time or they could find 
 
(Be a discovery.) 
 
That old Jerusalem still breathing beneath the road. 
The civil history of the Cross  
Confessed upon the rotary, a designation of Cross Road, 
But not one I’d want to wait out. 
 
A great shout brought about a new city 
Only a few could speak when they awoke 
In time they turned out to be the discovery. 
 
(Be a discovery!) 
 
When we awoke we found that old Jerusalem dig. 
To be, dig. 
To lose, dig. 
 
The civil history of a cross found on a shovel. 
The civil history of night found on a wrist tattoo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Rodzvilla 



 

Yoga Teacher Stokes the Sauna 
 
 
 
A half hour ago, her long matches  
lit yesterday’s news, 
sparked kindling bark and tinder sticks 
toward a front-page frenzy, 
 
Before she heaved two birch logs in. 
Smoke now rises from the tiny cabin’s chimney,  
signals from afar “it’s time,” to get naked,  
to drape cedar benches in frayed towels,  
 
Smart Wisconsin wear for mild 120-degree air. 
Four women take our places on two-tiers, 
give audience to cast iron firebox 
and its ongoing hissy fit, 
 
While a tray of dry river stones begs water. 
Fragrant puffs of smoke seep  
from the thick black door. 
She unlatches it, 
 
To a hellish reveal of logs no longer logs,  
glowing entities in second chakra orange  
as flames wrap huge tongues all around. 
We grow hotter than in bikrum yoga. 
 
She smiles slyly as she shuts both door and damper  
to retain heat, a trick learned, she said, 
working saunas for Finn-Americans 
at Isle Royale National Park. 
 
Little smoke puffs cease, 
the reading climbs to 140, 
we find a steel bucket 
filled with cold water under benches, 
 



 

A metal dipper floats atop like a toy boat. 
Steam soon rises from stones, 
we all sigh deeply as it nears 180 degrees,  
One of us drops lemongrass oil  
 
 
Atop rocks. 
Someone knocks. Fully dressed,  
the visitor enters to offer lavender sprigs 
picked from the forest. 
 
“Stay awhile, sister,” we say. 
“This sauna is come as you are.” 
 
How far have we traveled from  
wedding photographer, guitarist,  
poet and yogi, equals here in heated flesh  
and all yogis for the day.  
 
Taking this break from mats, 
before assuming more asanas, 
we now challenge one another as sauna contenders 
at the top of the thermometer, 
 
Ruddy-faced, hair smelling of birch wood, 
sweat standing in mountain pose on arms and chests, 
there’s a mantra to our breathing in and out  
as if in retention or inversion, 
 
and among our tambla hearts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cynthia Gallaher 



 

The Magnolia Review Ink Award 
 
 
 
Thank you, Suzanna, for this wonderful opportunity. Each issue of 
The Magnolia Review is a beautiful selection of prose, poetry and 
art, and so I knew from the beginning that choosing one piece for the 
Ink Award would be difficult. Generally, my favorite works of 
literature and art make me think about them at odd times in a day, 
send their words or visuals to my mind when I’m driving or walking 
my dog or trying to fall asleep. I would return to reread those pieces 
in Volume 4, Issue 1 that did just that, then I let them travel with me 
again throughout my day. Repeat. Repeat. Maybe it’s because my 
life as a military spouse is often about change (moving, trainings, 
deployments, friends leaving) and maybe because my daughter will 
start kindergarten in the fall, the pieces that stood out most to me 
were those about transitions and change. In the end, there were 
certain phrasings and images I couldn’t shake from my head: “[t]he 
long roads of us,” “[m]ade feast from the leftovers of fields,” 
“backtracked on roads now strangered.” I also love how this poem 
ends with the word “end” although it continues to raise questions 
and encourages the reader to continue asking questions. And so, I 
have selected “Journey” by Doug Bolling as the winner of The 
Magnolia Review Ink Award. 

 

 

Lisa Stice is a poet/mother/military spouse, the author of a poetry 
collection UNIFORM (Aldrich Press, 2016), and a Pushcart Prize 
nominee. She volunteers as a mentor with the Veterans Writing 
Project, as an associate poetry editor with 1932 QUARTERLY, and 
as a contributor for The Military Spouse Book Review. She received 
a BA in English literature from Mesa State College (now Colorado 
Mesa University) and an MFA in creative writing and literary arts 
from the University of Alaska Anchorage. While it is difficult to say 
where home is, she currently lives in North Carolina with her 
husband, daughter and dog. You can learn more about her 
publications at https://lisastice.wordpress.com/. 
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Reviews 
 
 
 
Magic for Unlucky Girls by A.A. Balaskovits. Santa Fe, New 
Mexico: SFWP, 2017. 226 pages. $14.95, paperback. 
 
As an avid fantasy and sci-fi reader, I’ve read quite a few fairy tales 
from the originals to twists. In the graphic novel workshop class, we 
created a comic using a poem. I would love to sit down and draw 
A.A. Balaskovits’ stories. They are original and unlike anything I’ve 
read anywhere else. I can’t even choose my favorite because I love 
them all.  
 
The Sleeping Beauty who wakes up to two infants in “Postpartum.” 
The girl who loves her father’s meat in “Food My Father Feeds Me, 
Love My Husband Shows Me.” And of course Little Red Riding 
Hood in “Three Times Red” and “Beasts.” The father-daughter 
relationships in “Food My Father Feeds Me, Love My Husband 
Shows Me,” “The Romantic Agony of Lemon head,” and “Bloody 
Mary.” The magic of a girl traveling with her dying grandpa in “The 
Ibex Girl of Qumran.” 
 
In “Eden,” the story begins, “Everyone called him a horse fucker, 
though not in his hearing. No one dared. Rolo had a mean face, like 
someone had pressed thumbtacks into his cheeks when he was a kid 
and the impressions remained like tired wounds. He never talked to 
anyone, and if you tried they said his small eyes got even smaller” 
(35). 
 



 

Rapunzel, in “Let Down Your Long Hair and Then Yourself,” “I had 
no dress for my wedding. They used the yards of silk and lace to 
make trim for my hair, and for days ladies strung pearls and tied 
bows and weaved white and yellow blooms into the strands. When 
they had finally finished, and my hair was so heavy that I had fifty 
women in cotton shifts holding sections of it to march into the 
cathedral, the royal seamstresses said there was nothing left to cover 
me. Their stores were empty and the fields were barren stems and 
leaves. So I stood bare in front of the priest and my husband and my 
husband’s mother and the harlequin courtiers. I considered being 
embarrassed but no one looked at my body. The men touched my 
hair and took discreet turns yanking on it—and how I could feel their 
soft hands, the little pulls growing into urgent tugs when I was to say 
my vows—and the old women weeping into its thickness with such 
passion that patches were drenched with their joy” (76-77). 
 
Balaskovits is a magical storyteller. This book won the SFWP 2015 
Literary Awards Program Winner. I can’t wait for her next collection 
and novel. 
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
 
Twenty-One by D. Victoria Bonnano. 2017. 492 pages. $17.95, 
paperback. 
 
A dark and erotic novel, the reader follows Chloe. She is forced to 
be a sex slave, trained by Demetrius Heart. Chloe fights for her 
freedom. The story alternates between Chloe in the present storyline 
and Demetrius in his past and present. The timelines are balanced 
well, and the timeline is effective for the plot. This was a story I 
couldn’t put down. It gives me hope that one day sex trafficking will 
no longer be a problem in our world.  
 
There is more than sex; there is the question of desire. Demetrius, 
who trains the slaves, “…had even grown weary of the sensation of 
arousal, the ragged breath, the need to dominate, to penetrate, to 
release. The need was there, all-consuming as always, and it would 
need to be satisfied so he could get back to work. However, the thrill 
of it had long ago soured” (40). 
 



 

Demetrius discovers that Chloe has a streak of heroism when she 
tries to rescue her fellow slave, Seventeen, and “His words stirred a 
fury in Chloe she had never experienced. If she had imagined herself 
in a similar situation in the past, she’d have guessed she would be 
too terrified to be angry, terrified for her life. But it was rage and not 
fear that coursed through her as she stood crushed against the rough 
brick, her naked feet barely touching grass, wheezing against 
Demetrius’ arm. How could a man who stole her away not a week 
ago, a stranger, know her so well? She felt more isolated than when 
she had first woken in the cage, stripped and helpless. Chloe strained 
against his arm to find enough air to speak” (65) 
 
This was a thrilling read, with realistic sex scenes and surprises at 
every corner. The first novel by D. Victoria BonAnno, I look 
forward to reading more of her work. 
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
 
Wet Radio and other poems by Goirick Brahmachari. 2017. 148 
pages. $6.55, paperback. 
 
There are three sections in Goirick Brahmachari’s latest book of 
poems, titled Prayers, Visions, and It’s the beat to keep. Again, no 
surprise if you’re familiar with his work, Brahmachari’s language 
hits home with his images and play on words.  
 
In the first section Prayers, in the poem “Winter,” “pigeons in a 14

th
 

century mosque / flap wings like a river” and “birds free fall / like 
words of a poem / poorly written / a factory paints a train” and 
“faces I did not meet / places I have never been.” Also in this section 
is “A river in F# minor,” “notes, like a river / count death in white 
syllables, bring mist, memories” and “on strange cold nights when / 
everyone plans to dream in / liquid quarter-notes.” 
 
Visions, the second section, in the poem “Soiled,” “melting my 
bones, withering away my skin, disappearing the me from myself 
within.” In “A town lost,” “so you run in rain—and escape the filth 
that has taken over this dream to forget, to remember friends you 
have lost and friends you have found to lose again.” 
 



 

In the final section, It’s the beat to keep, in “A brief history of Radio 
Gaga,” “Then, came rain / as I drank my memories little by little. / 
Numbers lost meaning, // letters flew, // Learned note-coated words, 
/ gathered speech, // misspelled // breeze and // rain. // One by one 
my lovers left / and I left a part of me with them.” 
 
This is a beautiful collection by Goirick Brahmachari, one to read 
again and again.  
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
 
Two Towns Over by Darren C. Demaree. Ponte Vedra Beach, FL: 
Trio House Press, Inc, 2017. 89 pages. $16, paperback. 
 
In the dedication, Demaree writes, “This book is dedicated to those 
in Ohio and all over the world suffering from addiction to drugs or 
alcohol. We see you. We love you. We can and will do better to be 
advocates for your care.” 
 
In the Sweet Wolf series, “Sweet Wolf #1,” “We know if we allow 
the sweet wolf / into our veins it will become / the alpha inside our 
own bodies // & yet, what a pool to drown in. / The chemicals of 
each breed / brings a new threat.” 
 
In “Jefferson Township, Ohio,” “The bees are here. / They’re in our 
veins. …& we’ve tasted too much / …we have the whole / 
countryside to ruin / with our stingers.” 
 
“Howard, Ohio,” “The rose abstracts / outside of the garden. / …love 
requires more than meth // & four pizza pies. It require[s] care. It 
requires / that fucking rose.”  
 
In the series “Ode to the Corner of the Drug House Down the Gravel 
Road Off the Two-Lane Highway #7,” “The crumbling / is the 
mountain / climbing you.” 
 
 



 

As an Ohio native and current resident, it is disheartening to hear on 
the news and from people I know about the overdoses and death and 
violence. May those who need help, receive it. May we never forget 
those who suffer. May we find a way to prevent others from 
addiction in the first place. 
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
 
The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning by Margareta 
Magnusson. New York, New York: Scribner, 2018. 117 pages. 
$18.99, hardcover. 
 
As an avid reader on hoarding and how to deal with the objects and 
the disorder, I am no stranger to the topic. But this volume’s title 
caught my attention at once. Magnusson gently, and with an 
optimistic voice, shares her experiences of death cleaning, after her 
mother-in-law’s death, after her husband’s death, after her parents’ 
death, and before her own death. She opens the foreword, “The only 
thing we know for sure is that we will die one day. But before that 
we can try to do almost anything” (ix). 
 
The definition of death cleaning, döstädning, in Swedish, “…is a 
term that means that you remove unnecessary things and make your 
home nice and orderly when you think the time is coming closer for 
you to leave the planet. It is so important that I have to tell you about 
it. Maybe I can also give you a few tips, since this is something that 
we will all have to face sooner or later. We really must if we want to 
save precious time for our loved ones after we are gone. So what is 
death cleaning? For me it means going through all my belongings 
and deciding how to get rid of the things I do not want anymore. Just 
look around you. Several of your things have probably been there for 
so long that you do not even see or value them anymore” (1). 
 



 

Magnusson suggests you start with the closet by the front door, the 
basement, the attic, to get rid of the temporary storage and pull out 
items you no longer want. And to “Tell your loved ones and friends 
what you are up to. They might want to help you and even take 
things you don’t need and also help you to move things that you 
cannot move alone. You will see that a steady stream of people you 
like (or even dislike) will come to take things such as books, clothes, 
and utensils” (12). Then she suggests that you avoid photographs 
and letters, because those are sentimental and you can get lost in 
memory. Instead start with furniture, the large items in your home, 
clothes, books, kitchen, and do photographs and letters last. 
 
Even though the subject is death cleaning, it is not an entirely sad 
book. With five children, pets, and living around the world, she 
shares her funny memories; for example, “Once I was invited to a 
tea party in Singapore. Everyone had to wear a hat—it was 
compulsory! I had not worn a hat for twenty years or so, and was not 
really well stocked in that area. I didn’t know what to do. And then I 
saw my wok hanging on a nail above our gas stove. I put it on my 
head, taped an orchid on the front brim as decoration, and tied it 
under my chin with coarse household string. Believe it or not, I won 
first prize and received a beautiful glass bottle of Schiaparelli’s 
perfume Shocking for my efforts. Wow!” (56). 
 
As an artist, Magnusson “…spent my life painting pictures. Luckily, 
a big part of being an artist is being able to part with the stuff you 
paint. I have sold or given away my life’s work, gradually, at the 
same pace as I have produced it. When I had to downsize my 
lifestyle, I had a number of paintings that I wasn’t satisfied with. I 
had saved them because I wanted to improve them. In my new home 
there was no room for these paintings, so I got rid of them. I threw 
them on the fire. Maybe the fact that I have gotten rid of my artwork 
all my life makes me unsentimental about getting rid of other things, 
too. It is amazing, and also a little strange, how many things we 
accumulate in a lifetime” (46).  
 



 

What a pleasant read! It makes me excited to do my own death 
cleaning. Though I get a temporary pass since I moved and cleaned 
in September. I spent a good chunk of time death cleaning then, 
though I didn’t know the term at the time. But I can focus on the 
objects I accumulate in the present. When I need to death clean in 
my future, I’ll definitely reference Magnusson and enjoy reading her 
book again.  
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
 
Chant of a Million Women by Shirani Rajapakse. 2017. 124 pages. 
$14.99, paperback. 
 
This is a collection that voices the female experience and how men 
and women relate to each other, all the while set to Rajapakse’s 
musical cadence and word choices. 
 
In “To Dance with the Wind,” “a child playing in the old home / 
unruffled by the strain of adulthood, shaded / by tall trees that bent 
branches to tap / beats in the air performing to a / silent conductor of 
the zephyr orchestra. // Those moments rare as precious stones 
hidden beneath, swirling waters / in rivers that rushed away.” 
 
It is difficult to choose one poem as my favorite, but “Colonized” 
was one I read several times: “Lipstick stained your shirt a deep 
luscious pink. Mine. / I opened lips / and drank you in. The leftovers 
/ feel on your shirt and stained it pink. // I suppose that’s what 
happened. / I don’t remember / how it got there, but there it was / 
looking like a ripe dragon-fruit stuck / to side of your shirt—white, / 
stark, blazing a mark in bold pink.” 
 



 

I played violin for several years, so I was drawn to “The Violinist,” 
where “Lifting, moving, / bowing, I saw her / move many years ago, 
/ It seemed like yesterday, or so / my memories said. // Blue stripes / 
on loose white covered skin / and bone too young to look / like that. 
Old and gnarled / like trees in a / garden somewhere….// The music 
rose / from her bow. She / played. They played / with her. I tried to 
follow. / Another performance. / Another day to live. / Cold, 
shivering, yet the / bow moved up then / down as the music / moved 
the audience to tears. / Medals gleamed, / while hearts bled, yet / she 
lived another day.” 
 
And of course, the title poem unifies the collection, “My body is a 
temple, not / a halfway house you enter for / temporary shelter from / 
the heat and dust swirling through trees. / it’s not a guest house to 
book a room, spend / a night on your way to someplace else…. 
 
Rajapakse’s use of repetition of “in out in out” throughout “On 
Campus: Just Before the Exam” drives home the horror some 
women experience: “Blade glistening silver / in sunlight, in out in 
out / Did you see it shine, / the knife in his hand? in out in out…the 
asphalt changed color in out in out / mixing and merging in out in 
out / red carpet covering, sticky and new. / Did you feel it tearing 
you up? in out in out / Thirty five times. in out in out / In the valley 
of your breasts. in out in out. / At the apex of your legs. in out in out. 
Your turn to run get away, disappear / be somewhere else, move as / 
fast as you can. in out in out….” 
 
This collection is a must read. It is up to us to change our world and 
discuss the past and find a way to move forward. 
 
—Suzanna Anderson 
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